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Short summary
Structurally modulated graphene presents a new variety of this 2D material which offers a possibility of electronic band engineering and promises to extend a wide range
of possible applications of graphene from straintronics, optoelectronics and spintronics,
coatings, sensors for batteries, etc. Motivated by these prospects, and a small number of
experimental realizations of the modulated graphene systems, we have synthesized and
studied epitaxial graphene on stepped Ir(332) substrate. The system was studied with a
comprehesive set of experimental techniques which gave the insight into structural characteristics (scanning tunneling microscopy, STM, atomic force microscopy, AFM, and low
energy electron diffraction, LEED), electronic band structure (angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy, ARPES, scanning tunneling spectroscopy, STS, and density functional
theory, DFT) and the nature of the inherent strain (polarized Raman spectroscopy). The
graphene on Ir(332) caused a severe surface restructuring, consisting of formation of large
(111) terraces and (331) step bunches, giving the substrate and graphene a new periodicity. We found that the new periodicity as well as the graphene rotation can be controlled
through variation of growth parameters. Furthermore, we found that the ordering of
modulated graphene depends on the graphene rotation, which was connected to the size
of the moiré unit cell. Measurements of the electronic band structure showed the Dirac
cone anisotropy which was attributed to the 1D periodicity present in the system. Additionally, graphene’s local density of states dependent heavily on the specific morphological
motifs, which was connected to the measured difference in doping between the graphene
on terraces or on step bunches, and to the site specific interaction calculated using DFT.
The DFT calculations showed that the graphene binding is strongest on the step edges,
which drives the surface restructuring. Furthermore, we have accomplished to transfer
graphene from Ir(332) onto SiO2 terminated Si wafer, where the graphene modulation was
preserved after the transfer. Such periodically nano-modulated graphene showed inherent
v

presence of uniaxial strain, which is necessary for potential applications.

Keywords: epitaxial graphene, stepped surfaces, Ir(332), electronic band engineering,
Fermi velocity anisotropy, uniaxial strain, van der Waals interaction
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Prologue
Long hasn’t there been such an excitement in the scientific community like in the past
decade. It came like a wave, first starting slow, then growing bigger and bigger just to
finally overwhelm with a shear number of publications [1, 2]. This fury that swept trough
the surface physics, storming like a zealous student looking for his mentor eager to shear
its latest discovery, was named graphene. It had a name long before its discovery [3],
existing as a theoretical hypothesis, with a known shape, size and properties [4, 5], yet
lingering just as an idea, simple writing on a piece of paper, living in the trace of a pencil...
Graphene is the ultimate two dimensional (2D) material. It is a single atom thick
sheet of carbon atoms forming a hexagonal mesh similar to honeycomb structure (Figure
1). This seemingly simple graphene structure, however, results in numerous applicable
properties, and it is essentially the mother of all graphitic forms [6, 7].
Graphene has been present and somewhat studied for decades [8–11], but it was not
till 2004 and the work of Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov [12–14] that the true
“graphene mania” begun. They have used a “scotch tape” method to extract a single
graphene sheet from a highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) on a oxidized silicon
wafer from which they made a device for transport measurements [12, 13]. Interestingly,
these one atom thick, almost defect free, graphene samples showed electron transport

Figure 1: Graphene mesh
xi

govern by relativistic (Dirac) equation. Electrons in graphene essentially behave like relativistic particles having a mass equal to zero, and traveling with an effective speed of
light [13]. And it only got better and better with properties such as anomalous quantum
Hall effect, ballistic transport, conductivity “without” charge carriers, possible electronic
band engineering trough geometrical changes (nanoribbons, bubbles, strain, etc.), high
thermal conductivity, extreme flexibility and strength, highly impermeability to even the
smallest of atoms, light transmission that is almost independent on the wave length and so
on [6,7,15–19]. With such a long list of good properties the realization of possible applications seemed just a mater of time and they range from revolutionary to bizarre. Some of
the most prominent applications include ultra fast transistors, flexible transparent touchscreens, various sensors, better batteries, DNA sequencing, desalination, optoelectronics,
anti-corrosive coating and many more [20–25]. Aside from the above mentioned, graphene
not only started a fastest growing field in Solid state physics, but it also opened a door
for other 2D and quasi-2D materials (hexagonal boron nitride, dichalcogenides, silicene,
topological insulators, etc.) which prior to graphene were not even considered possible
and which bring an abundance of different and interesting properties.
The true testament of graphene importance and a sort of a premonition of what is to
come, arrived in 2010. in a form of a Nobel prize awarded to Geim and Novoselov. No
long ago the European Union research initiative the “Graphene flagship” started, giving
a billion euros for the graphene research that will lead graphene from laboratories to its
industrial use. Furthermore, marking already a decade of graphene research recently the
whole issue on Nature Nanotechnology was dedicated to graphene [26].
In this thesis we will explore epitaxial graphene grown on a prestructured surface
Ir(332). The idea is that the structural modification of graphene at the same time leads
to changes in the electronic structure. We will explore this system both structurally and
spectroscopically to comprehend the relation between the substrate and graphene as well
as to determine the effects that graphene modulations have on its properties.
This thesis is divided into six chapters. In the first chapter we present a general introduction on graphene, its geometrical and electronic structure and then focus on the
motivation for the work and specific objectives covered by this thesis. Second chapter
brings an overview of the experimental methods used and their scientific basis and limitations. Third chapter deals with the graphene growth on Ir(332) substrate, the synthesis

xii

parameters optimisation as well as a detail structural characterization. The fourth chapter brings a characterization of the electronic structure and specific effects observed in
the graphene band structure. Fifth chapter presents an overview of the accomplished
graphene transfer from Ir(332) to the SiO2 terminated Si wafer and subsequent characterization of uniaxially strained, modulated graphene. The sixth and final chapter gives
a summary of the thesis objectives and accomplishments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Graphene

Graphene is a 2D sheet of carbon atoms arranged into a honeycomb mesh. The bonds
between the neighboring carbon atoms are so called σv bonds formed by sp2 hybridized
orbitals separated by 1.42 Å [15]. The remaining pz orbitals stick out of the graphene plane
and form a so-called π band. The strong σv bond is responsible for the exceptional strength
and flexibility of graphene while the π band is responsible for its electronic properties.
Graphene primitive unit cell consists of two carbon atoms as shown on Figure 1.1.1
(a). The corresponding reciprocal unit cell is depicted in Figure 1.1.1 (b). This cell has
several high symmetry points that are of importance for further consideration. Namely
the Γ point at the center of the Brillouin zone, the K and the K’ point at the corners, and
the M point in the middle of the sides of the Brillouin zone (cf. 1.1.1 (b)). The K and K’

Figure 1.1.1: Graphene (a) unit cell and (b) reciprocal unit cell with corresponding Brillouin zone.

1

points are not equivalent and can not be connected by a combination of reciprocal lattice
vectors. The lattice vectors can be written as
a1 =

√ 
a
a √ 
1, 3 , a2 =
1, − 3
2
2

(1.1.1)

where a ≈ 1.42 Å is the carbon-carbon distance. The reciprocal lattice vectors are given
by
b1 =


π √ 
π √
3, 1 , b2 =
3, −1 .
a
a

(1.1.2)

Now the all important K and K’ points marked on Figure 1.1.1 (b) have the following
position in the momentum space:
2π
√ , 0 , K0 =
3a
!

K=

!

π π
√ ,
.
3a a

(1.1.3)

Before proceeding with the electronic structure of graphene we identify first the two
important directions of a great impact on graphene’s properties. Those are so-called zigzag direction (marked with red in Figure 1.1.2), and armchair (marked green on the same
D

E

figure). The zig-zag direction corresponds to the 112̄0
D

E

the armchair corresponds to the 11̄00

C

C

high symmetry direction, and

direction1 .

Figure 1.1.2: Graphene mesh with denoted zig-zag (red), armchair (green) directions and
marked high symmetry directions.
1

Here we used more general notation denoting a family of symmetrical directions (marked by hi brackets) to be consistent with the literature [ [27, 28]]. However,the marked
directions,
within the coordinate



system marked on Figure 1.1.1, correspond to the specific 112̄0 C and 11̄00 C directions. Please note
that for graphene we use a Bravais - Miller index notation, (hkil) where i = −(h + l), commonly used for
hexagonal lattice systems.

2

1.1.1

Graphene electronic structure

The electronic band structure of graphene can be readily describe using a tight binding
approximation (TBA) and considering only pz orbitals. The graphene has two sublattices
A and B (see Figure 1.1.1 (a)). Considering the first nearest neighbor (1NN) electron
hopping (i.e. between two sublattices) Hamiltonian can be written as follows (~ = 1):
H = −t

(a†σ,i bσ,j + H.c.),

X

(1.1.4)

(i,j),σ

where aσ,i



a†σ,i



is the operator of annihilation (creation) of an electron with spin σ

(σ =↑, ↓) on a site Ri on a sublattice A. The same definition is used for sublattice B
(bσ,i and b†σ,i ). The t (≈ 2.8 eV) is the nearest neighbor hopping energy. Solving the
Hamiltonian leads to an energy dispersion:
E± (k) =

v
u
√
u
±tt3 + 2 cos 3k

ya

√


+ 4 cos

3
3
ky a cos kx a
2
2
!





(1.1.5)

which is presented on Figure 1.1.3 (a). The plus sign of the equation 1.1.5 corresponds to
the upper π ∗ band and the minus sign to the lower π band. In a case of a neutral (undoped)
graphene the π band is completely filled while the π ∗ band is empty (see Figure 1.1.3 (b))
and they touch at a single point at the Fermi level, making graphene a semimetal. The
graphene band structure around K and K’ points is the same even though these points

Figure 1.1.3: (a) Electronic band structure of graphene calculated in 1NN TBA. Inset
shows a zoomed region around K point. (b) Electronic band structure presented in Γ-KM direction.
3

are not equivalent. If we expand the band structure (equation 1.1.5) around K (or K0 )
vector as k = K + q, where |q|  |K|, the dispersion becomes the following:
E± (q) ≈ ±vF |q| .

(1.1.6)

The q is the momentum relative to the K point and vF is the Fermi velocity (vF =
3ta/2, ~ = 1) with a value of vF ∼
= 1 × 106 m/s [4]. It is obvious that the dispersion is
linear near the K point as seen in the inset on Figure 1.1.3 (a). This linear behavior,
where the Fermi velocity does not depend on the energy, or the momentum, resembles
the Dirac equation for massless fermions [7, 13]. Hence, the graphene dispersion around
K point is called Dirac cone (Fig. 1.1.3 (a) inset), and the K (K’) points are referred as
the Dirac points (Fig. 1.1.3 (b)).
The density of states (DOS) per unit cell for the 1NN approximation has a analytical
form [29] and is presented in Figure 1.1.4. One can observe the van Hove singularities
in the DOS coming from the saddle extrema in the electronic band structure around M
points (Fig. [1.1.3 (b)). Close to the Dirac point DOS per unit cell is linear with the
energy (Fig. 1.1.4 right image) and is given by:
√
3 3a2 |E|
ρ (E) =
,
π vF2

(1.1.7)

thus at the Fermi level the neutral graphene has a vanishing DOS. These features will
have a profound effects on the charge carriers and the appearance of the electronic bands
of a doped graphene. By transferring charge to (from) graphene the Fermi level moves

Figure 1.1.4: Density of states. Right image shows enlarged section marked by a gray
rectangle on the left image.
4

Figure 1.1.5: Isoenergy contour map in TBA of a π band (a) over the whole first Brillouin
zone and (b) around one K point. Black lines denote contours of equal energy displaced
by 0.41 eV in (a) and 0.28 eV in (b).
above (below) the Dirac points and the Fermi surface goes from a set of six dots, to circles
and subsequently to trigonal warped contours (Fig. 1.1.5). The trigonal warping goes
in the direction of three M points surrounding the K point (see. Fig. 1.1.5 (b)) and is
caused by the saddle extrema in the M points ultimately resulting in the observed van
Hove singularities in DOS (Fig. 1.1.4).

1.2

Graphene properties and prospects

Graphene has a long list of exceptional physical properties arising from its crystal and
electronic structure. Here we will briefly give an overview of the most important ones.
Ambipolar conduction
Graphene is a gapless semiconductor or semimetal but unlike the ordinary materials,
which do not have a symmetry between valence and conducting bands, graphene electrons and holes are symmetric. This equivalency arises from the symmetry of the πand
π ∗ bands. If one now makes a field effect device by placing the graphene flake on a dielectric such as SiO2 and changes the external field, the charge carriers in graphene can be
switched between electrons and holes. This will be evident from the symmetric shape of
the resistivity vs. gate voltage measurements. The concentration of charge carriers can,
in such a way, be tuned from zero to almost 1013 cm-2 [6, 12].

5

Ballistic transport and mobility
Graphene devices have extremely high measured charge mobilities which exceed 2 × 105
cm2 V-1 s-1 for the suspended graphene [30]. This surpasses the highest known inorganic
semiconductor (InSb ∼ 7.7 × 104 cm2 V-1 s-1 [31]), semiconducting carbon nanotubes (∼
1×105 cm2 V-1 s-1 [32]) and trumps the mobility values for Si and Ge (∼ 1.5×103 cm2 V-1 s-1
and ∼ 4 × 103 cm2 V-1 s-1 ). Additionally, this high mobility in graphene does not change
significantly even at room temperature and remains high for high carrier densities. This
results in a ballistic transport on almost micrometer scale.
Landau levels and anomalous quantum Hall effect
When a perpendicular magnetic field is applied on a 2D electron gas the electrons follow
the cyclotron orbits, and their allowed energies are quantized into values called Landau
levels. At low magnetic field, the Landau levels lead to oscillations of magnetization
(de Haas-van Alphen effect) and magneto resistance oscillations (Shubnikov-de Haas effect). At higher fields the Landau levels are manifested in integer quantum Hall effect.
In a conventional 2D semiconductor system the Landau levels spectrum is linear with
the magnetic field and given by El = ~ωc (l + 1/2) where ωc = eB/m is the cyclotron
frequency and l an index of the level. However for graphene and its massless Dirac
fermions the energy spectrum is proportional to the square root of the magnetic field
q

Elσ = ±vF 2~eB (l + 1/2 ± 1/2) where vF is the electron velocity [33]. Peculiarly for a
l = 0 and a negative sign before 1/2 in the previous equation there exist a zero-energy
state shared by electrons and holes unlike for the other Landau levels (l ≥ 1).
Usually, all Landau levels have the same degeneracy i.e. number of electron states per
given energy. This degeneracy is proportional to the magnetic flux through the system.
Thus the plateaus in the Hall conductivity, corresponding to the filling of first l levels, are
integers (in units of conductance quantum e2 /h). For the case of massless Dirac electrons,
the zero-energy Landau level has half the degeneracy of any other levels. This results in
an anomalous quantum Hall effect with half-integer quantization of the Hall conductivity
i.e. plateaus are situated at the half integers of 4e2 /h [13, 33, 34].

6

Mechanical strength
Due to the strong σ bonds the graphene sheet can withstand large deformations of over 25
% [35]. A good way to measure graphene mechanical properties is by using an atomic force
microscope (AFM) to preform an indentation measurements. In such a way measured
breaking strength of graphene defect free sheet is 42 Nm-1 and the Young’s modulus is
1.0 TPa [36]. Given how graphene is only one atom thick these numbers make it the
strongest known material.
Strain and effective magnetic fields
Additional interesting phenomena arise when we introduce a strain into graphene sheet.
Depending on the direction of the applied strain (zig-zag or armchair) the changes of
the electronic structure include gap opening in K point, 1D conductivity, suppression
of tunneling and Dirac cone anisotropy [37, 38]. Similar phenomena occur if the strain
is not parallel with the graphene plane i.e. if the graphene is buckled [39]. One can
in such a way “play” with the geometry of graphene to induce desired changes in the
electronic structure. Additional effect of graphene buckling (i.e. graphene bubbles) is the
appearance of a giant effective magnetic field [18]. Due to the large graphene deformations
the electrons will behave like they are in a large pseudo-magnetic field of up to 300 T.
This can be visualized in scanning tunneling spectroscopy where the presence of Landau
levels can be seen in the dIt /dVt (local DOS) measurement. This pseudo-magnetic field
mimics the real magnetic field in the direction perpendicular to the graphene sheet, and
could even be used to make a gap tunable graphene device [40].
Linear optical adsorption
One graphene layer adsorbs around 2.3 % (equal to the fine structure constant) of visible
light making him almost completely transparent. However, graphene is still very visible,
especially if using the right substrate and light wavelength [41]. Therefore, it is possible
to use the optical image contrast to identify the number of layers [24]. The absorption
spectrum of graphene is almost constant ranging from the ultraviolet (300 nm) to near
infrared (2 500 nm) with a peak in the ultraviolet region (∼ 270 nm), due to the excitonshifted van Hove singularity in the graphene DOS [24].
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Each of the above mentioned properties opens a different possibility for graphene application making it one of the most diverse material. Various electronic applications, including
the high-frequency and other transistors, sensors, touch screens, flexible and transparent
electronics are most often highlighted. However, the list does not stop there, photodetectors, superbatteries, supercapacitors, various sensors, DNA sequencing, desalination,
anti-corrosive coatings are all applications that are in certain phase of development. What
is still delaying the transition from science to industry is the issue of the source (scale
and the amount) and the quality of graphene, ability to successfully transfer it (or directly grow on) to a desired substrate and a production of graphene with specific targeted
properties.

1.3

Graphene production

Graphene can be produced in numerous ways with variable quality (Fig. 1.3.1) [42]. It
was first produced using mechanical exfoliation of HOPG, technique which, even though
it produces extremely high quality graphene, is not scalable for industrial use. Liquidphase exfoliation of graphite is a technique where by using a solvent and a sonication one
can split graphite into individual platelets and thus making suspension with significant
fraction of monolayer graphene flakes. The method is high yield, however, does not
produce high quality graphene [16, 43]. Other methods include costly molecular assembly
of various molecules [42, 44], and growth on an insulating silicon carbide wafers by Si
sublimation. The latter can produce a good quality of graphene on a wafer-scale but its

Figure 1.3.1: Graphene production techniques presented in quality vs. cost diagram.
Figure adopted from Ref. [42].
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drawbacks include high cost of the SiC wafers, high temperatures needed for synthesis,
and a complex interface with the substrate with a so-called buffer layer, which affects
graphene properties [45, 46].
The most commonly used and the most “large-scale friendly” method for synthesis is a
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on a metal surface either on foils or single crystals. For
application purposes the synthesis on Cu [47–49] and Ni [50] foils is the most important
due to the easy ability to transfer graphene by etching away those substrates, a process
well-known in the Si electronics technology. In this way one can achieve a large scale,
roll-to-roll graphene production [48] under atmospheric conditions. It is still a challange
to perfect the growth process and increase graphene quality, enhance graphene domain
size and avoid multilayer growth as well as improve transfer process.
For the scientific research, single crystal surfaces tend to be more convenient because
they provide the possibility of repeated graphene growth, and are in a sense a “blank
canvas” for studying graphene properties in various conditions. This, however, usually
requires ultra-high vacuum conditions (UHV) and for some substrates the graphene is
strongly bound which has an impact on the graphene electronic properties. Regarding metal substrates, graphene is chemisorbed on Ni(111), Ru(0001), Co(0001), Rh(111)
and Pd(111) [51–55]. On others metals such as Pt(111), Cu(111), Ag(111) and Ir(111),
graphene is more weakly bound, and is considered physisorbed [51, 56, 57]. Out of these
metal substrates, graphene grown on Ir is exceptionally interesting system because it provides the ability to obtain a large, single-crystal, monolayer graphene [27, 58, 59] with the
high-quality of the electronic structure [57, 60] making it almost an ideal substrate for
studying graphene.

1.4
1.4.1

Epitaxial graphene on iridium
Iridium structure and graphene syntheses

Iridium is a noble transition metal which crystallizes in a face-centered cubic (FCC)
lattice. Most commonly, graphene is grown on a crystals with a (111) surface orientation.
The model of this surface in real space is presented on Figure 1.4.1 (a), along with a
diffraction pattern of the Ir(111) surface (Fig. 1.4.1 (b)) obtained by low energy electron
diffraction (LEED). The Ir(111) surface has hexagonal lattice with a cell parameter of
9

Figure 1.4.1: (a) Ir(111) surface with marked unit cell, high symmetry directions and
sights. (b) LEED pattern (76.3 eV) of Ir(111) surface with marked Brillouin zone and
high symmetry points.
2.715 Å [28]. Prior to graphene growth, the surface is cleaned by sputtering with heavy
ions, burning in oxygen and rapidly heating to high temperatures in UHV conditions.
Graphene on Ir is grown under UHV conditions, usually through combination of two
reported processes, both of which use a catalytic surface property of breaking hydrocarbon molecules at hot Ir surface. The first one is called temperature-programmed growth
(TPG), consisting of hydrocarbon molecules adsorption (typically 1 Langmuir) onto Ir
surface at room temperature and their subsequent decomposition at a fixed, elevated
temperature. Hydrocarbon molecules decompose to carbon and hydrogen. At high temperatures hydrogen is desorbed from the surface and carbon left on the surface is mobile
enough to traverse the surface and bind with other carbon atoms forming graphene islands [61]. One TPG cycle typically yields a coverage of 0.2 monolayers of graphene on
Ir(111) [62]. The second process is CVD where now hot Ir surface is exposed to hydrocarbon gas, which allows continuous extension of small graphene islands until full layer
is formed. In such a way one can cover the entire Ir surface in a single deposition. It is
important to note that the growth process is governed by the catalytic property of the
bare Ir surface. Once covered with graphene Ir can no longer act as a catalyst and the
growth process stops, yielding always only a single graphene layer [58].

1.4.2

Structural properties of graphene on Ir(111)

Graphene on Ir has a lattice constant of 2.45 Å, as determined by scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) measurements [28]. Through combination of TPG and CVD procedure
at the right temperature high-quality graphene can be obtained with uniform orientation
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across the entire Ir sample [58, 59, 61], which extends across step edges, and can grow
E

D

in both step-up and step-down direction [27]. This graphene orientation has a 112̄0
D

E

direction (see Fig. 1.1.2) aligned with the iridium 101̄

Ir

C

direction (see Fig. 1.4.1 (a))

[27, 28, 61]. This means that the zig-zag direction of the graphene is aligned with the
dense packed rows of iridium. This graphene orientation is referred as R0, where R
D

stand for rotation and the number 0 for the angle of rotation between 112̄0
D

E

101̄

Ir

E
C

and

directions [63]. Other graphene rotations can be achieved by varying the growth

conditions, mainly the temperature [59, 63]. We shall refer the R0 graphene as aligned
domains and all rest as rotated graphene domains.

1.4.3

Moiré superperiodicity

Graphene and Ir have different lattice constants and their combination resuls in an additional hexagonal superperiodicity, so-called moiré. The moiré effect is a well know
occurrence which originates when we have a small mismatch between two overlapping
periodicity or two identical periodicity rotated by a certain angle. The moiré superstructure of graphene on Ir(111) can be easily seen in STM images (Fig. 1.4.2 (a) and (b))
as well as in LEED (Fig. 1.4.2 (c)) as additional spots around the graphene diffraction
spots (marked by blue arrow). y. For the R0 graphene on Ir(111) the moiré unit cell
(marked by white rhombus on Fig. 1.4.2 (a)) measures to be 25.3 Å, approximately 10
times larger than graphene unit cell. This superstructure is incommensurate (9.32 × 9.32)
with respect to the Ir unit cell [28].

Figure 1.4.2: (a) An STM topography image of Ir(111) partially covered with R0 graphene.
White rhombus marks a moiré unit cell. (b) R0 graphene on Ir(111) with white dots
highlighting the atomic carbon row which is in parallel with the superstructure (154 Å ×
54 Å). Figures (a) and (b) are adopted from Ref. [28]. (c) LEED pattern (76 eV) of a R0
graphene on Ir(111).
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In general the moiré lattice wavevector can be written as vector subtraction [28]:
kmoiré = kGr − kIr

(1.4.1)

where kGr and kIr are graphene and iridium lattice wavevectors respectively. For a given
D

E

angle α between vectors kGr and kIr , i.e. between 112̄0

C

D

E

and 101̄

Ir

, directions the

module of a moiré wavevector can be written as:
2
2
k 2moiré = kGr
+ kIr
− 2kGr kIr cos α.

(1.4.2)

The real-space moiré lattice constant is now:
amoiré = q

aGr aIr
a2Gr

+

a2Ir

− 2aGr aIr cos α

(1.4.3)

.

Obviously the moiré unit cell is the biggest for the R0 graphene (α = 0) and smallest
for the R30 graphene (α = 30) where it corresponds to 4.89 Å. It is evident that by
measuring the moiré unit cell in STM one can calculate, from the equation 1.4.3, the
D

E

angle between the graphene and the iridium ( 112̄0

C

D

E

and 101̄

Ir

). This is visible in the

Figure 1.4.3 where in the insets one can see the appearance of the moiré for the rotations
of 0°, 8°, 26° and 30° and their appropriate Fourier transform (FT) images.

Figure 1.4.3: Moiré unit cell size in dependence of the angle between graphene and iridium
(calculated from equation 1.4.3). Insets show a model of the moiré appearance for four
rotations by 0°, 8°, 26° and 30° and their Fourier transform images2 .
2
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Figures of the moiré structures courtesy of Marin Petrovic.

Additionally, it follows from the equation 1.4.1:
!

kGr
sin α = cos α −
tan θGr−moiré ,
kIr
D

(1.4.4)

E

where θGr−moiré is the angle between graphene lattice ( 112̄0

C

) and the moiré maxima

(imaged in STM as minima) (see Fig. 1.4.2 (b)) [28]. Thus, by measuring θGr−moiré one
can determine the graphene rotation with an accuracy of about 0.04°. The moiré acts
as a “magnifying lens”, and this magnification is approximately ≈ 10.6 times for small
rotations [28].

1.4.4

Interaction and binding with the iridium

The electronic structure of Ir(111) has a band-gap around the KIr point which extends
approximately 1 eV below Fermi level and is encompassed by three surface states [60]. It
is due to this gap that the graphene Dirac cone, whose KGr point is quite close to the one
of the Ir, is almost completely intact. This can be seen in angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES) maps on Figures 1.4.4 (a) and (b). The graphene on Ir(111) is
slightly p-doped i.e. the Dirac point is located approximately 0.1 eV above the Fermi
level [60]. In Figure 1.4.4 (b) additional bands are seen, marked by letter R, as well as
a mini-gap in the Dirac cone, marked by white arrows. These features are a result of a
periodic potential induced by the moiré superstructure [60, 62, 64].
As mentioned previously the Ir(111) surface has three surface states close to the KIr
point. One of these states is located at the Fermi level in the vicinity of the Dirac
point. Even though the majority of the Dirac cone is unperturbed by the Ir states, at
the Fermi level it is hybridized with the Ir surface state [65]. This play a role in the
binding of the graphene to the Ir. The graphene on Ir is consider to be physisorbed
i.e. weakly bound through van der Waals interaction [60]. However, the van der Waals
density functional theory (vdW-DFT) calculations (Fig. 1.4.4 (c) - (g)) showed that the
predominant physisorption is, at the moiré hcp (center of C hexagon above threefold
coordinated hcp site) and fcc sites (center of C hexagon above threefold coordinated fcc
site), replaced by the chemical (weak covalent) binding [57]. In these regions there is a
small charge transfer from the graphene into the substrate (see Fig. 1.4.4 (f) and (g)).
The carbon atoms sitting on top of the Ir atoms hybridize its C (2pz ) orbital with the
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Figure 1.4.4: Electronic structure of graphene on Ir(111). ARPES maps (b) along M-Γ-K
direction (adopted from ref. [62]), and (b) around K point (adopted from ref. [60]). (c)-(g)
DFT calculations (adopted from ref. [57]) (c) Top view and a (d) side view (along white
dashed line) of the calculated model. The color scale in (d) goes from h = 3.20 Å to
h = 3.265 Å. (e) Visualization of the nonlocal-correlation binding-energy density caused
by adsorption. (f) Charge transfer upon adoption and (g) a magnified region marked by
a red square in (f).
Ir (5d3z2 −r2 ) orbital. The accumulate charge then leads to the above mentioned weak
covalent bond of 50 meV per C atom [57]. Through this charge transfer graphene loses
about ≈ 0.01 electrons per C atom of charge making him p-doped. The moiré is not only
a variation in binding, graphene within the moiré unit cell is also corrugated, where the
graphene - substrate distance goes from 3.62 Å in the top regions (center of the C hexagon
is located on top of an Ir atom ) to as low as 3.27 Å in the hcp regions (Fig. 1.4.4 (c) and
(d)). The average graphene-substrate distance is 3.41 Å [57], which is close to the weakly
vdW bound carbon layers in graphite (3.36 Å).

1.4.5

Stress relaxation, wrinkles and ripples.

Graphene on Ir and most other substrates is synthesized at elevated temperature which
causes thermal expansion (contraction) of the substrate according to the corresponding
thermal expansion coefficient. However, graphene has small and even negative thermal expansion coefficient [66, 67]. This leads to a buildup of compressive stress within graphene
during cooldown after synthesis. To relax (a part of) this stress graphene locally delaminates from the substrate and forms so called wrinkles. Wrinkles are elongated, tubular,
several nm high objects that stick out out of the graphene plane, are typically microns long
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and usually form a connected network within the graphene (see Fig. 1.4.5). Graphene
on Ir, just like on other substrates [68–74], is no stranger to wrinkles [63, 73, 75] (Fig.
1.4.5 (a)). Wrinkles only accommodate approximately ∼ 2/3 of the compressive stress,
and the rest remains in the graphene layer [75]. The geometry of the wrinkle network
depends on the substrate and graphene orientation as we will see later, and graphene
is heavily crumpled on the connections of several wrinkles [76]. Wrinkle geometry, as
well as the consequential defects in the graphene, limit the transport properties of the
graphene sheet [70,74,77], but also make them relevant mediators in other processes such
as intercalation [76, 78].
The R0 graphene on Ir(111) forms a hexagonal 6-fold network (Fig. 1.4.5 (a)) which
is aligned along the dense packed rows of Ir [79]. However, for the R30 graphene wrinkles
form a rectangular network with one side aligned to the substrate steps and other perpendicular to them, likely due to the weaker bonding of the R30 graphene on Ir [79], similar
as for graphene on Pt(111) [68]. This rectangular nature of wrinkle network aligned to
the steps also arises for graphene on stepped surfaces (Fig. 1.4.5 (c)). This is likely due
to the fact that the step edges also release a part of the compressive stress due to bending
across the step edges, while in the perpendicular direction formed wrinkles ensure that
both components of the biaxial thermal stress are relaxed [69, 80]. Additionally, in this
stepped substrate 4H-SiC(0001) it was noticed that the density of wrinkles depends on

Figure 1.4.5: (a) Our AFM topography image of wrinkles in R0 graphene on Ir(111).
Inset shows a magnified wrinkle crossing region marked by a dashed rectangular in (a).
(b) A line scan across a wrinkle marked by a blue line in a inset on figure (a). (c) An
AFM phase image of graphene on 4H-SiC(0001) cut by 8° off-axes and heated to 1700° C
(figure adopted from ref. [69]).
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the growth temperature, where the increase of growth temperature leads to higher wrinkle
density [69].
A similar feature to wrinkle is a so-called graphene ripple. Geometrically they are
much alike with a difference being that ripples are not formed during graphene growth
through thermal stress. Graphene nano-ripples are in most cases a result of a transfer
process due to existence of steps on the growth substrate [77, 81–83]. They can also be a
result of a transfer on a prestrained surface [84, 85], or on a prestructured surface [86], as
well as either natural occurring or thermally generated ripples in suspended graphene [66].

1.5

Modulated graphene

Graphene modulation leads to interesting, applicable phenomena some of which were
already mentioned in section 1.2. Below we mention most of the predicted and observed
effects and their possible applications as a motivation for the work presented in this thesis.

1.5.1

Periodic potential

Theoretically, a periodic electronic potential in graphene results in changes and modifications of its electronic structure, which depends on the form of the applied periodic
potential [87–89]. Most obvious experimental effect of added periodic potential are minigaps in the Dirac cone and replica cones which were first observed in the graphene on
Ir(111) (cf. Fig. 1.4.4 (b)) due to the moiré superperiodicity acting as a 2D periodic
potential [60]. This proved that it is experimentally feasible to modify electronic properties of graphene by even small structural modulations. For the 1D periodic potential the
theoretical predictions by Park et al. are even more comprehensive as they suggest the
anisotropy in the Dirac cone i.e. the anisotropic renormalization of the Fermi velocity,
mini-gaps opening with varying size, 1D conductivity and other changes to the electronic
structure [87]. The proposed anisotropy in charge carriers group velocity was somewhat
contra-intuitive as the decrease in the velocity ought to be in the direction perpendicular
to the potential, while in the direction parallel to the potential, the velocity ought to
remain unchanged. This in fact indicates that if the 1D potential consist of periodically
arranged 1D hurdles the charge carriers will have no problem crossing the hurdles, but
their velocity will be strongly reduced when moving parallel to the hurdles. Depending
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on the applied potential, the velocity parallel to the hurdles could be even reduced to zero
i.e. at the same time result in extremely low mobilities in one direction and normal conductivity in the perpendicular one [87]. One possible experimental realization of this 1D
periodic potential is to grow graphene on a prestructured surfaces, for instance a vicinal
surface.
Vicinal surfaces are surfaces with high Miller index which is achieved by cutting a
low index surface (such as (111)) by a certain miscut angle. Stable vicinal surfaces have
periodically arranged steps whose width depends on the miscut angle [90–92]. So far only
a handful of papers were published showing effects of the 1D potential on the graphene
electronic structure. Lin et al. grew graphene on a stepped Cu(410)-O surface and used
scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) to show an appearance of new Dirac point arising
from the periodic 1D modulation of the graphene by the substrate [93]. Similar features,
the repeated bands, were also reported in ARPES measurements by Pisarra et al. for
graphene on Pt(997) [94]. Finally, Nakatsuji et al. used vicinal SiC substrate to show
through ARPES measurements that the graphene Dirac cone is indeed anisotropic and
that the appearance of this effect depends on the miscut angle i.e. on the step density [95].
However, the anisotropy they reported was opposite to the theoretical prediction [87]
i.e. the observed velocity decreased in the direction parallel to the graphene modulating
potential (down/up the steps). They argued that the electrostatic potential used in
calculation by Park et al. can not describe the realistic step potential resulting in this
discrepancy, and that the experimental system was closer to the corrugated graphene
described by Okada et al. [96]. There the calculated velocity decreasd is in the direction
perpendicular to the corrugations like in the experiment, but the effect was only present for
deformations much larger than in the experiment. Additionally, the anisotropy Nakatsuji
et al. observed was relatively small, and the measured spectra are quite broad and smeared
leaving room for a doubt whether the measured effect was indeed a result of the periodic
potential or related to an extremely wide terrace width distribution, poor step edge quality
and appearance of additional graphene layer (buffer layer) common to SiC.

1.5.2

Strain engineering and graphene ripples

The effects of strain were already mentioned in section 1.2, such as huge effective magnetic
fields [18]. In addition, as discussed below, the strain has great influence on graphene’s
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electronic structure.
Simplest theoretical consideration of strain effects in graphene’s electronic structure
is by introducing uniform strain in one direction in the tight binding approximation.
While staying in the regime of linear deformations such approach predicts the Dirac point
shifting in recirpocal space and the Dirac cone anisotropy i.e. Fermi velocity anisotropy
which is sensitive to the strain direction [37, 97]. Several theoretical papers have shown
that Fermi velocity increases in the direction perpendicular and reduces in the direction
parallel to the strain direction to such an extent that it drops to zero for certain level of
strain [37, 98, 99]. This effectively leads to the 1D conductivity in graphene similarly as
in graphene nanoribbons. The additional effect coming from such theoretical considerations is an electronic band gap opening which again strongly depends on the direction
of strain compared to high-symmetry directions in the graphene mesh. While for the
zig-zag direction the gap opens for deformations of 23 %, in the armchair direction, in
theory, the gap never opens, independently on the size of the deformation [37]. Relatively
large deformation of 23 % is still within a structural stability of graphene [35], but recent
calculations shed a doubt in the gap opening for strain smaller than graphene breaking
point [39]. However, even for significantly smaller strain Pereira and Castro Neto predict
a transport gap due to suppressed tunneling in the locally strained region [37, 38], which
was experimentally measured on graphene on stepped SiC [100, 101]. Additional theorety predicted way of the electronic band gap opening by introducing shear deformations
alongside strain, where a gap of 0.9 eV for the deformation of 12 % is expected [102].
So far we considered only (either uniaxial or isotropic) uniform strain along the
graphene mesh, but it is even more interesting to study inhomogeneous strain effects,
e.g. when graphene is corrugated to form a sort of ripples. Naumov et al. calculated that
imposing an inhomogeneous sine deformation in graphene, in any direction but armchair,
a 1 eV wide band gap opens [39]. The band gap opening in rippled graphene was also
confirmed by other calculations [96,103] and, as mentioned in section 1.5.1, the electronic
structure of such graphene should also show signs of the anisotropy whose severity depends on the direction of the graphene corrugation (the armchair direction shows 10 %
greater change in velocity than the zig-zag) [96]. Experimentally, the bandgap opening
in the electronic structure of graphene induced by strain was showed by Hicks et al. who
grew graphene on a periodically pre-patterend SiC steps 100 nm-wide trenches [104]. Us-
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ing ARPES they demonstrated that graphene is either a semiconductor, with band gap
of over 0.5 eV, or a metal depending on the position of the graphene with respect to the
trench. They attributed this gap opening to the varying graphene bending on different
parts of the trenches and the associated strain which is sporadically large enough to open
a gap.
In periodically rippled graphene, the strain also leads to the corresponding periodic
pseudo-magnetic fields. One can take advantage of these magnetic fields along with an
additional potential (electrostatic gate potential, or interaction with the substrate) to open
a tunable band gap with no extra scattering, and also to generate valley polarized edge
states [40]. This was utilized by Lee at al. who transferred graphene to a nano-patterned
SiO2 surface and showed a possibility to open a band gap. They also demonstrated that
the uniaxial strain present in graphene ripples changes Raman active modes [86] in a same
manner as the uniaxial strain applied to whole graphene mesh [105]. This type of strain
use, which alters the graphene band structure, is referred to as strain engineering, and
their possible applications in electronics are often called “straintronics”.
Besides straintronics, the rippled graphene (with or without substrate) according to
theory, can also be used in optoelectronics, where rippled graphene acts as a grating and
couples the incident electromagnetic fields to the propagating graphene surface plasmon
polaritons [106, 107]. Further (somewhat) experimentally realized applications of rippled
graphene include field emitters (e.g. for flat panel displays, X-ray sources, and microwave
amplifiers) [83], strain and other type of sensors [84,108] and even spintronics where quasiperiodic nano-ripple arrays may be able to provide a control of spin currents through spin
orbit coupling due to local curvature and resulting strain [81].

1.6

Thesis objectives

Considering all of the above, there are only very few experimentally realized systems of
graphene affected by the 1D periodic potential, which are not fully understood and the
available measurements often conflict with the theory. For the nano-rippled graphene
(NGR) the possible applications are many and quite diverse, however, in most cases
these ripples are not periodic or are quasi-periodic at best, they are not parallel over
large distances, and there is usually no control over their geometry or the the orientation
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compared to graphene (zig-zag, or armchair). These are all limiting factors when it
comes to possible applications of NGRs. This all leaves room for advances and better
understanding of modulated graphene.
The objective of this thesis is to study a system of graphene on vicinal surface Ir(332).
We first consider the system covering the aspects of graphene growth where the emphasis is
on the effects of growth parameters on the resulting graphene structure and quality. Next,
the attention is turned to the electronic structure of the obtained graphene. A systematic
vdW-DFT modeling of the system furthermore provides us with better understanding
of the measured electronic effects, and also unravels a mechanism behind the observed
surface changes. Finally, we show that it is possible to transfer graphene from the Ir(332)
onto an arbitrary surface and, at the same time, keep the graphene modulation by forming
macroscopic uniaxially strained NRG.
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Chapter 2
Experimental
2.1

Introduction

Most of the experiments presented in this thesis were preformed in UHV chambers with
a base pressure depending on the set-up, and varying from 1 × 10−10 mbar to the 2 ×
10−9 mbar. The exception are AFM measurements which were performed at ambient
conditions. The UHV setups were equipped with Ar+ sputtering gun for sample cleaning
and leak-valves to dose controlled amounts of gases. The samples could be heated up to
1700 K by an electron-beam bombardment from the back of the sample. The temperatures
were measured by either a K type thermocouple or an optical pyrometer. A variety of
analytic surface science tools were used to study the system, specifically the STM/STS,
AFM, LEED and ARPES which we discuss further on. The key technique used in this
thesis was STM which we will introduce in greater detail.

2.2

Sample preparation

An Ir(332) single crystal sample was produced and polished by MaTeck. The crystal had
purity of 99.99 % and was polished with roughness < 0.03 µm and with an orientation
accuracy < 0.1◦ .
The Ir(332) sample was cleaned under UHV conditions by using cycles consisting of
50 min of 1.0 keV Ar+ sputtering while the sample was kept at 470 K, followed by 10–25
min of annealing at 1070 K in oxygen atmosphere with partial pressure of 1 × 10−7 mbar,
and a final 5–10 min annealing at 1125 K. Each cycle was finished by uniformly cooling
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the sample to room temperature over a period of 30–40 min.
Graphene was grown by using either CVD procedure or a combination of TPG and
CVD steps described in subsection 1.4.1. The applied hydrocarbon gas was ethylene.
A wide range of temperatures and ethylene pressures was explored for the growth of
graphene in order to optimize synthesis procedures. Used parameters will be specified
throughout the text.

2.3

Scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy

STM is a proven tool for investigation of surfaces (mainly of metals and semiconductors)
and adsorbates at the nano-scale with atomic resolution in the real space. It was experimentally first realized in 1982. by Binnig and Rohrer [109] for which they got a Nobel
prize in 1986.

2.3.1

Basic principles

The theoretical principle of STM is based on a quantum mechanical (QM) effect of tunneling. The QM particles can not be fully confined by a finite potential barrier. The wave
function will transmit into the region where the potential energy of the barrier is larger
than kinetic energy of the particle. For the electrons in metal at the Fermi energy EF the
potential barrier is smallest and is determined by the sample work function Φ, while the
decay length can be written as:

s

κ=

2me Φ
~2

(2.3.1)

where me is a mass of the electron. The typical value of the work function for most
metals is around 4 eV which leads to a decay length of about 1 Å. This means that if
two conductors are close enough (< 1 Å) their wave functions will overlap and electrons
will be able to tunnel through the vacuum barrier between them. Further on, if we apply
small voltage Vt between them we can get a tunneling current from the occupied states
of one conductor to the unoccupied stated of the other. The tunneling current depends
exponentially on the distance between the conductors d:
It ∝ Vt e−2κd .
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(2.3.2)

Due to this exponential correlation for the change in distance of just 1 Å the tunneling
current changes by a factor 10. This drastic change in tunneling current with small shifts
is the basis of the STMs experimental realizability and high resolution.
The tunneling in the STM is achieved by using an atomically sharp metallic tip (typically etched tungsten wire). The tip is brought into close proximity to the (conducting)
sample and the bias voltage Vt is applied between them (see Fig. 2.3.1). By changing
the polarity of the bias voltage the electrons can tunnel from the sample to the tip or
vice versa, allowing the STM to measure both the occupied and unoccupied states of
the sample. Bias voltages vary typically between several mV to couple of V, while the
tunneling currents typically go from 0.1 nA to about 10 nA. The x − y scanning across
the surface is preformed using piezoelectric elements (e.g. a piezoelectric tube) while the
z piezo scanner is connected to a feedback loop in order to maintain a constant tunneling
current/height as the x − y position of the tip is changed (see Fig. 2.3.1).
STM typically has two modes of operation called constant current and constant height
modes. Constant current is more often used and it is also referred as topography mode.
In this regime the tip scans the x − y plane and the piezo element controlling the z axes is
connected to a feedback loop and keeps the tunneling current constant. If the tip during
the scanning runs into elevated object (e.g. atomic step) due to the decrease of distance
the tunneling current will increase and this will be detected. The feedback loop will then
set upon the z piezo an additional voltage called correction voltage as to lift up the tip
to a distance where the tunneling current is equal to a preset, constant value. Given how

Figure 2.3.1: Schematic drawing illustrating the operation principle of a fully computercontrolled STM. Atomically precise tip positioning is realized by piezoelectric elements.
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the change of the length of the piezoelectric is directly proportional to the change of the
applied voltage the correction voltage could be regarded as a direct measure of the tip
position shift in the z axis required to follow the surface contours. Thus the z shift voltage
with respect to the x and y position can be used to visualize the sample surface with an
atomic precision. Additionally, the deviation of the tunneling current with respect to
the preset value can also be used to visualize the surface but without the information
on the height. This is called an error image, it appears as a differentiated image of the
topography and is sometimes convenient for extremely rough surfaces. The second STM
mode is called the constant height, and there the z position of the tip is held constant
while the tunneling current is recorded as it varies throughout the sample. The constant
height mode allows faster scanning due to the fact that the feedback loop is in principle
turned off.
Tersoff and Hamann have developed a simple theory of STM based on a Bardeen
approximation which considers only tunneling between unperturbed wave functions of
the tip and the sample [110]. They have assumed that the temperature is zero, the tip
could be described by a spherical symmetric s-wave state, and that the tunneling voltage
Vt is small. The tunneling current It is then proportional to:
It ∝ Vt ρsample (rtip , EF ),

(2.3.3)

where the rtip is the position of the tip, and the:
ρsample (rtip , EF ) =

X

|ψν (rtip )|2 δ (Eν − EF )

(2.3.4)

ν

is the density of states of the sample at the Fermi level and at the tip position. The
summation goes over all sample states, while the delta function ensures that we consider
only states at Fermi level. This density of states that depends on the position is called
local density of states (LDOS). This simple theory gives thus an interpretation of the STM
images in the constant current mode. By keeping the It /Vt ratio constant and changing
the distance between tip and the sample we will in fact follow the contours of the density
of states at the Fermi level. Therefore, the STM images are not the images of the atom
positions but rather a visualization of the LDOS at the Fermi level. Because of the fast
exponential decay of the deeper occupied states for metals the Fermi level LDOS contour
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almost coincides with the total electron density, so we can interpret constant current STM
image of the metal surface as an image of atoms. Additionally, slight change of the bias
voltage in either direction should not, for such samples, change the appearance of the
image. However, one must keep in mind that the STM gives a LDOS image, which is
especially important for the samples with directional bonds (e.g. semiconductors) where
occupied and unoccupied states give different STM images. These systems will not be
covered in the scope of this thesis.

2.3.2

Scanning tunneling spectroscopy

STM technique can also be used to get the information on the sample density of states
in the so-called scanning tunneling spectroscopy mode. The simplified expression for the
tunneling current for small tunneling voltages is:
ˆev
It =

ρs (r, E) ρt (−eVt + E) T (E, eVt , r)dE

(2.3.5)

0

where ρs and ρt are LDOS of the sample and the tip respectively, Vt is the tunneling
voltage, r is the tip position and T (E, eVt , r) describes the tunneling probability. Equation
2.3.5 can be additionally simplified if we presume that the LDOS of the tip and the
tunneling probability are constant, ρt (−eVt + E) = const., T (E, eVt ) = const. Then by
measuring dIt /dVt we can in fact measure the density of states of the sample. In reality
the two simplifications are not very valid, especially the T (E, eV ) = const., but the errors
caused by them can be reduced by normalization (dIt /dVt ) / (It /Vt ).
To measure the dIt /dVt signal the tip is set to a fix distance with respect to the sample
and the feedback loop is reduced. Together with the tunneling voltage an additional
modulating voltage is applied, so the net voltage is Vt = Vt0 + A sin ωt. From the Taylor
series of the tunneling current:
It (Vt ) = It (Vt0 ) +

dIt
dVt

· A sin ωt +
Vt0

d2 It
dVt2

· A2
Vt0

cos ωt
+ ...
4

(2.3.6)

it is obvious that we need to measure the signal with the sine of the applied modulating
voltage frequency in order to get the dIt /dVt or the signal with the cosine of the doubled
frequency to get d2 It /dVt2 and so on. This can be accomplished using a lock-in amplifier.
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STS can be used to measure dIt /dVt point spectra in dependence on the bias voltage,
or it can measure so called STS maps. There, for the fix bias voltage, the tip scans the
surface and measures dIt /dVt signal for that preset bias voltage together with the surface
topography.
For further reading regarding STM and STS please refer to the following references
[110–112].

2.3.3

Specs Aarhus VT-STM

The Specs Aarhus variable temperature STM available in our laboratory in Zagreb has
a specific geometry in which the tip approaches to the sample from below instead of
the above. This guarantees extreme stability against mechanical vibrations, however it
also prevents the possibility of visually surveil the tip on the sample. The schematics
of the STM is presented in Figure 2.3.2. The variable-temperature measurements can
be performed in the temperature range 100–400 K. Low temperatures are achieved by
pumping the liquid N2 trough the feedthrough (14) which cools the cold finger (13) pressing on the Cu cradle. Elevated temperatures are reached with Zener diodes mounted on
the Cu cradle. The temperature can be controlled at all times, including during STM
measurements [113].
The Specs Aarhus VT-STM setup was placed in a UHV chamber with a base pressure
of 1 × 10−9 mbar. Most of the data were collected at room temperature, with the STM
tip grounded and the sample put to a bias voltage. The STM data was processed using
WSxM [114] and Gwyddion software [115].

2.3.4

CreaTec LT-STM and STS

The CreaTec low temperature STM/STS setup consist of two UHV chambers placed on
anti-vibrational stands. The base pressures in chambers during the experiment was 10−12
mbar in the STM chamber and 1 × 10−9 mbar in the preparation chamber. During STM
measurement the sample and the STM were cooled with liquid He down to 6 K. The
tungsten STM tip was virtually grounded while the sample was put to a bias voltage.
To measure the LDOS with STS, we recorded the dI/dV curves with a lock-in amplifier
(f = 850 − 950 Hz, Vmod = 6 mV). The STM and STS data were processed using WSxM
[114] and Gwyddion software [115].
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Figure 2.3.2: Cross-sectional side view of the Specs Aarhus STM. Legend: (1) Cu cradle;
(2) top plate; (3) sample in sample holder; (4) quartz balls; (5) leaf springs; (6) scanner
piezo tube and tip; (7) STM housing; (8) ceramic disc; (9) inchworm piezo tube; (10)
SiC rod; (11) Zener diode; (12) suspending spring; (13) cold finger; (14) liquid nitrogen
feedthrough. Adopted from ref. [113]

2.4

Atomic force microscopy

Unlike the STM which requires conductive samples, the AFM can be used to image wide
range of surfaces including insulators. The main idea behind the AFM is to measure the
force between the atoms forming the apex of the tip and atoms forming the surface. The
setup consist of a tip mounted on the end of a cantilever (see Fig. 2.4.1). Usually both
the tip and the cantilever are made out of silicon. When the tip is brought into contact
with the surface a force is applied onto the cantilever causing it to deflect. This deflection
is measured optically by using a photodiode to record the position of the laser beam
reflected from the top of the cantilever. The deflection of the cantilever in dependance of
the x − y position gives then a topographic image of the surface. This is referred as the
contact mode of operation.
AFM has an additional mode called a tapping or dynamic mode. Here the cantilever
is vibrated to a certain frequency using for example a vibrating piezoelectric crystal. The
vibrating cantilever is then brought close to the surface and it begins to sense the force
between the tip and the surface. This interaction then changes the amplitude and the
frequency of the tip oscillations from which a topographic image of the surface can be
extracted.
All of the AFM measurements were preformed on in-house Nanosurf Flex AFM in
contact mode with the set point force 10 nN. Used AFM tips were Nanosensors (PPPCONTR-10) with a force constant of 0.02 − 0.77 N/m and a tip radius of curvature < 10
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Figure 2.4.1: A scheme of an atomic force microscope.
nm. Experiments were preformed in atmospheric conditions. AFM data was processed
using WSxM software [114].
For further reading regarding the AFM technique please refer to the following references [111, 112].

2.5

Low energy electron diffraction

Low energy electron diffraction is a technique for determining the periodic surface structure of the sample through elastic scattering of the monochromatic, low-energy (20 − 300
eV) electrons from the surface. Such elastically scattered electrons will form a diffraction
pattern on a florescent screen, giving the immediate and direct information about the
surface order and quality. Since the inelastic mean free path for low energy electrons in
solids is short the LEED technique is rather surface sensitive. LEED is standard characterization surface science technique in many of the UHV setups. The in-house instrument
used was Omicron LEED and the image from the screen was connected to the computer
by a Logitech C920 HD web camera. The measurements were done at room temperature.
For further reading regarding the LEED technique please refer to the following references [112, 116].

2.6

Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy

Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy is a technique for measuring the occupied
states band structure of solids and their surfaces. It works on the quantum mechanical
principle of photoemission. The surface is illuminated by a monochromatic UV light with
a photon energy higher than the sample work function. Due to the photoelectric effect
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this gives rise to the emission of electrons (photoelectrons) which are then collected and
measured in an analyzer which records their energy and the angle of emission (see Fig.
2.6.1). The resulting spectrum then shows a photoemission intensity I as a function of
electron kinetic energy Ekin and two emission angles, polar Θ and azimuth Φ. In this
way it is possible to determine the wave vector and the binding energy EB of the emitted
photoelectrons.
By the law of conservation of energy one can express the kinetic energy of photoelectrons through photon energy hν, work function φ, and electron binding energy EB :
Ekin = hν − φ − |EB | .

(2.6.1)

The conservation of momentum, kf − ki = khν , also applies, however it is not so trivial to
get the 3D k vector due to the perpendicular component of this vector k⊥ . The sample
surface disrupts the periodicity of the lattice in z direction so the k⊥ component of the
momentum is not preserved along the sample surface i. e. k⊥ is not a good quantum
number for all states except deep bulk states. If we consider the 2D states (either surface
states or states from 2D samples) the momentum conservation gets simplified because
the translational symmetry of the crystal parallel to the surface is not broken and kk is
conserved in the photoemission process. So the states are only defined in terms of a 2D kk
vector. Conservation of kk means that it is possible to calculate its value from the kinetic
energy Ekin and the polar angle of emission Θ:
1q
kk = |k| · sin Θ =
2me Ekin · sin Θ.
~

(2.6.2)

Figure 2.6.1: Scheme of an experimental setup of angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy. Adopted from ref. [117]
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The kx and ky components can be expressed through polar and azimuth angle as:
kx =

1q
2me Ekin · sin Θ cos Φ,
~

(2.6.3)

ky =

1q
2me Ekin · sin Θ sin Φ.
~

(2.6.4)

This equation links an orientation of the sample in real space to the part of the Brillouin
zone visible in photoemission spectra. For the sample orientation in which the measured
photoelectrons emit perpendicular to the surface (Θ = 0) we record the center of the
Brillouin zone i.e. the Γ point (see Fig. 1.1.1). This is also referred as the normal
emission.
ARPES measurements were preformed at the synchrotron Soleil near Paris, France
using the Antares beam line. This beam line was equipped with high resolution R4000
Scienta hemispherical analyzer. The analyzer entrance slit was oriented perpendicular to
the main manipulator axis, so that it recorded the spectra parallel to the Γ − K direction.
The photon beam was linearly polarized with the energy of 60 eV and the spot size was
1 μm . The ARPES setup consist of two connected UHV chamber with base pressure of
2 × 10−9 mbar in the preparation chamber and 2 × 10−10 mbar in the ARPES chamber.
The sample was kept at room temperature. The ARPES data was analyzed using Igor
Pro software.
For further reading regarding the ARPES technique please refer to the following references [112, 118, 119].

2.7

Density functional theory

Density functional theory is a computational quantum mechanical modeling method used
to investigate the electronic structure in the the ground state of many-body systems
[120, 121]. With this theory, the properties of a many-electron system can be determined
by using the functional (function of another function) of a spatially dependent electron
density.
DFT calcualtions presented in this work were performed using the VASP code [122]
with PAW implementations [123]. The plane wave expansion was done with the cutoff
energy of 500 eV. The Brillouin zone was sampled by using 9 × 9 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack
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k-points for the 1 × 1 unit cell and smaller number of k-points inversely proportional
to the dimensions of the larger cells used. Following the result of graphene on Ni(111)
calculations, where DFT was compared with the RPA results [124], we have chosen vdWDFT [123, 125] for correlation part and optB88 for the exchange part of the density
functional – implemented self-consistently in the VASP code [123]. Iridium surface was
simulated with several layers of iridium of which the bottom ones were fixed while the
upper layers, together with carbon atoms were allowed to fully relax until the forces
dropped below 1 meV/Å. Vacuum spacing of 20 Å was used in the direction perpendicular
to the slab to avoid interaction with periodic image of the system. Dipole correction was
consistently employed [126]. Non-local binding energy (NLC) distribution was analyzed
using the JuNoLo code [127]. Unit cells for different iridium surfaces were created by the
algorithm recently developed by Sun and Ceder [128].
For further reading regarding the DFT please refer to the following reference [129].
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Chapter 3
Graphene on Ir(332) substrate growth and geometry
3.1

Bare Ir(332) structure

Vicinal surfaces are produced by cutting a surface with a low Miller index by a certain
miscut angle. They are described by the high Miller index signifying their orientation.
Ir(332) was produced by cutting a (111) plane by an angle of 10°. This results in a stepped
D

E

surface with {111} type steps parallel to the 1̄10 high symmetry direction. Ideally, each
step is 1.25 nm wide, consisting in width of 5 13 atoms, and is 0.22 nm high, as seen on
(332) surface model in Figure 3.1.1 (a) and (b). The terraces of the steps have (111) plane
orientation, while the optical plane of the sample was (332) (see Fig. 3.1.1 (b)). The used

Figure 3.1.1: A model depicting an ideal (332) surface (a) top and (b) side view with
marked important directions. (c) A scheme of the used Ir(332) crystal whose picture is
shown on figure (d).
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Ir(332) crystal, described in section 2.2, was hat-shaped with a polished surface of 6 mm
in diameter (Fig. 3.1.1 (c) and (d)).
The LEED pattern of clean Ir(332) surface is presented in Figure 3.1.2 (a) and it
reproduces a hexagonal atomic arrangement of the surface. The additional splitting of
diffraction spots is also very visible. This, so called, spot splitting reflects the periodicity
of ordered array of steps [130] corresponding to (1.3±0.1) nm which matches the expected
value. Appearance of the spot splitting in LEED is a clear sign that the surface is well
ordered on a mm scale [130]. Figure 3.1.2 shows large scale STM error image of bare
Ir(332) which confirms that the surface is clean and visually well ordered. Inset of Figure
3.1.2 (b) illustrates that small local deviation in terrace widths may appear after cleaning
process. Analysis of several large scale STM images taken at different surface positions
gives a narrow terrace width distribution (TWD) with a mean value of (1.1 ± 0.5) nm
(Fig. 3.1.2 (c)). TWD is shown as the probability P(w) of finding terrace of the width
w scaled to the increment corresponding to the one atomic row width. STM analysis
gives a slightly lower mean width estimate than the value obtained by LEED and the
theoretical expectation, yet well within the standard deviation of the distribution. This
can be attributed to the local variation of the terrace width as visible on inset of the
Figure 3.1.2 (b), caused by the finite processing accuracy in crystal orientation of < 0.1°.
Since the STM is a local technique it will be more susceptible to local variations than
LEED, which averages over macroscopic sample scales.
A series of STM images presented in Figure 3.1.3 shows a detailed structural analysis
of the Ir(332) surface. Figure 3.1.3 (a) shows a large scale STM topography image where,

Figure 3.1.2: (a) A LEED pattern of Ir(332) taken at the electron energy of 73.4 eV,
with marked corresponding first Brillouin zone. (b) A STM error image of a bare Ir(332),
inset shows 1.5 times magnified region marked by a white dashed rectangle, (It = 0.4 nA,
Vt = 0.311 V, adopted from ref. [131]). (c) TWD of bare Ir(332) with an increment of
one atomic row.
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besides well ordered steps, one can see some minor deviation in height of about 1 nm owing
to the above mentioned crystal processing accuracy. Figure 3.1.3 (b) shows magnified
region marked by dashed rectangle on Figure 3.1.3 (a) and was acquired by differentiating
the topography STM image for easier visualization. It is obvious that on this region the
surface is covered with some adsorbates due to long time between sample cleaning and
the measurement (several days in 1 × 10−11 mbar while cooling to 6 K), however the
atomic resolution can still be faintly distinguished. Figure 3.1.3 (c) is a Fourier transform
of the Figure 3.1.3 (b) and it shows two interesting features. First, one can notice that
the intensity is distributed along a straight line in the direction perpendicular to the
step edges on Figure 3.1.3 (b). This is a clear sign of 1D structures present on the
analyzed image. FT also shows two bright maxima located near the center of the FT
image which correspond to the step periodicity of (1.24 ± 0.01) nm and indicate that the
surface indeed has a well defined 1D periodic ordering. Second, one can observe a set of
four points (marked by white arrows) which are split in two. The spot splitting is of the
same nature as in the LEED pattern on Figure 3.1.2 (a) and it corresponds to the step
periodicity of (1.27 ± 0.05) nm. The points itself come from the faint atomic resolution
where two points are missing to complete the hexagonal symmetry. Contribution from
that atomic direction is too faint to be seen on FT image.
Figure 3.1.3 (d) shows a differentiated STM image where the atomic resolution is
obvious. The inset show magnified region, marked by dashed rectangles on Figures 3.1.3
h
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(b) and (d), with denoted high symmetry directions. It is obvious that the 1̄10 direction
of the Ir dense packed rows is parallel to the step edges. This is visually illustrated in
h

i

Figure 3.1.3 (a) by drawing several lines which are all parallel to the 1̄10 direction marked
on inset in Figure 3.1.3 (d), noting that all STM images on Figure 3.1.3 were taken under
same scanning angle. We see that the marked lines follow the general direction of the
steps. Furthermore, if we draw the appropriate high symmetry directions on the FT image
h

i

h
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(Fig. 3.1.3 (c)) we see that the observed intensity line is parallel to the 1̄10 direction.
This yields a conclusion that the step edges are well ordered and follow the 1̄10 direction,
even if we consider an averaged large scale image, matching the theoretical expectation.
The topography image of the differentiated STM image on Figure 3.1.3 (d) is presented
on Figure 3.1.3 (e) and it was plane leveled so that each step terrace was straight and the
(111) plane is now the optical plane. The line scan on Figure 3.1.3 (f), taken across the
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Figure 3.1.3: (a) STM topography image of bare Ir(332). (b) Differentiated STM image
showing 2 times magnified region marked by dashed rectangle of figure (a). (c) A FT of
a figure (b). (d) Differentiated STM image with visible atomic resolution. Inset shows
magnified region marked by dashed rectangle on figure (b) and (d). (e) STM topography,
with scale bar, of an image (d) which was plane leveled on a single step. (f) A line scan
taken along green line marked on a figure (e). Scanning parameters for all STM images
were It = 0.5 nA, Vt = 0.727 V, and the scanning angle was the same form all images,
and the sample temperature was 6 K.
green line marked on Figure 3.1.3 (e), reveals the step nature of the surface. From the
line scan the average height of a step is calculated to be (0.224 ± 0.005) nm corresponding
to the expected theoretical value. The direction “down” the steps can now be determined
h

i

and it corresponds to the 113̄ direction, which is marked on Figures 3.1.3 (a), (e) and
(f).
The overall conclusion from the discussed experimental data is that the used Ir(332)
crystal surface was extremely well ordered matching the expected values. It had well defined 1D periodicity, and the used cleaning procedure yielded an adequately clean surface.

3.2

Graphene induced surface restructuring/faceting

Upon growing graphene on Ir(332) the resulting surface appears strongly restructured,
and this is especially evident if we observe Ir(332) surface partially covered with graphene
on Figure 3.2.1. Figure 3.2.1 (a) shows a differentiated STM image of a surface subjected
to an inadequate cleaning process resulting in a part of the surface being covered with
graphene (upper left part of the image) while the rest was bare Ir(332) (lower right). If we
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mark the 1̄10 direction on the image it is visually apparent that the graphene covered
h
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restructured surface predominately keeps the 1̄10 step direction. The restructured surface seem to consist of flat terraces (dark stripes), wider than the original 1.25 nm, and,
as we will see later, a set of tightly grouped steps called step bunches (bright stripes).
The flat terraces are of the (111) orientation which can be seen from a topography STM
image on Figure 3.2.1 (b) where we did a facet analysis. The STM images was first plane
leveled so that one graphene step terrace was leveled after which we marked with red all
facets corresponding to a single tilt angle i. e. orientation. Since both bare and graphene
covered part of the Ir surface have the same facet angle we can conclude that the wide
flat terraces in the restructured surface are of the (111) orientation.
The FT image of Figure 3.2.1 (a) is presented on Figure 3.2.1 (c) and it shows that
the intensity is distributed along a straight line in the direction perpendicular to the step
edges on Figure 3.2.1 (a). This indicates that the restructured surface indeed follows the
h

i

1̄10 step direction. Line scan along the line-shaped intensity of the FT is presented

on Figure 3.2.1 (d) and it reveals several distinct sets of peaks one of which (marked by
black arrows) amounts to the 1.25 nm i. e. the step periodicity of the (332) surface. The

Figure 3.2.1: (a) A differentiated STM image of Ir(332) partially covered with graphene
(It = 0.45 nA, Vt = −0.920 V, 6K). (b) Topographic image of the figure (a) with an
overlaid red marking denoting the same plane. (c) A FT of the image (a), and (d) a line
scan along the line-shaped intensity. (e) A STM error image of Ir(332) partially covered
with graphene (It = 0.28 nA, Vt = 0.423 V). (f) Same as (e) just imaged with higher
magnification (It = 0.34 nA, Vt = 0.374 V). (g) Further magnified STM error image of
the region marked by a dashed rectangle on figure (f) (It = 0.36 nA, V t = 0.374 V).
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peaks 1 − 3 correspond to periodicities of 13.79 nm, 6.47 nm, and 4.07 nm respectively
and are related to the graphene covered restructured surface. Even though the graphene
seen on Figures 3.2.1 (a) and (b) was a byproduct of an inadequate cleaning procedure
and it consist of rather fragmented terraces it still shows periodicity and a clear 1D step
h

i

arrangement parallel to the the 1̄10 direction.
Graphene of better quality partially covering the Ir(332) was produced using the CVD
process (pC2 H4 = 5 × 10−8 mbar, T = 1155 K), Figures 3.2.1 (e) and (f). The conserh

i

vation of the 1̄10 step direction is again evident and marked on Figure 3.2.1 (e). The
Figure 3.2.1 (g) shows a 3 times magnified region marked on Figure 3.2.1 (f) by a dashed
rectangle. One can clearly see that the restructured surface consist of two facets: previously determined (111) flat terraces, and groups of small steps, step bunches. The step
bunches consist of the same number of steps (marked by six black spots on Figure 3.2.1
(g)) as the surrounding bare Ir(332) (marked by six gray spots on Figure 3.2.1 (g)). No
multistep (one atom of the step on top of an other) formation was ever observed, keeping
the {111} type of steps, and preserving the overall number of steps in accordance with
the macroscopic optical plane preservation.
Graphene on Ir(111) traverses the Ir step edges, keeping its structural coherency,
where the same orientation and periodicity of the moiré superperiodicity were necessary
conditions for coherency across steps [27]. Coraux et al. also found that for graphene
which crosses the step, the lines joining moiré brightness minima of the upper and lower
terrace, in the h1100iC direction exhibit no sideward shift [27]. We apply the same criterion
to show that graphene grown on stepped Ir also traverses the step edges and covers terraces
and step bunches in a carpet manner. A nice example of this is presented on STM error
image in Figure 3.2.2 (a) where we see a R2 graphene flake immersed in a surrounding
R14 graphene mesh. The R2 domain edges, filled with defects and graphene bubbles,
are clearly distinguishable, and this graphene domain covers three terraces and two step
bunches. On all terraces the resulting moiré superperiodicity has the same orientation
and periodicity (moiré unit cell marked with black rhombus) and the moiré brightness
minima lie on the same line (marked with gray line). The same is true for the R14
graphene presented in detail on Figure 3.2.2 (b). To further corroborate the statement
that the graphene extends over step edges and covers step bunches an atomically resolved
differentiated STM image of a terrace with upper and lower step edge visible is shown on
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Figure 3.2.2: (a) STM error image of graphene grown using TPG + CVD process at
1215 K (It = 0.1 nA, Vt = 0.666 V). (b) STM error image recorded in a position marked
with dashed lines on figure (a) (2.6 times magnified) with rotated scanning angle by 45°
(It = 0.1 nA, Vt = 0.667 V). (c) A differentiated STM image of graphene covered terrace
and step edges. Graphene was grown using TPG + CVD process at 1125 K (It = 2.6
nA, Vt = −0.735 V). (d) A differentiated STM image of a 2.2 times magnified region
marked with dashed lines on figure (c) with rotated scanning angle by 36° (It = 2.4 nA,
Vt = −0.735 V).
Figure 3.2.2 (c). On both step edges carbon rows extend continuously across the step.
This is even more apparent in the magnified, atomically resolved STM image on Figure
3.2.2 (d) where no defects can be distinguished at the step edge nor in the several nm
D
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region around the step edge. We can also observe that the 11̄20
h
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direction of carbon
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rows is parallel to the main direction of the step edge ( 1̄10 ) which suggest that this could
be R0 graphene (see section 3.3.1 for more details on graphene rotation with respect to
edges), even though the lack of moiré intensity in these STM images aggravates the exact
graphene rotation determination. Additionally, we can see that the observed step edge
includes three kinks (imaged as highly intense features on Fig. 3.2.2 (c)) which are also
covered with defect free graphene (see section 3.4.3 for more details on step edges).
The growth of graphene causes evident surface restructuring consisting of two facets:
(111) terraces wider than on bare Ir(332), and step bunches, whose geometry will be
discussed in section 3.4.2. The overall direction of the step edges remains parallel to the
h

i

1̄10 direction even after the surface restructuring. Graphene is structurally coherent

across step edges and covers terraces and step bunches in a carpet manner. It is important
to note that after the cleaning process the surface goes back to the (332) orientation, and a
spontaneous restructuring was not observed on bare Ir(332). So the observed restructuring
is graphene induced and fully reversible. The similar faceting caused by graphene growth
was also observed on a range of metallic substrates such as Ru [132], Cu [49], Au [133],
Rh [55] and Ni [54]. Günther et al. calculated that for the strong interacting graphene
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- substrate systems, namely graphene on Ru, the restructuring is caused by the energy
gain in the graphene – Ru interaction vs. energy needed for the multistep formation,
suggesting that such effect would only appear in the event of strong graphene - substrate
interaction and not when the interaction is weak. However, so far there is no overall and
comprehensive understanding of this faceting process, especially in the case of weakly
interacting graphene - substrate systems such as graphene on Ir, Cu and Au [49,131,133].

3.3

Graphene growth parameters

General principles of graphene growth procedure for Ir substrates were described in section
1.4.1, and they consist of primarily three varying parameters: Ir temperature, hydrocarbon gas pressure, and used procedure (or combination of procedures). The standard
procedure for growing high quality, aligned the R0 graphene on Ir(111) involves one or
more TPG cycles (flash at around 1470 K) followed by a CVD cycle (at around 1120 K)
till the full coverage is reached [58, 61]. If lower temperatures are applied, especially if
only CVD process is used, the resulting graphene will consist of domains with varying
rotations [58, 59, 63]. Hence, the Ir temperature plays a key role in graphene resulting
orientation with respect to Ir substrate. In this research we found no changes in the
graphene structure with variations of the ethylene pressures in the used pressure range,
which was from 5 × 10−9 mbar to 2 × 10−7 mbar for the CVD procedure. Therefore, we
turn our attention mainly to the effects of growth temperature on the resulting graphene
structure, in particular to the rotational domains and TWD. Keeping in mind that the
excessive temperatures (above ∼ 1350 K) could cause irreversible structural transformation of the nominal stepped surface [90], and that low temperatures (below ∼ 950 K)
result in large amount of carbonic species [134].

3.3.1

Rotational domains as a function of temperature and used
procedures

Figures 3.3.1 (a) - (d) show LEED patterns of graphene produced solely by CVD procedure
at four different temperatures (pC2 H4 = 5×10−8 mbar). Figure 3.3.1 (c) of the bare Ir(332)
LEED pattern serves as a reference for the Ir diffraction points since the orientation of
the sample in Figures 3.3.1 (a) - (f) was, within a few degrees, almost the same. Visible
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on these patterns is a faint ring with several distinct diffraction spots with hexagonal
symmetry corresponding to various graphene rotations. On Figure 3.3.1 (a) three spots
(marked by green and blue circles) corresponding to graphene rotated by 30° and 26°
(i.e. mirrored 34°) which we denote as R30 and R26 respectively are identified (see
section 1.4.2). The position where we expect the contribution from the graphene aligned
to the Ir (a R0) is marked by a purple square. However, there we can identify only a
point corresponding to the Ir and almost no intensity from the graphene contribution.
This yields a conclusion that graphene produced by CVD procedure at 980 K contains
mainly of the R30 and the R26 graphene. As we increase the CVD temperature the
contribution of the R0 graphene appears and intensifies (Fig. 3.3.1 (b) - (d) marked
by purple squares) consistent to the behavior on Ir(111) [59, 61]. Along with the R0,
two additional symmetrical point become apparent corresponding to rotation by 8° (Fig.
3.3.1 (d) marked by yellow circle). The lack of clear moiré spots for the R0 graphene
contribution indicates that domains are likely small and not very frequent in the whole
graphene layer. So far on Ir(111) only graphene domains R14, R18.5 (R19), R23, R26
and R30 were recorded together with the aligned R0 [63], however, the contribution of
the R0 domains was always dominant, and the R8 was never observed.

Figure 3.3.1: (a) - (d) LEED patterns of graphene on Ir(332) produced using a CVD
process on the denoted temperature, where the electron energy were following: (a) 65 eV,
(b) 65.6 eV, (c) 62.4 eV, and (d) 64.3 eV. (e) Same LEED pattern as on 3.1.2 (a). (f) and
(g) LEED patterns of graphene on Ir(332) produced using a TPG and CVD process on
the denoted temperature. Electron energy were (f) 66 eV, and (g) 144 eV.
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Comparing our measurements (Fig. 3.3.1 (d)) directly to the CVD graphene on Ir(111)
grown at the temperature of 1120 K (see Fig. 3 (b) in ref. [59]) one would not expect
such distinct spots from R30, nor the appearance of other rotational domains. Possible
explanation is in the reactivity of the Ir steps and their shear number on Ir(332) surface.
For CVD temperatures above 870 K Coraux et al. [61] observed that graphene islands are
only found at step edges due to the enhanced nucleation probability to the steps. More Ir
steps, as for Ir(332), would then lead to more nucleation sights and more graphene islands
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formed. On Ir(111) the nucleated graphene island tends to be aligned to the 101̄ Ir
steps reshaping the steps in the process [61]. Additionally, rotated graphene domains
grow at the higher rate than the R0 and they usually nucleate at the edges of the aligned
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R0 domain or at the Ir edges not parallel to the 101̄ direction [58, 63, 135]. The likely
scenario for the rotated graphene formation on Ir(332) is then the following, due to the
Ir mobility at used CVD temperature the step edges will locally fluctuate away from the
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101̄ direction thus creating the nucleation sights for the rotated graphene. At the same

time the graphene island that do grow aligned with the Ir (R0) will again serve as a
nucleation sight for the rotated graphene. Since the rotated graphene grows at a higher
rate the resulting graphene will consist of mostly rotated domains rather than the R0.
Increasing the temperature will, similarly as on Ir(111), lead to higher concentration of
the R0 due to increasing size of the resulting domains which will preferentially be aligned
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the 101̄ direction [27, 59, 61].
If we introduce a TPG step before the CVD into the graphene growth process the
resulting graphene rotational distribution changes dramatically as seen in Figures 3.3.1
(f) and (g). This is especially evident if one compares LEED patterns on Figures (d) and
(f) where graphene was grown on almost the same temperature. The dominant graphene
domain is now the R0, and the R30 is only barely visible when using temperatures of 1130
K and below, as is the case on Figure 3.3.1 (f), marked by blue arrow. Figure 3.3.1 (f) also
reveals the existence of the diffraction contribution attributed to the existence of the moiré
pattern. However those points are somewhat smeared and there is no visible contribution
from the higher order points, indicating presence of multiple rotations close to the R0
and a lack of long range order i. e. presence of smaller domains. Diffraction pattern
of the graphene resulting from a TPG and CVD at higher temperature of 1230 K, seen
on Figure 3.3.1 (g), is far better ordered and higher order points are visible indicating
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overwhelming presence of the aligned R0 graphene in larger domains. Thus, similarly
as for the CVD process, increase in growth temperature yields a higher contribution of
the R0 graphene. The reason why adding a TPG step into growth process results in
the overwhelming R0 graphene rotation is due to the creation of small aligned graphene
islands with edges parallel to the substrate lattice during the TPG process [58,61]. These
graphene islands cover around 0.2 monolayer of surface and act as seeds for the further
graphene growth during the CVD process. Increase in growth temperature yields larger
size of these graphene islands with better defined edges, resulting in better alignment and
greater domains of the final graphene monolayer [61].
Additionally, in the case when Ir diffraction spots are observed, they appear to be
split (marked by black arrows on Fig. 3.3.1 (a) - (d)). The spot splitting is smaller than
for the bare Ir(332) indicating it corresponds to larger periodicity in real space which is,
within the measuring error, same on all four LEED patterns and amounts to (4.0 ± 0.5)
nm. The spot splitting was not observed for surface covered with TPG + CVD grown
graphene. This apparent spot splitting can come from the periodicity of the restructured
surface or it can be attributed to an appearance of two facets in the restructured surface,
which will be discussed in more detail in section 3.4.2.
Graphene rotations
The rotations observed in LEED (R0, R8, R26 and R30) are not the only graphene
rotation present. The variety of possible rotations can be identified using STM where the
moiré superperiodicity acts as a magnifying lens [28] (see Fig. 1.4.3). Figure 3.3.2 (a)
shows a large scale STM image of a graphene layer where moiré superperiodicity is visible.
The graphene layer consists of multiple rotational domains resulting in distinctly different
moiré periodicities. Figure 3.3.2 (b) shows a STM image where both atomic and moiré
resolution is visible. White rhombus marks a moiré unit cell. By measuring the angle
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between graphene lattice ( 112̄0

C

) and the moiré maxima (marked by black lines) we
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can determine that the graphene in question is rotated by 5.7° with respect to Ir 101̄

Ir

direction.
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Since the 1̄10 direction of the step edges is preserved over the majority of the restructured surface (see section 3.2) different graphene rotational domains will have different
angle between carbon row direction and the step edge. This is visualized on the Figure
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Figure 3.3.2: (a) Large scale STM error image of graphene grown using TPG+CVD
process at 1200 K (It = 0.29 nA , Vt = 0.3 V). (b) STM error image of rotated graphene
area (R5.7) showing atomic and moiré resolution (It = 2 nA , Vt = 0.083 V), adopted
from ref. [131]. (c) Models for the R0 and the R30 graphene covering (111) terraces and
step bunches. Insets show magnified region around step edge.
3.3.2 (c) where a models of the R0 and the R30 graphene traversing the terraces and
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step bunches is presented. We can see that for the R0 graphene the 112̄0
D

carbon row

CE

direction is parallel to the step edge, while for the R30 graphene the 11̄00

C

direction

is parallel to the step edge. These directions correspond to the zig-zag and armchair
directions for the R0 and the R30 graphene respectively. For other graphene rotations
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the angle between 112̄0
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direction and step edge 1̄10 direction will correspond to the

angle describing the rotation i. e. for the R8 graphene this angle will be 8°. It is important to emphasize that the R0 graphene at the step edge bends along armchair direction,
while the R30 graphene bends along zig-zag direction, thus the strain, which is at the
step edge enforced upon graphene, will be in those directions.
Overall it is apparent, from the results presented so far, that it is possible to gain
almost any graphene rotation ranging from almost complete R30 and R26 monolayer to
the pure R0 graphene with a simple adjustment of the growth parameters. This abundance
of graphene rotations and the possibility to control them will yield a controlled variation
of the strain direction which is of great importance in possible applications (see section
1.5.2).
Domain boundaries
Varying graphene rotations across the sample will inevitably lead to formation of domain
boundaries between different graphene rotations. Domain boundaries were also observed
on graphene on Ir(111), where the difference between the two graphene rotation were small
(around 2°), and the domain boundary was found to consist of a single edge dislocation
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and a heptagon - pentagon pair [27]. However for graphene on Ir(332) the difference in
rotations can be quite different and the boundaries that connect them will necessarily
be more complex. The moiré superstructure, acting as a magnifying lens, facilitates
recognition of graphene domains with distinctly different rotations, i. e. different moiré
unit cell size, as it can clearly be seen on Figures 3.3.3 (a), (b) and (h).
Figure 3.3.3 (b) shows a STM image of two graphene rotations where moiré superperiodicity pattern of one rotation can clearly be visible. The two graphene domains merge
on two terraces (marked by a dashed rectangle). The STM topography image of that
domain boundary region is presented on Figure 3.3.3 (c), where the domain boundary is
marked by a blue line. Line scan along the boundary (Fig. 3.3.3 (d)) indicates that the
two graphene rotations are separated by an one atom high Ir step. In the other direction
the graphene domains are separated by a step edge. Graphene domains have a tendency
to terminate on the edge of a step or a step bunch. This can also be seen on Figure 3.3.3
(e) where domain boundary is marked by a blue line. The line scan across the domain
boundary (Fig. 3.3.3 (f)) reveals a two atom high Ir step. Within the terrace the domain

Figure 3.3.3: STM error image of graphene on Ir(332) (a) (It = 0.49 nA, Vt = 0.33
V), (b) (It = 0.01 nA, Vt = 0.592 V). (c) STM topography image of an area marked by
dashed rectangle on figure (b). (d) Line scan across denoted line of figure (c). (e) STM
topography image of graphene on Ir(332) (It = 0.78 nA, Vt = 0.464 V). Inset shows a
differentiated STM image of a broader scanning range, and dashed rectangle marks area
imaged on figure (f). (f) Line scan across denoted line of figure (e). (g) STM error image
of graphene on Ir(332) (It = 0.057 nA, Vt = 1 V). (h) The same STM error image as on
Figure 3.2.2 (a) (It = 0.1 nA, Vt = 0.666 V).
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boundaries can be either slight defects, as visible on Figures 3.3.3 (g) and (c) (marked by
arrows), or they can be decorated with graphene bubbles as seen on Figure 3.3.3 (h).
The lack of an atomic resolution on Figure 3.3.3 (g) prevents precise determination of
the exact nature of the domain boundary characteristic defects, even though they resemble
an edge dislocation observed on graphene on Ir(111) [27]. For graphene rotation with a
small moiré unit cell (e. g. the R30), either when there is no moiré contrast or atomic
resolution (cf. Fig. 3.3.3 (g)), it is difficult to distinguish different domains and their
boundaries, especially if they are not decorated by graphene bubbles. This aggravates the
possibility to asses the average domain size in this system, which is expected to vary with
temperature [61]. To asses the domain sizes one would preferentially employ a technique
with a possibility to map different diffraction contributions, as is nicely shown by Kraus
et al. using low energy electron microscopy (LEEM) to study graphene domains on Cu
foil [49].

3.3.2

Graphene growth mediated terrace width distribution

In the previous sections we demonstrated that the graphene growth induces a macroscopic surface restructuring where the resulting graphene rotation depends sensitively on
the growth temperature and applied growth procedures. Furthermore, we focus on the
effects which the growth parameters have on the geometry of the surface restructuring,
in particular, the terrace width distribution.
Figure 3.3.4 shows STM images and TWDs for three CVD growth temperatures indicated and corresponding to LEED patterns on images 3.3.1 (a), (c) and (d). The TWD is
shown as the probability P(w) of finding the terrace of the width w, and was acquired by
analyzing several large scale STM images taken at different surface positions. Figure 3.3.4
(a) - (c) insets show a FT of corresponding STM images. On all three FTs the intensity
is distributed along a single line with two distinct, bright spot indicating a presence of
parallel 1D features and their periodic arrangement. The observed periodicity are measured to be 10.6 nm, 14.1 nm and 20.4 nm for the figures (a) - (c) respectively. Those
periodicities describe a periodic repetition of a terrace and a step bunch together. If we
assume that the average width of terraces and step bunches are equal (an assumption
that will prove to be fairly valid in the section 3.4.2) the average width of the terraces in
STM images (a) - (c) is then 5.3 nm, 7.05 nm and 10.2 nm respectively. From the TWDs
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Figure 3.3.4: (a) - (c) STM error images of the CVD grown graphene with a denoted
growth temperature. (a) (It = 0.54 nA, Vt = 0.293 V), (b) (It = 0.32 nA, Vt = 2.433 V)
(c) (It = 0.37 nA, Vt = 1.4 V). Insets show a FT of the STM image where white scale bar
amounts to 0.3 nm-1 . (d) - (f) TWD corresponding to the growth temperatures (a) - (c)
respectively.
on Figures 3.3.4 (d) - (c) we can see that the distribution and average width widens as
we increase the CVD temperature. The average terrace width calculated by averaging
the TWD for each temperature is consistent to the values obtained trough FT analysis.
Since the TWD analysis includes several STM images, unlike the FT, the average terrace
width derived from those measurements could be considered more accurate evaluation of
the system. The TWD of the system after CVD growth on temperatures 980 K and 1080
K (Figs. 3.3.4 (d) and (e)) appears rather narrow (7 nm and 8 nm wide), and the two
differ only in the center of the distribution which is shifted towards greater widths for
1080 K. The TWD for 1130 K (Fig. 3.3.4 (f)) on the other hand extents over 18 nm with
no clear center of the distribution.
For the case of graphene grown using both TPG and CVD processes the STM images
and the corresponding TWDs for three growth temperature are presented in Figure 3.3.5.
The STM images for the three growth temperatures presented in Figures 3.3.5 (a) - (c)
vary drastically in morphology with the temperature, as is evident by analyzing the FTs
shown on insets on Figures 3.3.5 (a) - (c). The intensity on FT is somewhat linear,
resembling the case of the CVD graphene, but the intensity is quite broad and smeared
especially for the growth temperature of 1095 K (Fig. 3.3.5 (b)). Only for the temperature
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Figure 3.3.5: (a) - (c) STM error images of the TPG+CVD grown graphene with a denoted
growth temperature. (a) (It = 0.78 nA, Vt = 0.19 V), (b) (It = 0.58 nA, Vt = −0.174 V),
(c) (It = 0.3 nA, Vt = 0.3 V). Insets show a FT of the STM image where white scale bar
amounts to 1 nm-1 . (d) - (f) TWD corresponding to the growth temperatures (a) - (c)
respectively. Figures are adopted from ref. [131].
of 1045 K spots in the FT intensity corresponding to the periodicity of 3.5 nm of the terrace
and step bunch combination can be distinguished, i. e. the average terrace width of 1.75
nm. The FT for the 1095 K shows no signs of any features while the FT for 1205 K (Fig.
3.3.5 (c)) has what appears to be two sets of extremely smeared spots corresponding to
the periodicities of 1.6 nm and 15.4 nm i.e. average terrace width of 0.8 nm and 7.7 nm
respectively. The TWDs are presented in Figures 3.3.5 (d) - (c) and, similarly to the CVD
grown graphene, they show a trend of the distribution broadening as well as shifting the
average terrace width to greater values. The average terrace widths calculated from the
TWD agree well to the values obtained from the FT for Figures 3.3.5 (a) and (c). The
TWD for the 1045 K and 1095 K preparation are relatively compact while the TWD for
the 1205 K is quite broad and extends over 18 nm. This TWD shows a pronounced peak
in the distribution slightly below 1 nm which is even recreated in the FT (periodicity of
1.6 nm i. e. mean terrace width of 0.8 nm). This can be attributed to a large number of
narrow terraces, example of which is marked by an arrow on Figure 3.3.5 (c).
For both CVD and TPG + CVD grown graphene the trend of the TWD with increasing
temperature is the same: the average terrace width shifts towards greater values, and the
distribution broadens. The CVD grown graphene however shows signs of better periodic
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order. The increase of the average terrace width as the growth temperature rises is quite
similar to the trend observed for graphene on Ir(111) where increase of temperature for
both CVD and TPG process leads to larger graphene islands [61]. Intuitively, this is
because higher temperatures lead to higher mobilities of surface atoms of both Ir and C
atoms making the growth of individual graphene islands faster. Since the graphene is
known to interact with Ir steps, reshaping them in the process [61], it is reasonable to
assume that higher temperature would yield greater extent of the step reshaping. Since
the extent of the restructuring will depend on the local influx of the Ir atoms we can
imagine that the local formation of a large terrace would deprive its surrounding of Ir
atoms forcing a creation of a more narrow terrace. Thus, for higher temperatures, a
wider TWD distribution would be crated with a higher averaged widths. To corroborate
this, however, one would need to employ an in situ technique to study the graphene
growth dynamics such as high-temperature STM [132], environmental scanning electron
microscope [136], or LEEM [68].
Our results showed that the growth temperature can be used to tune the TWD. Furthermore, the results show that graphene produced by CVD growth using temperatures
between 980 K and 1100 K results in best ordered graphene with a decent periodic arrangement of terraces and step bunches. For that reason this procedure will be used in
most of our subsequent studies.

3.4

Morphology characterization of graphene on Ir(332)

So far we have focused our attention to the effects of growth parameters on the graphene
rotation and the TWD. Now we present a more detailed characterization of the morphology of the restructured graphene covered surface going from macroscopic to nanometer
scale features.

3.4.1

Wrinkles, bubbles and stress relaxation

In section 1.4.5 we have mentioned that wrinkle readily appear on graphene on Ir(111) as
a way of stress release mechanism caused by difference in thermal expansion coefficient
between graphene and Ir. Here we will address the appearance of the compressive stress
relaxation for the graphene on Ir(332) system.
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Figure 3.4.1: (a), (b) AFM topography images of CVD graphene (1080 K) measured on
two different places on the sample. (c), (d) AFM topography images of TPG + CVD (1125
K and 1080 K respectively) graphene measured on two different paces on the sample. (e)
- (g) STM images of TPG + CVD graphene prepared with same procedure as on (c) and
(d). (e) STM error image (It = 0.99 nA, Vt = −0.575 V). Inset shows STM topography
image of a magnified region marked with dashed rectangle (It = 0.27 nA, Vt = −0.735
V). (f) STM error image (It = 1.1 nA, Vt = 0.691 V). (g) STM topography image of a
graphene bubble (It = 1 nA, Vt = 0.478 V). Inset shows a STM error image of a same
region (It = 0.99 nA, Vt = −0.575 V). (h) Line scan taken across a wrinkle on figure
(e) inset, and across a bubble on figure (g). The line used for line scan is marked with
appropriate color on each figure.
Figures 3.4.1 (a) and (b) show AFM images of CVD graphene and Figures 3.4.1 (c) and
(d) show AFM images of TPG + CVD grown graphene. The distinction between the two
is quite obvious and immense, while for the CVD graphene there are no visible wrinkles,
for the TPG + CVD graphene they are present and clearly visible (Figs. 3.4.1 (c) and
(d) example marked by arrows). For CVD graphene on Figure 3.4.1 (b) two elevated
spots could be discerned (marked by arrows) which could be graphene bubbles, however,
since AFM is recorded on ambient conditions, this can also be some contamination. The
wrinkles present on TPG + CVD graphene propagate in a direction perpendicular to the
step edges. Wrinkles parallel to step edges were not observed. The wrinkle length per unit
area measures to be 0.98 μm-1 which is approximately the same as the values measured
on graphene on Ir(111) [76, 79]. Since the wrinkles are pronouncedly elevated features on
surface, they affect the AFM scanning stability which can be seen as disrupted scanning
lines in Figures 3.4.1 (c) and (d).
The STM image of a wrinkle on Figure 3.4.1 (e) shows that the wrinkle does not
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descend uniformly down the steps but is rather discontinuous, and endings of separate
wrinkles do not overlap (see inset on Fig. 3.4.1 (e)). The STM images for TPG + CVD
graphene presented on Figures 3.4.1 (e) - (g) also reveal that besides wrinkles the surface
is also covered with graphene bubbles. Similar bubbles were known to form in graphene on
other substrates, such as platinum and SiC [18,137], and were reported to have interesting
magnetic characteristics [18]. The bubbles tend to form at a bottom step edge in the step
bunch - terrace interface (cf. Fig. 3.4.1 (f)). Additionally we have observed that bubbles
often decorate domain boundaries (cf. Figs. 3.3.3 (h), 3.3.5 (c)). Specifically, the bubble
imaged on Figure 3.4.1 (g) lies on a domain boundary (marked by an arrow) between two
graphene rotations with a difference in rotation of approximately 0.3°.
The average bubble density measures to be 1.36×103 μm-2 for TPG + CVD graphene.
The bubbles were also observed for CVD graphene (cf. Fig. 3.3.4 (b) and (c)), however,
their density is much lower for the same temperature of the CVD procedure, and measures
to be 0.5×103 μm-2 . The bubbles are 5 - 10 nm wide, between 1 nm and 2 nm tall, and are
usually slightly lower and wider than wrinkles (Fig. 3.4.1 (h)). The graphene bubbles do
not form a perfect dome, but rather they are slightly crumpled and show signs of defects
(see inset on Fig. 3.4.1 (g)). Since the bubbles are difficult to image via STM, due to
their large curvature, it is challenging to specify the nature of those defects.
The wrinkles which extend perpendicular to the step edges relieve the compressive
stress in that direction. Additionally, the stress is partly relived though bubble formation,
which relaxes graphene uniformly in all directions. However, there were no wrinkles
observed in the direction parallel to step edges, suggesting that the stress in that direction
is likely relaxed through bending over step edges. The possible signature of this can be
seen in Figure 3.4.2 where graphene on step edges appears to form a crease, protruding 1.3
Å higher than on terrace (see Fig. 3.4.2 (c)). This type of mini-wrinkle on each step could
sufficiently relax the compressive stress in direction perpendicular to step edges [69, 80].
However, such feature could also be of electronic nature, i. e. step edge related increase
of electron density, and not a topographic difference in height. In addition these kind of
features do not appear at each step edge and they vary in height.
The question of thermal stress relaxation on such stepped surface in not a simple one.
The faceting causes increase of the effective Ir surface, where the overall number of surface
Ir atoms in the direction parallel to the steps does not change while in the perpendicular
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Figure 3.4.2: (a) Differentiated STM image taken on the same sample as on Figures 3.4.1
(e) - (g) (It = 0.37 nA, Vt = 0.464 V). (b) A STM topography image of a magnified region
marked by dashed rectangle in figure (a). (c) A line profile acquired across a line marked
on figure (b).
direction the number of exposed surface Ir atoms increases by approximately 13 % compare
to the (332) surface. Please note that the optical surface remains the same (cf. section
3.4.2). Thus, one can assume that the graphene grown on restructured stepped surface
experiences greater compressive stress than on a flat surface, and that the stress in not
uniform i. e. that the stress is greater in the direction perpendicular to the steps. However,
we must consider that thermal stress only comes into play after graphene was already
grown, during the sample cooling. At this point the surface is already restructured, so
the increase of the effective surface should not play a role in the macroscopic uniformity
of stress. Locally there might be some variation [73], which we have measured. Namely,
we occasionally observed that moiré unit cell is not the same in all its directions where the
difference was 1 - 2 %. However, the direction of observed change was not always the same
for various parts of the sample. Additionally, these measured values could be influenced by
experimental errors in a form of thermal and piezo drifts, and possible errors in calibration
of piezoelectric parts, which are not easily discerned from the actual anisotropy effects.
Here, a more averaging, or strain sensitive technique would be beneficiary, such as high
resolution spot profile analysis LEED [75] or thermoelectric scanning microscopy [138].
We have observed that changing the growth procedure we can influence whether or
not the wrinkles will appear, as well as the density of graphene bubbles (Figs. 3.4.1
(a) - (d)). Also, the measured wrinkle density was the same order of magnitude as on
graphene on Ir(111) [76, 79] even though the reported wrinkle density varies significantly.
The slight difference likely comes from the difference in graphene growth temperature
which was about 100° lower in our case. Vecchio et al. showed that on SiC wrinkle
density depends on graphene growth temperature [69]. Namely the wrinkle density is
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significantly lower for lower growth temperatures. Similar temperature dependent studies
were not done for graphene on Ir which contributes to the discrepancy between previous
studies [76, 79]. Furthermore, there is no comprehensive research on influence of growth
parameters on wrinkle formation. What is previously reported for graphene on Ir is that
different graphene rotations form different arrangement of wrinkles [79], and the thermal
stress relaxation shows temperature hysteresis [75]. We can only speculate why the CVD
graphene shows no signs of wrinkle formation. It could be that the larger concentration
of the R30 graphene affects the wrinkle appearance, where applying stress to a graphene
lattice could actually improve the alignment of the graphene and Ir and possibly increase
the binding (cf. 4.3.2). The other possible explanation could be that the average graphene
domain size is smaller for CVD graphene, and that the stress is partially released through
domain boundaries, or other defects [138].

3.4.2

Orientation of the step bunch facets

In the section 3.2 we have seen how the graphene restructures the Ir(332) surface into
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terraces of the (111) orientation and step bunches, where the overall 1̄10 direction of
the step edges is preserved. The question now remains what is the orientation of the step
bunch facets?
Locally we can determine the step bunch orientation from the STM topography images
such as the one presented on Figure 3.4.3 (a). This STM image was plane leveled so that
the (111) terraces were leveled i. e. had a 0° tilt. The line scan taken from this STM
image is presented on Figure 3.4.3 (b). By measuring the angle between the leveled (111)
terraces and step bunches (see the inset on Figure 3.4.3 (b)) we determine that the step
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bunch is tilted by 22° in the 113̄ direction with respect to the (111) plane. The same
can be acquired on the scale of the entire STM image if we perform a facets analysis [115]
presented on Figure 3.4.3 (c). Figure 3.4.3 (c) shows a differentiated image of the STM
topography image on Figure 3.4.3 (a) with overlaid traces surrounding the two facets.
The blue lines surround the facts with a tilt of 0° i. e. the (111) plane, while the red lines
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surround the facets which are tilted by 22° in the 113̄ direction. Thus, this figure reveals
that the part of the sample observed on this STM image has uniformly faceted into only
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two planes. The plane which is tilted in the 113̄ direction by 22° with respect to the
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(111) plane and has the step edges parallel to the 1̄10 direction is a plane corresponding
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Figure 3.4.3: (a) STM topography image (It = 0.1 nA, Vt = 0.666 V) of the graphene
grown using TPG + CVD process at 1215 K. (b) A line scan across the green line marked
on figure (a). Inset shows a region marked by a dashed rectangle where the x − y axes
ratio was normalized so that the unit size is the same on both axes (the bounding box is
12 nm wide and 3 nm high). (c) Differentiated image of the figure (a) where blue lines
surround the (111) facets and red lines surround facets tilted by 22°.
to the (331) Miller indices [92]. Therefore, the step bunch facets analyzed here have a
(331) orientation. The (331) surface is a densely stepped surface with a step width of 0.55
nm or 2 31 atom rows (see Fig. 4.3.1 (b)).
It is important to note that most of the analyzed STM images show step bunches of the
(331) orientation, however locally we have noticed some variations. Hence, to confirm that
the (331) orientation is the dominant orientation of the step bunches over a macroscopic
range we must apply a technique averaging over mm range, such as LEED.
A LEED pattern of a CVD grown graphene is presented on Figure 3.4.4 (a) and
centered to show the diffraction contribution from the (111) terraces. Besides the main
graphene and Ir diffraction points described in section 3.3.1 we can notice a very intense
diffraction point (marked by a red circle on Figure 3.4.4 (a)) which remains still when the
electron energy is changed, a clear sign of a (0, 0) point. Moreover, we can see additional
spots in groups of three forming two arcs across the LEED screen (marked by black
arrows). These features indicate a presence of an additional facet covered with graphene.
A model of a diffracion pattern that would result from a surface consisting of two facets
covered with graphene is presented in Figure 3.4.4 (b). The graphene contribution on
the (111) terraces is represented with a black circle where R30 and R26/R34 rotational
contributions are highlighted with light blue points. The graphene contribution from the
step bunch facet, in the first and second order, is represented with two black arks and dark
blue points for the R30 and the R26/R34 graphene. The red circle denotes the (0, 0) point
of the facet in the model. Comparing the real LEED image with the model (Figs. 3.4.4
(a) and (b) respectively) we see distinct similarities in the position of the (0, 0) point, and
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Figure 3.4.4: LEED patterns of graphene on Ir(332) produced using a CVD process on
1000 K taken for the electron energy of 65.6 eV where (a) the sample is perpendicular
to the LEED gun (same as Figure 3.3.1 (b)) and (c) the sample is rotated by 22° in
the MIr − Γ direction. (b) A schematic representation of a LEED images for the sample
consisting of two facets covered with R26/R34 and R30 graphene.
in the diffraction contribution from the graphene on the facets (marked by black arrows in
both figures). This consideration confirms that the surface is indeed constituted from two
major facets and covered with graphene consisting of the same rotational domains on both
facets. The model also demonstrates that the observed apparent spot splitting on Figures
3.3.1 (a) - (d) could most likely be attributed to the Ir spots from two different facets
(black and gray spots on Figure 3.4.4 (b)) and not to the additional terrace - step bunch
periodicity. This is also corroborated by the lack of the temperature dependence of the
distance between these spots, which was in disagreement with the TWD measurements
(Fig. 3.3.4).
By rotating the sample in the MIr − Γ direction we can go from the orientation in
which the (0, 0)(111) point of the (111) plane is in the LEED screen center (Fig. 3.4.4
(a)) to the sample orientation where the (0, 0) point of the other facet is in the center
(Fig. 3.4.4 (c)). The angle required to realize such transition measures to be 22°. Since
the MIr − Γ direction correspond to the direction “down the steps” (see. Fig. 3.1.2(a))
this leads to a conclusion that the orientation of the step bunch facets is the (331) on a
macroscopic scale.
For certain preparation temperatures an additional, faint arc can be discerned corresponding to a facet rotated by approximately 13◦ ± 1°. Since this contribution is poorly
visible it is difficult to precisely determine the angle of rotation, thus we can only speculate
that this facet is likely rotated by 12.25° which coincide to the (553) surface orientation
with 4 31 atoms wide steps. Nonetheless, the fact that the diffraction from the (331) facet
has approximately the same intensity in LEED as does the diffraction from the (111) facet,
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and that this facet is readily seen in STM measurements, we can conclude that the step
bunches are dominantly constituted of (331) facets. Thus, the graphene induced surface
restructuring result in two major facets: a flat (111) terraces, and (331) step bunches.
Macroscopically the optical surface must remain in the (332) direction due to the fact
that the used temperature range was below the roughening transition temperature, where
no irreversible structural transformations could occur, and that the starting (332) surface
was thermodynamical stable [90]. Therefore the sum area of both facets should be equal
to the area of the original (332) surface A:
X

Ai ni = An,

(3.4.1)

i

where Ai is an area of each facet with a surface normal ni , and n is a surface normal
of the original (optical) surface [90]. Compared to the (332) surface the (111) facets are
tilted by 10° while the (331) facets are tilted by 12°. This now means that the ratio of
the facet widths of (111) vs. (331) facets is 1.197. The (111) ((331)) facet projected onto
the optical plane will occupy 54.66 % (45.34 %) of the overall optical surface. However,
we must consider the real (unprojected) facet widths whose ratio, with respect to the
effective surface, is then 45.5 % for the (111) and 54.5 % for the (331) facet.

3.4.3

Step edge structure

From the FT data in the section 3.3.2 we have noticed that TPG + CVD grown graphene
shows intensity which is linear but more smeared and broader than the one for the CVD
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grown graphene, indicating greater deviation of the step edges from the 1̄10 direction.
This dispersion in the step direction is visually apparent if we compare Figures 3.3.4 and
3.3.5. The major difference between the two preparation procedures is in the resulting
graphene orientations. The TPG + CVD procedure tends to produce more of the R0
graphene while CVD procedure results in high concentration of the R30 and the R26
graphene. However, it remains to be seen weather there is a correlation between the
graphene rotation and the step edge appearance.
Figure 3.4.5 (a) shows STM image of graphene covered surface with two distinct
graphene domains (separated by blue dashed line). The upper section of the image shows
the R30 graphene domain, while the lower section exhibits the R5 domain. It is obvious
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Figure 3.4.5: (a) STM error image of two connected rotational domains of graphene
corresponding to R5 and R30 (It = 0.47 nA, Vt = −0.209 V). STM error image of (b) R3
graphene (It = 1.27 nA, Vt = 0.436 V), (c) R14 graphene (It = 0.1 nA, Vt = 0.667 V) and
(d) R30 graphene (It = 1.55 nA, Vt = −0.052 V) with moiré unit cells marked by black
rhombuses.
that the graphene in the upper part of the image shows pronouncedly straight step edges
with only few kinks, while the lower graphene domain shows distinctly different, less
regular step edges, with frequent step branching and kinks. The observation that graphene
domains around the R30 form straighter step edges, is additionally corroborated by the
analysis of other large scale STM images (see Figures 3.2.2 (a), 3.3.2 (a), 3.3.4 and 3.3.5).
Figures 3.4.5 (b) - (d) show STM images of the R3, R14 and R30 graphene domains
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in the vicinity of a step edge. In all three cases the step edge is in the 1̄10 direction, and
several moiré unit cells are indicated on each image. For the R3 and the R14, the moiré
pattern is clearly distinguishable and bright protrusions correspond to the atop regions
that corner moiré unit cells (see section 1.4.4 for details). From Figures 3.4.5 (b) and (c)
it is evident that the step edges are terminated by these atop regions. The R30 graphene
does not have the same moiré structure as does graphene rotated by a smaller angle.
Namely it does not have the fcc and hcp sites. However, it does have an atop site at the
corners of the moiré cell [139]. It is obvious that the longer diagonal of the R30 moiré
unit cell is aligned with the step edge as is expected since this diagonal is also parallel to
D

E

the 11̄00

C

carbon direction i. e. armchair direction (see Figs. 1.1.2 and 3.3.2). Thus,

similar to the other rotations, the R30 graphene at step edges is terminated by the atop
regions.
Figure 3.4.6 (a) shows a single R30 domain, and Figures 3.4.6 (b) and (c) show several
domains with orientations close to the R0. On all images, the kinks (marked by blue
lines) are found at step edges. The kinks on a single graphene domain (see Fig. 3.4.6(a))
are all of the same size, in a direction perpendicular to the steps. Additionally, the moiré
superstructure is clearly visible in Figures 3.4.6 (b) and (c), where the bright protrusions
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Figure 3.4.6: (a) STM error image of the R30 graphene showing atomic resolution at
terraces and step bunches where three kinks are marked by blue lines (It = 0.7 nA,
Vt = 0.128 V). (b) and (c) STM image showing several domains around R0 graphene
with clearly visible moiré patterns and kinks marked by blue lines. (b) (It = 0.29 nA,
Vt = 0.302 V) (c) (It = 3.69 nA, Vt = −0.163 V).
correspond to the atop regions that corner moiré unit cells (marked by black net of
rhombuses on Fig. 3.4.6 (b)). These figures indicate that, similarly to the step edges, the
kinks as well occur at positions which are terminated by atop regions.
Previous STM studies showed that the R0 graphene on Ir(111) is always terminated
by an integer number of the atop regions [27], and that graphene islands and flakes as
well consist of the integer number of atop regions which corner moiré cells [134,140]. The
graphene corrugation within the moiré unit cell plays a significant role in the local binding
of the graphene to the Ir where at the fcc and hcp sites graphene is chemisorbed (weak
covalent bond) and on atop sites is physisorbed (see section 1.4.4). This local distribution
in binding is know to cause a substantial reshaping of the Ir steps during the graphene
growth, in order to maximize the formation of bonds between graphene edge atoms and
step atoms, as well as a formation of periodic kinks in Ir steps with the periodicity of
the moiré [61, 140]. The binding of the R30 graphene to Ir is regarded to be weaker than
for the R0 [65] and the corrugation within the R30 moiré unit cell is approximately 30
times smaller than for the R0 [139]. Thus, the R30 graphene is almost homogeneously
physisorbed to the Ir. Similar applies to all graphene domains with large angle of rotation
with respect to the Ir (above 20°) where moiré corrugation is minute [139]. Site specific
binding of graphene to Ir steps, and consequent step reshaping during growth motivate us
to perceive the moiré unit cell as the smallest “building block” of graphene. The size of
that building block is then tuned by the rotation of graphene with respect to Ir (cf. Fig.
1.4.3). Since the R30 rotation of graphene has substantially smaller moiré unit cell than
the R0, the structural details, such as kinks, should therefore be much smaller and less
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pronounced for the R30 graphene. Hence, one might expect that the size of the building
block plays a role in an appearance of step edges, with seemingly straighter edges formed
for smaller building blocks, for example for the R30 graphene. This explanation goes
in line with the observation that rotations close to the R30 graphene are accompanied
by pronouncedly long and straight step edges, compared to the graphene orientations
grouped around the R0.

3.4.4

Step bunch moiré

Similarly to graphene on terraces, graphene covering the step bunches also forms a moiré
superperiodicity but with somewhat more complicated structure. Figure 3.4.7 (a) shows
a STM topography image of a graphene covering terraces and a step bunch where moiré
patterns on both facets are clearly visible. The image was plane leveled for easier visualization. Figure 3.4.7 (b) shows a segment near the (111) terrace and (331) step bunch
connection. Both the atomic and the moiré resolution was obtained. We can clearly see
that the graphene traverses the step edge and that on the step bunch it forms an additional periodic modulation which resembles the atop regions of the moiré unit cell. This
periodicity can be better seen on Figure 3.4.7 (c) where we have imaged solely the step
bunch facet. There we can recognize the hexagonal moiré periodicity (unit cell marked
on Fig. 3.4.7 (c)) which is elongated by 19.5 % in the direction perpendicular to the
step edges and the atop regions of the moiré unit cell are oval, rather than round. The
atop regions spread across four to five step edges (Fig 3.4.7 (c) and (d)). Additionally,
we can see a 1D periodicity likely corresponding to the step edges within the step bunch.
The same can be seen on Figure 3.4.7 (b) where we have highlighted them with green
lines. The distance between the lines is approximately 0.67 nm which corresponds to the
distance between the two step edge atoms in the (331) surface for this angle of scanning
(0.672 nm).
Due to the existence of the atomic resolution we are able to draw their positions
with respect to the observed step edges. Please note that the atomic resolution does
not show hexagonal rings but rather every other C atom to which the bright protrusions
correspond to [141–145]. We have marked the positions of C atoms on Figure 3.4.7 (b)
and the hexagonal mesh appears to be strongly distorted in the direction perpendicular
to step edges. Also, we can see that three graphene unit cell sit between two step edges
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Figure 3.4.7: STM topography image of a graphene: (a) covering a terrace and a step
bunch (It = 0.81 nA, Vt = 0.4 V), (b) at the terrace - step bunch connection (same region
as on Fig. 3.4.5 (b)) (It = 1.27 nA, Vt = 0.464 V), (c) on step bunch where the moiré
pattern is visible (It = 1.13 nA, Vt = 0.464 V). (d) STM topography image of a graphene
on a different part of the sample (It = 0.35 nA, Vt = 0.574 V).
(marked with green lines). Undistorted size of the height of three graphene unit cell is
0.637 nm, and in our case they are stretched to 0.67 nm, which corresponds to a strain of
1.86 % per graphene unit cell. The distortion of graphene unit cell leads to the distortion
of the moiré unit cell visible on Figure 3.4.7 (c). Since the moiré acts as a magnifying
lens, we can determine that the distortion of 19.5 % of the moiré unit cell corresponds
to the 1.63 % strain of the graphene unit cell. This measured strains agree well to the
strain needed to stretch the three graphene unit cells to fit between the two Ir step edges
in the (331) surface. The similar moiré unit cell distortion was observed on different
sample positions and preparations, as is visible from the Figure 3.4.7 (d) where the moiré
distortion corresponds to the strain of the graphene unit cell of 2 %.
Graphene on step bunches is strained in the direction perpendicular to step edges. The
observed strain and C atom positions indicate that the origin of the strain comes from
the stretching of graphene unit cell so that three graphene unit cell could sit between two
Ir step edges. This indicates a difference in binding at step edges which we will later show
to be valid assumption (cf. section 4.3). The similar graphene conforming to fit the step
edges was suggested in a work of Casarin et al. for the case of graphene on Rh(533) [146],
even though it was not directly shown using atomically resolved microscopy. The present
uniaxial strain also explains why the moiré unit cell is distorted in one direction, and why
the on top regions of the moiré are oval rather than round.
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Chapter 4
Electronic structure of graphene on
Ir(332)
To investigate the electronic structure of graphene on Ir(332) we have preformed both the
area-averaging ARPES as well as local STS characterization. These experimental results,
together with vdW-DFT calculations also presented in this chapter, provide a detailed
understanding of graphene’s electronic structure, in particular the effects induced by the
stepped substrate and give an answer why the surface faceting is induced by the growth
of graphene.

4.1

Photoemission spectroscopy measurements

In section 1.5.1 an overview of the expected electronic effects induced by the stepped
nature of the substrate was presented, most prominent of which is an anisotropic Fermi
velocity renormalization. Specifically, most of the theories which study the effects of a
periodic potential predict a Fermi velocity anisotropy. However, depending on the used
potential (electrostatic, electromagnetic or deformation (bending) strain) the theoretical
calculations differ, among other things, in the direction of the anisotropy with respect
to the deformation direction [87, 89, 96, 147]. With that in mind we have first preformed
an ARPES mapping of the electronic band structure corresponding to graphene on (111)
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terraces in directions parallel and perpendicular to the 1̄10 step edges. Moreover, due to
the facet geometry in real space, the contributions from graphene on different facets are
well separated in the k-space, making it possible to probe each graphene band separately
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and access band of graphene on (331) areas. Graphene prepared for ARPES measurements
presented here was synthesized using a procedure which showed optimal terrace - step
bunch periodicity and step edge arrangement (pC2 H4 = 1 × 10−7 mbar, T = 1080 K, cf.
Figs. 3.3.1 (c) and 3.3.4 (b)).

4.1.1

Graphene on (111) facets - rotations, doping, and Fermi
velocity anisotropy

Figures 4.1.1 (a) and (b) show ARPES maps from the (111) facet in the vicinity of the
K-point of the R30 graphene taken in directions perpendicular and parallel to steps,
respectively. Figure 4.1.1 (c) shows two equi-energy maps at Fermi level and -300 meV
below it. These maps consist of several equi-energy slices integrated within the range of
40 meV around the stated energy. Maps on Figures 4.1.1 (b) and (c) clearly show the
Dirac cone contributions from rotations R26, R30 and R34 (blue, green and red arrows
respectively) as well as a faint contribution from the R0 graphene (Fig. 4.1.1 (c) yellow
arrow). For the map in the direction perpendicular to step edges (Fig. 4.1.1 (a)) only one
branch of the Dirac cone is visible due to the known matrix-element effect for the used
photon polarization [148].
The slope of the most intense band corresponding to the R34 graphene (red arrow)
is analyzed. The Fermi velocity in the direction perpendicular to step edges (⊥ [110] i.e.
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113̄ direction) equals to v⊥ = 0.94 × 106 m/s, which agrees well to the measured value

for the graphene on Ir(111) (v(111) = 0.95 × 106 m/s [62]). In the direction parallel to step
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edges ( 1̄10 direction) the Fermi velocity is significantly reduced and differs for the two
branches: vkL = 0.55 × 106 m/s for the left, and vkR = 0.68 × 106 m/s for the right branch.




The band asymmetry can be defined as v⊥ − vk /v(111) × 100 %. Thus the measured
Dirac cone exhibits Fermi velocity anisotropy between 41 % and 27 %, depending on the
considered branch, which averages to approximately 34 %. The renormalization decreases
the Fermi velocity in the direction parallel to step edges i. e. perpendicular to the step
potential/bending strain. The difference in slopes between two branches of the Dirac cone
in the direction parallel to the steps (Fig. (4.1.1) (b)) indicates that the π band is tilted.
The extent of the tilting, normalized to the Fermi velocity of the flat graphene, can be




defined as: vkR − vkL /v(111) × 100 %, and measures to be 13.7 %.
Observing the equi-energy map on Fermi level (Fig. 4.1.1 (c)) it is evident that the
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Figure 4.1.1: ARPES maps around the K point of the R30 graphene on (111) facets in
the direction (a) perpendicular and (b) parallel to step edges. (c) Two constant energy
cuts at Fermi level and 300 meV below Fermi level.
graphene band Fermi contour is not a point but rather a slightly elongated circle suggesting
that the Dirac cone is p doped. By analyzing the ARPES map on Figure 4.1.1 (b) the
Dirac point position was calculated to be approximately at 320 meV above Fermi level,
which is higher than the slight p doping of 175 meV reported for the R30 graphene on
Ir(111) [65]. This difference in the Dirac point position of 145 meV corresponds to a hole
doping of approximately 6 × 1012 cm-2 or a charge transfer of −1.55 × 10−3 electrons per
carbon atom, not taking into account the anisotropy in Fermi velocity.

4.1.2

Facet dependent graphene bands

The models of the sample geometry for ARPES measurements are given on Figures 4.1.2
(a) and (b). The sample was oriented so that the polar angle rotation leads from the Γ
point of the (111) facet to the Γ point of the (331) facet and further on (i. e. along the
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113̄ “down the step” direction) as depicted on Figure 4.1.2 (a). Looking at the reciprocal

space (Fig. 4.1.2 (b)) this direction passes trough the K point of the R30 graphene on
both (111) and (331) facets. Figures 4.1.2 (c) and (d) present the ARPES scan in the
same Γ–KR30 –MR30 direction. The conversion of raw ARPES maps (cf. equations 2.6.3
and 2.6.4) was preformed using the Γ point position from the (111) facets in Figure
(4.1.2) (c) and the Γ point of the (331) facet on Figure (4.1.2) (d). On Figure 4.1.2 (c) a
pronounced π band is visible coming from the graphene on (111) terraces. Two σ bands of
graphene on (111) facet are also visible and are marked by blue arrows near the Γ point.
The green dashed line, which accentuates this π band, corresponds to the tight binding
approximation (TBA) calculated band. The second π band is only slightly visible and
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Figure 4.1.2: (a) A schematic representation of the mapped sample geometry in real
space. (b) R30 graphene first Brillouin zone with denoted step direction (red lines) and
ARPES mapping direction. (c) ARPES map of the Γ(111) –KR30 –MR30 direction with a
green dashed line indicating contribution from R30 graphene on (111). (d) ARPES map
of the Γ(331) –KR30 –MR30 direction with a red dashed line indicating contribution from R30
graphene on (331).
is accentuated with a red dashed line on (4.1.2) (d), also a TBA calculated band. The
bottom of the second π band is shifted in energy as well as in wave vector. The shift in
the wave vector matches the angle of 22° which confirms that this π band comes from
the graphene on the (331) facet. The Dirac point position determination here is made
difficult by the fact that only one graphene branch is seen. For that reason we exploited
the rigid band shift assumption to determine the position of the Dirac point for the (331).
Energy shift corresponds to the n-type doping with the Dirac point approximately at
0.9 eV below the Fermi level. The difference in the Dirac point position with respect to
the value measured for the R30 graphene on flat Ir(111) [65] corresponds to an electron
doping of approximately 7 × 1013 cm-2 or a charge transfer of 18.04 × 10−3 electron per
carbon atom, not taking into account the anisotropy in Fermi velocity. The π band from
the graphene on (331) facet appears to exhibit two band gaps (Fig. 4.1.2 (d) marked by
orange arrows) near the KR30(331) point in the vicinity of the Ir surface states (IrSS ). These
are likely avoided crossing gap which would suggest a strong hybridization of graphene
on (331) facets and Ir states. The hybridization is such that the Dirac cone near the
Fermi level is almost completely destroyed. The interaction of steps in (331) facets with
graphene could also explain the observed strong n-type doping of graphene (cf. section
(4.3)).
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The analysis of ARPES data showed that for graphene on (111) facets the Dirac cone
is highly anisotropic as well as tilted (cf. Fig. (4.1.1)). The Fermi velocity reduction is in
the direction parallel to the steps, which is consistent with the theoretical calculations for
graphene subjected to either electrostatic or electromagnetic periodic potential [87, 89].
It also agrees to the DFT calculations for the graphene on stepped silicon [149]. However, our results differ from those measured on vicinal SiC(0001) [95] where the observed
renormalization is significantly smaller with the Fermi velocity reduced in the direction
perpendicular to the steps. This discrepancy between experiments could be explained
with a different periodicity of the graphene sheet deformation [147] but also it can be
attributed to the poor quality of the step edges and lack of decent periodic repetition of
terraces on SiC(0001).
The measured π band slope difference of 13.7 % for the two branches along the same
direction parallel to the steps, can be attributed to graphene’s periodic bending across
step edges. Namely, such bending corresponds to a buckled graphene whose Dirac cone is
both tilted and anisotropic [147]. Additionally, lattice deformation of graphene crossing
step edges can be pronounced in one axis due to the required bending but also due to
the residual thermal stress (cf. section 3.4.1), which can also attribute to the cone tilting
and anisotropy [150]. However, the measured anisotropic Fermi velocity renormalization
is too large to be solely from lattice deformation. Thus, this indicates that the anisotropy
is a result of an additional step periodic potential.
Our results (see Figs. (4.1.2) (c) and (d)) show that graphene is p doped on (111)
facets and heavily n doped on (331) facets thus forming a lateral p-n junction, with a
pronounced difference of 1.22 eV between the Dirac points in two regions. We showed
through our STM characterization that graphene traverses across step edges and is connected over several terraces and step bunches (cf. section (3.2)). However, due to the
large difference in doping one might assume that graphene electrons residing on each facet
are localized, where step edges might act as interface with a confinement potential. In
that case graphene mesh would effectively consist of a series of graphene nano ribbons.
Specifically, for the R30 graphene it would have armchair edges (cf. Fig. (3.3.2) (c)) and
consequently small (if any) Dirac point gap opening [151–153]. As the Dirac point of
graphene on the (111) facet is above the Fermi level and for graphene on the (331) facet
is below the Fermi energy but not clearly distinguished, ARPES data are not conclusive
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about the electron localization on facets. This problem will be addressed in greater detail
in next section where we employ a truly local spectroscopic technique - STS.

4.2

Scanning tunneling spectroscopy measurements

Unlike ARPES, STS is a local technique providing insight into electronic structure at
the nano-scale, in particular the local density of states (LDOS). Figure 4.2.1 (a) shows
a differentiated STM image where dIt /dVt vs. bias voltage point spectra were recorded
(4.2.1 (b)) at three positions on the sample: the terrace, the step bunch and the upper
step edge between the (111) and (331) facets. The set of point spectra in Figure 4.2.1
(b) reveals noticeable differences between terraces and step bunches. The point spectrum
from terraces shows a pronounced peak around -440 mV. Additionally, measured dIt /dVt
intensity for the positive bias voltages (i. e. unoccupied states) is smaller than for the
negative bias voltages, making the spectrum asymmetrical. The dIt /dVt spectrum on
the step bunch, on the other hand is more symmetric and with a pronounced single peak
around 880 mV. This indicates a difference in the LDOS of graphene on terraces and step
bunches. The dIt /dVt spectrum recorded on the step edge resembles the one from the
(111) terrace with a modification that now the pronounced peak is shifted to -830 mV.
The origin of these peaks is unclear, however two possible explanations come in mind.
One is that the peak observed on terrace is a step-like feature corresponding to the Ir
hole-like surface state S0 [154, 155] with a center of step around -270 mV. This is in good
agreement with the value obtained in ARPES measurements [156], however it is hard to
believe that this state would shift to lower binding energies due to the presence of step.
The other possible explanation is that this is the confined graphene state [155] which then

Figure 4.2.1: (a) Differentiated STM image of graphene rotated by 7.4° (It = 0.11 nA,
Vt = 0.666 V). Color coded marking indicate a position for the dIt /dVt point spectra
presented on figure (b).
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shifts to higher binding energies near a step edge likely due to step induced n-type doping.
However, no signs of confinement (cf. section 4.2.3) was recorded in corresponding dIt /dVt
maps (Figs. 4.2.2 (b) and (c)). Thus, the origin of the observed peaks remains an open
one, and we can only note that the LDOS is site specific with distinguishable variations.

4.2.1

Facet dependent LDOS variations

The dIt /dVt mapping is a comprehensive way to visualize the local density of states
(LDOS) over the surface, as presented on Figure 4.2.2. Figure 4.2.2 (a) shows a differentiated STM image of roughly the same area as on Figure 4.2.1 (a), which is predominantly
covered with a single graphene domain rotated by 7.4° with respect to the Ir substrate.
This graphene domain is continuous over several terraces and step bunches of different
widths. Figures 4.2.2 (b) and (c) show dIt /dVt maps for selected bias voltages where a
contrast inversion between terraces and step bunches is clearly visible. The state localized
on terraces (Fig. 4.2.2 (b)) appears homogeneous and shows no sign of local variation,
regardless the terrace width, indicating no quantum confinement origin. In general, the
majority of dIt /dVt maps which show intensity on terraces are homogeneous, apart from
the occasional visibility of the moiré superstructure, which was previously reported for
graphene on Ir(111) [157], and is due to the tip microscopic condition. We argue that
the observed contrast inversion in dIt /dVt maps on Figures 4.2.2 (b) and (c) might originate from the significant difference in the electronic band structure between graphene on
terraces and step bunches as measured by ARPES, namely the doping and hybridization
with Ir surface states (cf. Figs. 4.1.2 (c) and (d)).
From the dIt /dVt spectra and maps on Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 we have seen that LDOS

Figure 4.2.2: (a) Differentiated STM image of graphene domain rotated by 7.4° (It = 0.47
nA, Vt = 0.5 V). dIt /dVt map of a same area for bias voltages: (b) 500 mV and (c) -840
mV, both taken for the tunneling current It = 0.47 nA.
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is dramatically influenced by the substrate, with graphene on terraces, step bunches and
step edges exhibiting profoundly different states. This is especially evident from the bias
voltage dependent contrast inversion in dIt /dVt maps (c.f. Figures 4.2.2 (b) and (c)).
The simplest explanation for the contrast inversion between terraces and step bunches in
dIt /dVt maps is a difference in doping, where the dIt /dVt map measured at 500 mV bias
voltage shows the p doped graphene on terraces while the map measured at -840 mV bias
shows the n doped graphene on step bunches. The proposed doping difference reflects
the LDOS difference of the Dirac cone band. However, looking at the band structure of
graphene derived from ARPES on these two facets (cf. Figs. 4.1.2 (c) and (d)), one can
notice that actually the energy position of their Dirac points is close to the used bias
voltages. In other words, the Dirac point of the p doped graphene on (111) terraces is
close to the bias voltage of 500 mV, in which case the LDOS is small and there should
hardly be any dIt /dVt intensity on terraces on Figure 4.2.2 (b). In fact, the dIt /dVt
intensity should be pronounced for the step bunches. The similar reasoning applies for
the Figure 4.2.2 (c). Nevertheless, the fact that the intensity of these dIt /dVt maps is
quite localized on the corresponding facets, and that there is no sign of confinement (cf.
section 4.2.3 and Fig. 4.2.4) leads to a conclusion that the contrast inversion is somehow
in a more complex way connected to a difference in the electronic structure.
Due to the complexity of the graphene on Ir(332) system the dIt /dVt maps of Figures
4.2.2 (b) and (c) are not trivially explainable. Additionally, there are two other observations to be considered. One is that the corresponding dIt /dVt spectra (Fig. 4.2.1 (b))
are V shaped rather than U shaped with a vanishing intensity near zero, indicating that
the STM tip is also substrate sensitive, rater than purely graphene sensitive [158]. The
second is that during the measurement we have obtained several dIt /dVt maps showing
LDOS intensity on terraces for both positive and negative bias voltages (not shown). This
would mean that the tip was then sensitive to states locally connected to terraces. After
the tip change it become more sensitive to the states locally connected with the step
bunch facets showing dIt /dVt maps simillar to the one onf Figure 4.2.2 (c). Thus both
the tip condition, as well as the states originating from the Ir and graphene influence the
appearance of measured dIt /dVt maps. Nonetheless, it is worth to emphasize the fact
that the LDOS intensity on these dIt /dVt maps (Figs. 4.2.2 (b) and (c)) is localized on
specific facets indicating a different graphene’s electronic structure.
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4.2.2

LDOS on the step bunches

We have also recorded high-resolution dIt /dVt maps with an enhanced LDOS at step
bunches. Figure 4.2.3 (a) shows differentiated STM image of a 22.4° rotated graphene
covering the upper and lower terrace as well as one step bunch in between. The topography
of this area is illustrated by a line profile on Figure 4.2.3 (b), showing that the height
of this step bunch is 1.8 nm. Since the height of individual atomic step is 0.22 nm, this
step bunch consist of eight steps. Corresponding dIt /dVt maps are presented on Figures
4.2.3 (c) and (d), where the LDOS associated with the step bunch shows an additional
substructure (Fig. 4.2.3 (c)) in a form of seven periodically arranged, high intensity,
stripes. The stripes are not perfectly straight, but show slight modulation i. e. wavy
pattern. We associate this wavy modulation to an appearance of a specific moiré pattern
at step bunches which is visible on STM topography image in the inset of Figure 4.2.3
(a). The observed step bunch consist of eight steps, however, only seven LDOS stripes
are visible in dIt /dVt map on Figure 4.2.3 (c). Additional LDOS stripe is visible on
dIt /dVt map recorded using different bias voltage on Figure 4.2.3 (d). This LDOS stripe
is located at the position of the first step where graphene traverses from the (111) terrace
plane to (331) step bunch plane. The position and the overall number of LDOS stripes
lead us to presume that their origin lie in the existence of step edges which likely cause
local variations in graphene - Ir interaction, or locally dope graphene. The interesting
appearance of LDOS intensity at the topmost step, where graphene bends from (111) to
(331) plane, and a lack of similarly pronounced intensity at the bottommost step, when
graphene bends from (331) to (111) plane, leads us to presume that either the graphene

Figure 4.2.3: (a) Differentiated STM image of graphene rotated by 22.4° (It = 0.57 nA,
Vt = −0.18 V). Inset (scale bar 1 nm) shows a STM topography image of a region marked
by a dashed rectangle. The green arrow marks the position of (b) a line profile taken from
the topography STM image. (c) and (d) show corresponding dIt /dVt maps for -180 mV
and -750 mV bias voltage respectively, both taken for the tunneling current It = 0.57 nA.
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bending is asymmetrical and not of same radius, or that the topmost step facilitates
specific interaction with graphene different than the one with other subsequent steps.
Similar feature, the LDOS intensity asymmetrically located at the topmost step edge,
was observed on several other dIt /dVt maps, and was measured for several graphene
rotations. The origin of this feature, as well as the origin of the LDOS substructure on
step bunches will be explained in the light of the DFT calculation in section 4.3.

4.2.3

Domain boundaries and signs of confinement

The dIt /dVt maps presented so far involved larger graphene domains covering multiple
terraces and step bunches with no signs of confinement found. In Figure 4.2.4 we show
now a different region covered with several graphene rotations connected through domain
boundaries. The approximate position of domain boundaries are indicated by blue lines on
Figure 4.2.4 (b) which is a differentiated image of STM topography shown in 4.2.4 (a). We
D

E

have identified five domains (D1 - D5 ) whose 1̄10

moiré

directions are marked by arrows
D

E

on Figure 4.2.4 (b). Individual domains were determined by analyzing the 1̄10

moiré

direction of the moiré superperiodicity, the size of the moiré unit cell, and by the help
of visible structural defects at domain edges. The precise determination of the domain
edges was somewhat hindered by the lack of atomic resolution. Figure 4.2.4 (c) shows
four dIt /dVt spectra taken on a single domain marked on Figure 4.2.4 (b). The spectra
are shifted in y direction for clearer view. Two distinct peaks are visible in all curves, one
around -800 mV and the second around 250 mV. The peaks shift towards positive voltages
as we move along the terrace of interest, indicating a local position dependence of the
observed states. The same local dependence is more visually apparent in the dIt /dVt maps
presented on Figures 4.2.4 (d) - (g). There the same region as on Figures 4.2.4 (a) and
(b) is imaged with increasing bias voltage. The observed LDOS intensity forms elliptical
shapes which appear to be enclosed within the domain edges and concentrically narrow
down as we increase the bias voltage. The shape of the LDOS intensity also depends
on the terrace width, as is visible on domain D3 . Additionally, the LDOS intensity is
almost non existing on two narrower terraces covered with the same graphene domain
D4 . This type of LDOS behavior resembles a pattern observed on confined Dirac states
on small graphene flakes [158–160]. Thus, we conclude that these concentric, elliptical
LDOS contrasts are a sign of confinement, due to the local proximity of multiple graphene
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Figure 4.2.4: (a) STM topography image of several graphene domains close to R0
(It = 0.36 nA, Vt = 0.609 V). (b) A differentiated STM image
D
Efrom the figure (a) with denoted presumed domain boundaries in blue and marked 1̄10
direction of the three
moiré
graphene rotations. (c) dIt /dVt point spectra taken from the color coded position marked
on figure (b). dIt /dVt maps for (d) 170 mV, (e) 200 mV, (f) 290 mV and (g) 300 mV, all
taken for the tunneling current It = 0.075 nA.
domain boundaries. The lack of similar features located further away from boundaries
at terraces as observed in other dIt /dVt maps, along with no terrace-width dependence,
indicates that, in a single graphene domain stretching across several terraces and step
bunches, graphene states are not localized due to the presence of steps, i.e. alternating
regions of (111) terraces and (331) step bunches.

4.3

Density functional theory calculations

The technical detail of the vdW-DFT calculations was described in section 2.7, and the
calculations itself were preformed by Predrag Lazić and Wenhao Sun.

4.3.1

Surface energy

In order to distinguish the overall energy of graphene on the restructured Ir substrate,
system we must first calculate the energy difference between the bare Ir(332) surface and
the resulting restructured surface, which is a combination of Ir (111) and (331) facets. In
order to do that, we have modeled these three Ir surfaces (cf. Fig. 4.3.1) and calculated
their corresponding surface energies. The resulting energies are presented in Table 4.1,
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Figure 4.3.1: Ball model of crystal surfaces considered in surface energy calculations,
where the corresponding plane orientation is denoted for each surface.
where negative values by our conversion denote that the system has to “pay” the energy
to create such surface. Clearly the (111) surface is energetically the most favorable one
while the Ir(331) is the least favorable one. The restructured surface consist of (111) and
(331) facets in the 0.455 : 0.545 ratio (cf. section 3.4.2), thus the difference between
the restructured and original (332) surface amounts to 0.018 J/m2 , which scales to 3
meV per C atom (cf. Tab. 4.1). The energy difference is small but positive, indicating
that the restructuring, even without graphene, is slightly more energetically favorable
than the intrinsic (332) surface. This is due to the fact that (111) surface presents a
ground state with a lowest surface energy, which is substantially lower even compared to
other low Miller index Ir surfaces (e. g. Ir(100) -2.853 J/m2 , and Ir(110) -2.863 J/m2 ).
However, the energy difference itself is so small that such surface restructuring was only
observed upon graphene formation. Moreover, the intrinsic order of the (332) surface
can be easily restored by cleaning the sample through standard cycles of sputtering and
annealing, which indicates that within the reported temperature range the (332) surface
is stable and the origin of possible restructuring must be found in the graphene – iridium
interaction.
Table 4.1: Surface energy of bare Ir surfaces.
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Surface

Esurface [J/m2 ]

Ir(332)

-2.529

Ir(331)

-2.735

Ir(111)

-2.242

0.455ES(111) + 0.545ES(331) − ES(332)

0.018 (3 meV/C)

4.3.2

Graphene on Ir system models

In order to calculate the graphene – iridium interaction we have made several models
presented on Figure 4.3.2: (1) graphene on a 3 atoms thick slab of Ir(111), (2) graphene
on a 7 atoms thick Ir(332) surface, (3) graphene on a 7 atoms thick Ir(331) surface
and (4) a model consisting of a combination of three (331) steps and two (111) terraces
periodically connected by an additional row of Ir atoms. Calculations were preformed
for three graphene rotations, the R0, R30 and R26, however the non-local correlation
(NLC) binding energy density and charge transfer distribution was calculated only for
the R0 and the R30. As the lattice mismatch of the graphene and iridium is rather
large (around 10 %), we have used rather large cells in order to reduce strain imposed on
graphene while consistently keeping iridium at its natural lattice constant obtained from
DFT bulk calculations. A new code was implemented that matches two arbitrary surface
unit cells into a larger moiré type of structure, where one surface unit cell is modified to
fit the other, causing some strain in the final, common, moiré structure. In our models
we used the largest possible structures that we could calculate with our resources in
order to minimize the strain imposed on graphene. This approach was motivated by the
G(10 × 10)/Ir(9 × 9) moiré structure, calculated previously [57], that the R0 graphene
forms on the Ir(111) surface (Fig. 4.3.2 (d)) where the strain on graphene is very small.
The largest structures that we used contained around 500 atoms.
The large structure in Figure 4.3.2 (g) (model (4)) containing the combination of
(111) and (331) surface was created starting from 10 graphene and 9 Ir(111) unit cells
in one direction, while in the other direction we compressed graphene to match Ir. From
such structure, the Ir atoms were then removed to create (331) steps, and graphene was
allowed to assume optimal position over such surface. The model has just three active
(331) step edges included in the calculations, however, as we will see further on, this
will be sufficient to explain experimentally observed features. This structure was only
modeled for the R0 graphene because the size of a unit cell required for the R30 graphene
exceeded our processing limitations.
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Figure 4.3.2: DFT model unit cells side and top view for R30 graphene on (a) (111), (b)
(332) and (c) (331) Ir surface, and R0 graphene on (d) (111), (e) (332) and (f) (331) Ir
surface. (g) model of R0 graphene covering a combination of (111) terraces and (331)
step bunch. Black cuboid on side view, and green rhombuses on top view mark a used
model unit cell. Red line denotes a cut direction used for NLC binding energy density
(Fig. 4.3.3) and charge transfer distribution (Fig. 4.3.4) images.
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As mentioned in section 2.7, all modeled unit cells were allowed to fully relax. In
the resulting structures graphene is more or less strained, the extent of which depends
on the size of the used model unit cell. This will especially be evident in the model of
the R30 graphene on Ir(111) (Fig. 4.3.2 (a)) where we used especially small unit cell
√
√
(G(2 × 2)/Ir( 3 × 3)) in which the graphene unit cell is severely compressed (-4.47
% [139]). This strain imposed on graphene will play a big role in calculated graphene
binding energy, as we will see in the section that follows.

4.3.3

Binding energy and non-local correlation contribution

Since the calculated binding energies are sensitive on the used model unit cell, and are not
so intuitive, let us first consider the non-local correlation binding energy density distribution presented on Figure 4.3.3 in order to better understand the origin of the graphene - Ir
interaction. These figures present a slice along the direction marked by red lines in Figure
4.3.2, with an overlaid Ir atoms positions. The NLC binding energy in the vdW-DFT
calculations is usually considered to give an estimate of the van der Waals interaction but,
as we will see later, here it will also contain some chemical interaction. Starting from the
R30 graphene, which is the most common rotation under optimal graphene preparation
(cf. section 3.3), the NLC binding energy density is presented on Figures 4.3.3 (a) and (b)
for substrates Ir(331) and Ir(332) respectively. The NLC binding energy density for the
R0 graphene on the Ir(331) and Ir(332) substrate is presented on Figures 4.3.3 (c) and
(d), respectively. In all four figures each Ir step edge position within the model unit cell is
marked by white arrow. It is clear that in all cases the NLC binding energy distribution
follows the step positions, and is strongest at step edges, so that graphene seems anchored
on the step edges. This is contrary to the NLC binding energy distribution for the R30
and R0 graphene on Ir(111) (Figs. 4.3.3 (e) and (f) respectively) where the distribution is
far more homogeneous. The binding is especially strong for the R30 graphene on Ir(331),
where the NLC binding energy density penetrates beyond the step atom, deeper into Ir
layers (Fig. 4.3.3 (a)). For both the R30 and R0 graphene the NLC binding energy seems
to be higher on the (331) surface than on the (332) surface. The NLC binding energy
distribution is not always uniform on all step edges, but varies across the model unit cell
(see 4.3.3 (c)). The reason for this is in the graphene buckling in order to form a sort
of moiré structure (cf. 4.3.2 (e)). The effect is similar, just greater in value, to the NLC
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Figure 4.3.3: Non-local correlation binding energy density calculated for R30 graphene
on (a) (331) and (b) (332) surface, R0 graphene on (c) (331) and (d) (332), (e) R30 on
(111), R0 on (f) (111) and (g) (111) + (331). Figures (a) to (d) have the same scale bar
from 0 eV/Å−3 to 0.04 eV/Å−3 , as do (e) and (g) from 0 eV/Å−3 to 0.02 eV/Å−3 .
binding energy variations between top and hcp/fcc sites in a moiré superstructure formed
by the R0 graphene on Ir(111) (see Fig. 4.3.3 (f)). Better graphene alignment with respect
to step edges resulting in better binding could possibly be achieved by using a different
model unit cell, however, graphene in that case would likely be severely strained.
Figure 4.3.3 (g) shows a NLC binding energy distribution of the R0 graphene on a
surface combining a (111) and (331) facets. There are three step edges in the (331) facet
and the upper and lower step edge position is marked by white arrows. The NLC binding
energy density is clearly highest on step edges, however it is not the same on all step
edges, rather it is highest on the top step where graphene bends downwards from (111)
terrace to the (331) step bunch. On the lower step edge the NLC binding energy is
lowest, and on the position where graphene bends upwards from (331) to (111) facet the
NLC binding energy contribution is almost nonexistent. This model reveals that there is
an additional large contribution to the NLC binding energy in a form of binding to the
topmost step edge, anchoring the graphene to that site. This contribution can not be
included by separately modeling graphene on the Ir(111) and Ir(331) surface, and it will
play a great role in the understanding of the surface restructuring, as we will see later.
Let us now consider the calculated values of binding and strain energy for the modeled
systems presented in Table 4.2. Data presented in Table 4.2 give: (i) a non-local correlation binding energy, Ebind.NLC , (ii) a binding energy, Ebind. , which is an energy difference
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between the fully relaxed system (graphene is strained) and its parts at geometry that
they have in a fully relaxed system, (iii) adsorption energy, Eads. , which is the energy
difference between the fully relaxed system and its parts (i.e. Ir surface and graphene)
which are relaxed fully on their own (graphene calculated at its natural lattice constant)
and (iv) the strain energy, Estrain , of graphene which is essentially the difference between
adsorption and binding energy, Estrain = Eads. −Ebind. , since we kept iridium at its natural
lattice constant. The plus sign indicates the energy which the system gains, and minus
sign the energy the system has to pay to archive certain geometry. Furthermore, considering the restructured vs. original (332) surface, one must add the slight energy gain from
the difference in surface energies (∆Esurf. = 3 meV/C see Tab. 4.1) as well as take into
account the surface ratio of (111) and (331) surface (45.5 % : 54.5 % cf. section 3.4.2).
So the difference in energy is: ∆E = 0.455 × E(111) + 0.545 × E(331) − E(332) + ∆Esurf. .
Starting with the dominant R30 rotation, if we calculate the difference in binding
energy we find that the restructuring essentially makes no difference and binding to (332)
surface is only negligibly more favorable by a −0.48 meV/C. If we take the strain into
account and calculate the difference in adsorption energy the value is again negative
Table 4.2: DFT calculated energies: Non-local correlation binding energy Ebind.NLC , binding energy Ebind. , strain energy in graphene Estrain , and adsorption energy Eads. (see the
text for full description).
System

Ebind.NLC

Ebind.

Estrain

Eads.

[meV/C]

[meV/C]

[meV/C]

[meV/C]

R30 on (111)

149

66

-100.7

-34.7

R30 on (331)

176

111

-55

56

R30 on (332)

140

94

-67

27

R26 on (331)

-

110

-36

74

R26 on (332)

-

94

-83

11

R0 on (111)

126

75

-7

68

R0 on (331)

168

98

-74

24

R0 on (332)

154

102

-21

81

R0 on (111)+(331)

181

120

-

-
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−9.27 meV/C. This is due to fact that in the used unit cell for the R30 graphene on
(111) the graphene is extremely compressed (4.47 %) which results in an extremely large
strain, larger than binding energy, and with that a negative adsorption energy (cf. Tab.
4.2). Nonetheless, if we consider a NLC binding energy the difference of 26.72 meV/C is
strongly in favor of faceting. The reason of such difference in energy is in much stronger
NLC binding of the graphene to the (331) surface compared to the (332) surface which
we already observed in NLC binding energy distributions on Figures 4.3.3 (a) and (b).
For the R0 graphene (see Tab. 4.2) the trend is somewhat similar, difference in binding
energy is -11.5 meV/C, difference in adsorption energy is staggering -34 meV/C against
the restructuring, and the NLC binding difference shows a small negative trend of -2.1
meV/C even though the NLC binding energy for the R0 graphene on (331) is larger than
for the (332) Ir surface. This would mean that the R0 graphene covering the (332) surface
is more favorable than faceting, even though the experiment shows the opposite. However,
if we consider the energetics of a simplified model of graphene on a surface containing
both (111) and (331) facets, the binding energy, as well as the NLC binding energy, are
larger than for graphene on (332) surface (21 meV/C and 30 meV/C respectively) and as
such weigh in favor of the restructuring, in agreement with the experiment.
So the energy differences are baffling at best. For the R30 graphene there is essentially
no difference in binding/adsorption between (332) and restructured surface, but the NLC
binding then plays a role in favoring the restructuring. For the R0 graphene the binding
and adsorption favor the (332) surface, the NLC binding is pretty much the same for both
cases, but the numbers turn in favor of restructuring for the model which contains the
R0 graphene on both (111) and (331) facets. This seemingly opposite results arise from
two things, one is that the model containing both (111) and (331) facets include a region
where the R0 graphene exceeds across one facet to another whilst bending by 22° (Fig.
4.3.2 (g)). This region is extremely important because of the strong NLC binding energy
contribution present on the topmost step (Fig. 4.3.3 (g)). Please note that for the R30
graphene we were not able to model such system but it is reasonable to assume that the
result would be similar. The second point is that the NLC binding energy for the R0
graphene on (331), while highest on step edges, is not the same on all steps (Fig. 4.3.3
(c)), unlike for the system R0 graphene on (332) where the periodically repeated unit cell
of the model contains only one step edge which carries the majority of the NLC binding
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energy density (Fig. 4.3.3 (d) marked by an arrow). The R0 graphene on (331) forms
an additional periodicity larger than the step periodicity (Fig. 4.3.2 (e)) due to the used
model unit cell and the inherent strain imposed on graphene.
The calculated results for the chosen structures show that the strain energy of graphene
is comparable to its surface binding energy, which is predominantly realized at the surface
steps. This indicates strong competition between the strain energy and the binding energy
– namely graphene could adopt larger strain (usually meaning larger corrugation) in order
to “hit the step edge” more often, leading to energetically more favorable configuration.
The signature of this graphene tendency to conform to the step edges could be seen in
section 3.4.4 where we measured the uniaxial moiré unit cell distortion at step bunches
which corresponded to the strain needed to stretch three graphene unit cells to fit on
one (331) step. Similar effect was suggested for graphene on Rh(533) where Casarin et
al. experimentally showed occurrence of nonequivalent moiré lattice vectors in direction
parallel and perpendicular to the steps, where the periodicity in the parallel direction
remains the same while in direction perpendicular to the steps the moiré periodicity is
altered [146].
The effect of the strain in the relaxed system is especially evident in the case of the
R0 graphene on (331) where the adsorption energy is substantially smaller than the binding energy while its difference amounts to the strain, and in an extreme example of the
R30 graphene on (111) the adsorption energy is actually negative (Table 4.2). One more
interesting example of the relevance of the strain are the R30 and the R26 systems which
on the same Ir surface have the same binding energy but have a considerably different adsorption energy (Table 4.2) due to different strain energy present in the modeled systems.
In that respect a different model unit cell might lead to a higher binding energy and lower
strain to adsorption energy ratio. For the complete study of graphene on vicinal surfaces,
which is beyond the scope of this thesis, one should start from small common unit cells
accommodating graphene at larger strain and go towards larger cells with less strained
graphene in order to determine the most favorable configuration.
Overall the models depend heavily on the used unit cell, however their value lies in
the revealing that the majority of the binding energy comes from the step edges. The
(331) facet has higher step density than (332) and as such graphene perceives it as more
energetically favorable. The (111) facets do not carry so much binding energy but the
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graphene strain there (for good choice of the unit cell) is minimal (Table 4.2), thus, almost
the entire binding energy ends up in the adsorption. Furthermore, the transition between
two facets brings an additional binding energy on the topmost step edge (Fig. 4.3.3 (g))
which weighs in favor of restructuring.
Graphene growth model
With all of the above considerations, we presume the following growth model: on the
(111) terrace graphene growing front binds with a relatively low binding energy, but the
strain is almost negligible and the (111) surface is energetically more favorable than the
(332) so, as long the mobility of Ir atoms insures its adequate flux, graphene front will
keep expanding the (111) terraces taking the atoms from other terraces and creating step
bunches in the process. This substrate step etching by the graphene has been previously
reported for Ir [61, 140] as well as Ru [132, 161] and Au [133]. As soon as the substrate
atoms are covered with graphene they become immobile [61,132] thus the average terrace
width will depend on the mobility of the Ir atoms vs. graphene growth speed. Once the
graphene front reaches the end of the (111) terrace, i.e. reaches the present step bunch,
it will start to grow over it. In the process it will gain a large amount of binding energy
from the topmost step edge and every subsequent step edge in the (331) facet, but it will
have to pay the strain energy to bend over facet connection and to conform to the steps
in the (331) facet. Also it has to pay the surface energy for creating the (331) facet. Since
we were not able to record in situ graphene growth there is no way of knowing whether
graphene is the one that forms step bunches into (331) facets or they form into (331)
on their on during graphene mediated expansion of the (111) facets, and graphene then
covers them. From the energetics point of view both scenarios are equally possible.
To sum up, the energies that are responsible for the faceting are: (A) difference in
surface energy between the (332) surface and a combination of (111) + (331) facets; (B)
the binding energy composing of the binding to the (111) terraces, step edges in the (331)
facet and the binding to the topmost step edge between two facets; (C) the strain required
to maximize the binding on the (331) step edges, and to bend over the connection between
two facets.
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4.3.4

Charge transfer

The charge transfer distribution calculations for the modeled systems on Figure 4.3.2 are
presented on Figure 4.3.4. These figures present a slice along the direction marked by red
lines in Figure 4.3.2, with an overlaid Ir atoms positions. The charge carriers are electrons,
so the red on the color scale indicates a surplus of electrons i. e. the n-type of doping,
while the blue indicates a surplus of holes or the p type doping. In Figures 4.3.4 (a) (d) we marked a position of each step edge with a black arrow. Figures 4.3.4 (a) and (b)
show a charge transfer distribution for the system R30 graphene on Ir(331) and Ir(332)
substrates, respectively, and Figures 4.3.4 (c) and (d) show a charge transfer distribution
for the system R0 graphene on Ir(331) and Ir(332) substrates, respectively. It is obvious
that the charge transfer follows the same behavior as the NLC binding distribution (cf.
Fig. 4.3.3) and is maximal at step edges, with a variations from step to step (cf. Fig. 4.3.4
(c)) due to the previously discussed graphene buckling (cf. section 4.3.3). The observed
charge transfer is severe, much more pronounced than for the R30 graphene on Ir(111)
(Fig. 4.3.4 (e)) or the R0 graphene on Ir(111), even on chemisorbed hcp and fcc sites (Fig.
4.3.4 (f)). The charge transfer is not simple from Ir to graphene, or the opposite, but
rather there is significant orbital mixing indicating a strong chemical bond at step edges.
Charge transfer renormalization goes deep into Ir layers especially for the R30 graphene
on the (331) surface (Fig. 4.3.4 (a)). Generally, the charge transfer seems stronger for
graphene on (331) compared to the (332) substrate.
Figure 4.3.4 (g) shows a charge transfer distribution for the R0 graphene on a combination of (111) and (331) Ir substrate, where black arrows indicate the upper and lower
step edge position out of the three step edges. It is clear that the extent of charge transfer is highest on the topmost step edge where graphene bends from (111) to (331) facet
(inset on Fig. 4.3.4 (g)) similar to the NLC binding distribution (Fig. 4.3.3 (g)). At the
same time the charge transfer is practically nonexistent on the bottommost step. The
graphene covering the (111) terrace within the model seems to be p doped (blue color on
charge transfer distribution) but to an extent smaller than for the R0 graphene on Ir(111)
(Fig. 4.3.4 (f)). On the step bunch part of the model it is difficult to assess the doping
type due to the strong orbital mixing where one needs to integrate the charge transfer
distribution over that area, within a certain distance around the graphene to calculate
the exact charge transfer number and the nature of doping.
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Figure 4.3.4: Charge transfer distribution calculated for R30 graphene on (a) (331) and
(b) (332) surface, R0 graphene on (c) (331) and (d) (332) surface, (e) R30 on (111), R0
on (f) (111) and (g) (111) + (331) surface. The inset on figure (g) shows magnified area
marked by dashed rectangle. Figures (a) - (d) and (g) have the same scale bar from -0.02
e/Å-3 to 0.02 e/Å-3 , while (e) and (f) have a scale bar from -0.01 e/Å-3 to 0.01 e/Å-3 .
In short, the charge transfer follows the behavior of the NLC binding energy, is highly
localized at step edges with significant orbital mixing indicating a strong chemical bond at
the step edges, and the charge transfer renormalization penetrates deeply through the Ir
layers. This also indicates a strong chemisorption, which anchors graphene to Ir steps, and
likely cause hybridization with Ir bands. The calculated strong chemical binding of the
graphene at step edges is somewhat expected since it is previously known that step atoms
are very reactive due to their low coordination number, carbon adsorbs well on them [162],
they play an important role in graphene growth [61, 140, 163], and just recently Mete et
al. showed through DFT calculations that the adsorption of pentacene molecule on Au
step edge is remarkably stronger compared to the flat terrace [164]. The calculated strong
chemisorption on step edges which follows a pattern of NLC binding distribution shows
us that in our case the NLC binding energy can not be regarded as a pure van der Waals
interaction in the vdW-DFT, but rather it is more general representation of the present
interactions, including the van der Waals and the chemical binding.
Connecting the calculated chemical binding to our experiments, the dIt /dVt maps
(Fig. 4.2.3 (c) and (d)) showed an additional substructure which in light of these DFT
calculations can be explained by the localized and separated chemical bonds at step edges
(cf. Figs. 4.3.4 (a) and (c)). Similarly, the observed state localized only on the topmost
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step edge between two facets (Fig. 4.2.3 (d)) can be contributed to the calculated charge
transfer at this site (Fig. 4.3.4 (e) inset) which also shows strong chemical nature of
this bond. Even though it would be difficult to assign this chemical binding to a charge
transfer from a specific graphene and Ir atomic orbitals it is reasonable to assume that
it originates from the strong hybridization of graphene π band with the Ir surface states
(cf. 4.1.2 and Fig. 4.1.2 (d)). Such sensitivity of the dIt /dVt measurements on these
electronic effects is understandable since even much smaller effects such as the chemical
modulation in the graphene moiré superstructure [57] can be readily seen in the dIt /dVt
measurements [157].
Contribution in the ARPES maps from the graphene on (111) terraces showed that
graphene is p doped (Fig. 4.1.1). The DFT calculation give a charge transfer for the
R30 graphene on Ir(111) of −13.3 × 10−3 e- /C and for the R0 graphene on Ir(111) of
−8.9 × 10−3 e- /C. This means that the both the R30 and R0 graphene is p doped, where
for the R30 graphene the p doping is slightly stronger, which qualitatively agrees to
previous measurements [65]. The assessment of the charge transfer into the R0 and R30
graphene on (331) surface is made difficult by the ambiguous choice of the line above
which a charge should be contributed to graphene. For graphene on the (111) surface this
line sits along the midpoints of the C-Ir distance. For the graphene on the (331) surface
the choice of the line shape and position is not so straightforward, and the final selection
affects not only the calculated value of the charge transfer but also the doping type due
to strong orbital mixing. Nonetheless, the difference between the charge transfer for
graphene on the (111) and on the (331) surface (Figs. 4.3.4 (e) and (f)) is quite apparent
and could explain the measured difference in doping (cf. Fig. 4.1.2) as well as explain the
observed inversion of the dIt /dVt intensity with the bias change in the dIt /dVt maps on
Figures 4.2.2 (b) and (c) (cf. section 4.2).
The vdW-DFT calculations presented in this thesis agree well with the presented experimental data. Most importantly, the experimentally observed features in the electronic
structure of graphene on Ir(332) are explained and the interpretation for the observed
faceting upon graphene growth from the energetics point of view is provided. That energy summation can be easily generalized to explain surface restructuring for all graphene
substrates where the interaction between the two is weak (van der Waals). Unlike strongly
interacting substrate, where the mayor role in faceting plays the chemisorption to the flat
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(111) terraces [132], in the van der Waals systems the chemisorption at step edges in step
bunches, acting as an anchor, is the relevant factor in driving the faceting. The only
significant contribution working against it is the strain: bending over facet interfaces, and
stretching to accommodate better binding to step bunches.
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Chapter 5
Transfer of graphene on Ir(332) onto
SiO2
So far we have studied a system of graphene on metallic substrate Ir(332) where graphene
electronic structure was modified due to bending over periodically repeating structural
features - terraces and step bunches, but also through interaction with the substrate itself.
Namely, the effects of periodicity could be seen in Fermi velocity anisotropy and Dirac
cone tilting, while the effects of the substrate interaction caused a strong and localized
doping difference between terraces and step bunches, forming a sort of p-n junction.
These are all interesting effect, but the fact that the graphene resides on a metallic
substrate limits is application possibilities. Transferring the graphene from Ir onto a
dielectric substrate, such as SiO2 , while preserving its rippled form, basically making a
nano-rippled graphene (NRG), would make this system eligible for applications ranging
from straintronics, sensors, spintronics to field effect emitters (see section 1.5.2 for more
details). There are two issues when considering a transfer of modulated graphene from
Ir. One is that, unlike for example copper, the Ir is notoriously hard to etch away, so the
standard methods of graphene transfer can not be applied. The other thing is the question
whether or not the graphene would preserve its rippled structure after the transfer.
Starting from the question of preserving the rippled structure, there are strong indications that this would occur. The wrinkles which readily form on epitaxial graphene on
metal substrate were known to survive a graphene transfer, as well as signatures of some
surface features, such as large steps [77, 81, 82]. Mainly, the substrate in question was
copper, and the resulting ripples were quite large, larger than the corrugation of graphene
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on Ir(332). Additionally, the work of Kraus et al. showed that graphene on faceted Cu
substrate will preserve its modulation even after etching a part of the Cu and essentially
making the graphene freestanding [49]. Thus, in principle, the graphene transferred from
Ir(332) should maintain its corrugation, and the question of a transfer technique will be
discussed in the section that follows.

5.1

Graphene transfer procedure

The Ir resistivity to etching with commonly used solvents limits our possibilities of transfer
methods, and one must consider a way to separate graphene form the substrate, for
instance, by intercalation of atoms and molecules between graphene and Ir. The graphene
intercalation can be achieved with a range of compounds, and it is a well studied process
[76, 79, 165–171]. In fact, the very first published work dealing with graphene transfer
from Ir utilized an intercalation of Br2 , which weakened the graphene - Ir interaction to
an extent at which it was possible to remove graphene using mere adhesive tape [172].
However, this procedure does not yield a good quality, large scale graphene, nor is it
scalable to an industrial level. Possibly a better approach is to use a so called bubbling
process shown to work for graphene on Ru and Pt which in essence uses a hydrolysis
to intercalate hydrogen in sufficient amount to separate the graphene from the substrate
[173, 174]. In both works the graphene was coated with PMMA to prevent graphene
damage and to facilitate the handling of the sample. We have adopted and improved
this lift-of process for graphene on Ir in general, and more specific, we have perfected the
procedure to suit specific needs of a modulated graphene sample. The transfer process
was developed and carried out by Davor Čapeta.
The schematic representation of the transfer process is depicted on Figures 5.1.1 (a) to
(d) and the photograph of each transfer step is shown on Figures 5.1.1 (e) to (h). Graphene
on Ir(332) was first intercalated with Cs in UHV conditions to reduce the graphene - Ir van
der Waals binding interaction [76]. The crystal (Fig. 5.1.1 (e)) was then taken out of the
UHV chamber and its surface was coated with one drop of 2 % solution of polycarbonate in
anisole. The sample was then dried until the polycarbonate solidified forming a reinforcing
thin film on the graphene (Fig. 5.1.1 (a)). The polycarbonate was chosen over PMMA
as it is provides a stiffer support for graphene and leaves less impurities on the graphene
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Figure 5.1.1: (a) - (d) A schematic representation of graphene transfer procedure described more closely in the text. (e) A photograph of the Ir(332) crystal covered with
graphene monolayer after the sample has been taken out of UHV. (f) A photograph o an
experimental setup for the bubbling transfer. (g) Optical microscope image (80× magnification) of the sample during the under-potential treatment. Inset shows a magnified
region marked by a black rectangle where one can see the intercalation front indicated
by a black arrow. (h) A photograph of a graphene sheet after the transfer from Ir(332)
to Si/SiO2 . Inset shows a photograph of a graphene and polycarbonate layer which was
removed from the Ir and is floating in NaOH.
surface. Such sample was then subjected to a transfer procedure. Iridium crystal was
immersed in a 1 N NaOH solution and was acting as cathode while the anode was Pt
wire (Figs. 5.1.1 (b) and (f)). The process has two steps and firstly we applied a voltage
around 1.2 V, which is sufficient to cause the under potential deposition of hydrogen [173]
between graphene and Ir (Fig. 5.1.1 (c)). We believe it is accompanied by simultaneous
intercalation of water molecules [175] along with hydrogen. The intercalation usually
starts at the edge of the sample, or at some defect on the sample, and the edge of the
intercalation front is readily seen under optical microscope as interference lines marked
by arrow in inset on Figure 5.1.1 (g). On Figure 5.1.1 (g) we also can see accumulation
of hydrogen bubbles on the sample surface. Second step of the process, also referred to
as bubbling, includes applying a higher voltage (around 2 − 3 V) needed for hydrogen
evolution. Large bubbles of H2 gas lift the graphene and polycarbonate layer away from
the Ir substrate, and they remain floating on the NaOH as seen on inset in Figure 5.1.1
(h) where the graphene and polycarbonate layer is marked by an arrow. Graphene and
polycarbonate layer was subsequently washed in deionized water and transferred on to
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300 nm SiO2 terminated Si wafer (Si/SiO2 ). Polycarbonate was removed by washing
the sample with dichloromethane, and the final result of the transfer process is a 6 mm
graphene sheet on Si/SiO2 wafer (Fig. 5.1.1 (d)) visible with a naked eye [41] on Figure
5.1.1 (h). It is clear that we succeeded in transferring the entire graphene sheet from the
full Ir crystal surface where the crystal itself was left undamaged. This process thus yields
a large scale, repeatable, monolayer graphene transfer where the size of the graphene sheet
is only limited by the size of the Ir crystal itself.

5.2

Graphene prior and after the transfer

The graphene was prepared using CVD procedure in UHV were the Ir crystal temperature
was 1080 K and the ethylene pressure was 1 × 10−7 mbar. The LEED and STM image
corresponding to this sample were presented in Figures 3.3.1 (c) and 3.3.4 (b) respectively.
The STM analysis showed that the average size of the terrace and step bunch motif for this
preparation was around 14 nm (cf. section 3.3.2). Structure of the graphene on Ir(332) in
real space over larger scale can be obtained from atomic force microscopy imaging (Fig.
5.2.1). The lateral resolution of AFM is in our case limited by the curvature of used tips
(5 − 10 nm). The AFM characterization of graphene on Ir(332) was performed by taking
images on several different locations of the sample separated typically by several mm
(Figs. 5.2.1 (a) – (c)). All AFM images were recorded using the same scanning direction
and they reveal that all imaged 1D structures follow the same direction. . This implies
h
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that the rippling of our sample is macroscopically uniform in the 1̄10 direction of Ir step
edges. The surface roughness analysis of Figures 5.2.1 (a) - (c) showed that these features
have an average height of 3.1 nm. The FT of the AFM topography from Figure 5.2.1 (b) is
presented in Figure 5.2.1 (d). Figure 5.2.1 (d) consists of a single intensity line confirming
the 1D-ordering at the surface. Moreover, the FT also shows two sets of relatively faint
spots corresponding to periodic features of characteristic lengths of about 38 nm and 57
nm. In the real space image this is resolved as a periodic repetition of higher (brighter)
areas with larger separation and lower (darker) more closely spaced areas, respectively.
The Fourier transform of STM and AFM images revealed periodicities different by a
factor of 4. There are two likely reasons for this, one is that the AFM scanned larger
areas than the STM, in which case local size variation of terraces and step bunches, seen
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Figure 5.2.1: (a) - (c) AFM topography images of the same sample prior to the transfer,
recorded at three different positions using the same scanning angle. (d) Fourier transform
of the AFM topography image shown in (b).
previously as broadening of TWD, may lead to differences (cf. section 3.3.2). Additionally,
and probably more important fact is that the AFM tip has a finite curvature of about
5 − 10 nm, which limits AFM lateral resolution and smoothens sharp edges that STM
easily resolves. This is readily seen in Figures 5.2.1 (a) - (c) where the observed periodical
features appear round, however from the STM images we know that the periodical terrace
– step bunch motif has in fact a sawtooth profile (cf. Fig. 3.4.3). Thus, we propose that
recorded AFM images likely show a superposition of several terraces and step bunches,
as well as some individual larger features.
The AFM topography images of the graphene transferred on Si/SiO2 are presented
on Figures 5.2.2 (a) - (d). The images were acquired at several different locations on
the sample separated typically by several mm, and the scanning angle was kept fixed
during the scanning. It is evident that the graphene exhibits a 1D ripple structure with
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a well-defined and uniform rippling direction throughout the sample, matching the 1̄10

direction of the step edges on the Ir(332) surface. This is corroborated by a FT in Figure
5.2.2 (f) where one can see a strait intensity line, now with two distinct spots. The strait
line is a result of a 1D ripples ordering, while the observed spots indicate an average
periodicity of the ripples of 67 nm. The surface roughness analysis of Figures 5.2.2 (a) (d) showed that the observed ripples height ranges from 0.4 nm to 1.7 nm, and it averages
around 1.1 nm, which is roughly 3 times lower than prior to the transfer. We speculate
that the smaller corrugation comes from the relaxation of graphene on a flat wafer. This
is also supported by a characteristic profile which changed from a sawtooth-like shape to
a more rounded profile (Fig. 5.2.2 (e)), probably with bottom parts of ripples laying flat
at the surface due to adhesion with the flat substrate.
Transferred samples exhibit a small number of defects, cracks and tears, clearly visible
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Figure 5.2.2: (a) - (d) AFM topography images of the graphene sample after the transfer
on Si/SiO2 (cf. Fig. 5.1.1 (h)) recorded at several different places of the same sample.
(e) AFM line profile corresponding to the green line in figure (d). (f) Fourier transform
of the AFM topography image shown in (c)
in Figures 5.2.2 (a) – (d). It is likely that these defects were created during the lift-off
or transfer as they were not observed in AFM imaging of graphene on Ir(332) before
the transfer (Fig. 5.2.1). In addition to cracks, the on top contamination are observed,
probably polycarbonate residues which remained after the sample cleaning. Such features
affect the AFM scanning stability by increasing the level of noise in the images. They also
affect the roughness analysis, since they are higher than graphene ripples, thus increasing
the measured average height.
The AFM line profile along the green line on Figure 5.2.2 (d) is presented in Figure
5.2.2 (e). The periodicity of the ripples analyzed in this particular line scan was 40 nm
and the average height was 0.47 nm. We can use these values to calculate an average
strain ε in rippled graphene due to the bending. Under simplified assumption that the
characteristic ripple cross-section follows a circular segment, the strain in graphene sample
can be calculated trough a simple formula ε = (l − d)/d where l is a length of a circular
segment and the d is a width of a ripple. From the Figure 5.2.2 (e) the average strain in
the ripples is calculated to be 0.037 %. Although simplified, this calculation gives a good
estimate of a strain present in the graphene ripples. Calculations carried out by taking
the periodicity acquired the FT (Fig. 5.2.2 (f)) and height from roughness analysis give
the higher value of 0.072 %. We believe the higher value is overestimated especially due
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to impurities affecting the average height.
The technique which was applied here for the system graphene on the stepped Ir for
the first time, ensures large scale, fast transfer of graphene preserving at the same time
periodic nano-ripple morphology. Several different works showed that graphene transfer
from faceted or in other way structured surface yields a NRG [77, 81, 83]. However, all of
the previously reported NGRs possess widely spaced ripples ripples mostly in μm range,
which are non-periodic or quasi-periodic, and usually have no orientation control. The
advantage of using Ir(332) as a substrate for growing the NRG lies in the fact that growth
parameters can be used to selectively tune specific graphene rotations (cf. section 3.3.1)
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which all bend across the same substrate step edge the 1̄10 direction (cf. section 3.2).
This then allows a production of NRG with tailored strain directions (zig-zag, armchair,
or any arbitrary direction in between cf. Fig. 3.3.2), which is significant for possible
applications in straintronics [38–40]. By changing the temperature it is also possible, to
a certain extent, to adjust the widths of the (111) terraces and (331) step bunches (cf.
section 3.3.2), making the growth temperature a tool to affect the desired width of the
transferred graphene ripples. The wider starting corrugation on Ir substrate would likely
result in a NRG with larger periodicity, thus opening an opportunity for additionally
tuning of the ripples geometry and consequently their inherent strain.

5.3

Detecting the uniaxial strain by Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is a great tool for confirming presence of graphene as well as its
quality i. e. presence of defects, number of layers, doping and strain present in a sample
[86, 105, 176–179]. We have preformed Raman measurements using a Horiba Jobin-Yvon
T64000 system equipped with a Coherent, Innova 400 argon ion laser operating at 514.5
nm for the excitation. The laser power of 1 mW was focused on the graphene flakes at
the surface to prevent heating of the sample, using an 50× objective lens. The size of
the laser spot was approximately 1 μm. To obtain a Raman spectra with good statistics
the acquisition time was set on 60 s with 10 repeats. The Raman measurements were
preformed by Milivoj Plodinec.
The Raman spectrum recorded using an unpolarized laser beam is presented in Figure
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Figure 5.3.1: Raman spectrum of the graphene sample on Si/SiO2 recorded with an
unpolarized laser light.
5.3.1. Two distinct graphene peaks, the 2D at 2694 cm-1 and the G at 1587 cm-1 , are
clearly visible and also a small contribution from the D peak at 1347 cm-1 [177, 178].
Each peak was fitted by a single Lorentzian curve and the corresponding full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of the 2D, G and D peaks was 34 cm-1 , 17 cm-1 and 13 cm-1 ,
respectively. The peak positions and the extracted FWHM’s indicate that the transferred
graphene flake was indeed a monolayer graphene [176, 178, 180]. Please note that the
FWHM of the 2D peak that we measure is on the higher end of the values range reported
in the literature for the monolayer graphene [180]. This is likely a consequence of the
appearance of the D peak i.e. a result of present defects and/or edges [177, 181] in
the graphene sample, which is not surprising due to cracks and tears observed in AFM
topographs (cf. Figs. 5.2.2 (a) - (d)) and the fact that graphene grows in several different
orientations (the inevitable presence of grain boundaries, cf. Fig. 3.3.3). The D and G
peak intensity ratio is, however, relatively small ID /IG = 0.127 which is two times smaller
then what was reported for graphene transferred from Ir(111) [182]. Taking into account
a simplified assumption that the D peak contribution comes from point defects [183] one
can easily calculate the defects density of 3.26 × 10−10 cm-2 , or 1 point defect per every
1.2 × 105 C atoms. The number of point defects that we calculated above turns out to
be two orders of magnitude smaller than in the work of Koefoed et al. for graphene
transferred from Ir(111) [182]. We believe that such large discrepancy comes from the
fact that two different ways to calculate the number of point defects have been applied.
In any case, more reliable way to compare samples transferred from flat Ir(111) [182] and
in our case from Ir(332) should refer to the ID /IG ratio. Nevertheless, a smaller D to G
peak intensity ratio for graphene transferred from Ir(332) is surprising because intrinsic
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presence of defects (more rotational grain boundaries) should favor the quality of graphene
from Ir(111). This indicates that apparently the quality of the transfer process presented
in our work is less invasive regarding the final quality of transferred graphene.
The Raman peak positions of the G and 2D peaks are known to depend on a number of
factors including strain present in the graphene sample in which case a redshift (towards
lower wave numbers) of both peaks is expected to take place [105]. For uniaxially strained
graphene it is possible to separately detect Raman peak corresponding to strained and
unstrained directions, or any direction in between. This can be done by using a polarized
laser beam where the position of both the G and 2D peaks depend on the angle of the
polarized light with respect to the direction of the applied strain [86,105]. Schematic model
for such Raman setup which we used to characterize the strain in transferred sample is
shown on Figure 5.3.2 (a), where α denotes an angle between the laser polarization (black
arrow) and the ripple direction (blue arrow). Aligning the laser polarization with the
direction of the applied strain (perpendicular to the ripples i. e. α = 90°), only strained
graphene direction is probed and the position of, for example, 2D peak should be at its
minimum wave number. Conversely, by rotating the light polarization by 90° (α = 0°),
the unstrained graphene direction is probed and the 2D peak position should be at the
maximum wave number. The measurement is always preformed on the same spot on the
sample, as we rotate the light polarization using a half-wave plate. The polarized Raman
measurements performed here at the same time eliminate other contributions which may
affect the 2D peak shift, primarily the doping. For expected isotropic doping in the area
characterized by Raman, the change in the light polarization does not have any effect.

Figure 5.3.2: (a) A schematic model of the polarized laser light Raman measurement.
Black arrows mark laser polarization and blue arrow marks a direction of the graphene
ripples. (b) Polar plot showing positions of the 2D peak with polarized light for different
laser polarization angle. (c) Two 2D graphene peaks for two angles of polarized light
separated by 90°.
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We have performed a quantitative analysis of strain via Raman measurements with
polarized laser light and the results are shown in Figure 5.3.2 (b). The position of the 2D
peak is presented in a polar plot, where measurements were done in 30° steps. A characteristic leaf-like shape of the 2D peak positions [86] is visible, confirming the presence
of a well-defined uniaxial strain in the sample. Figure 5.3.2 (c) shows an overlay of two
different 2D Raman peaks measured with a difference in polarization angle of 90°. The
position difference of these two peaks is 1.92 cm-1 . Comparing this value to the systematic measurements of Mohiuddin et al. [105], a strain of 0.03% is determined which is
in excellent agreement with the strain obtained from the simple model based on AFM
measurements described in section 5.2.
Hence, the polarized Raman spectroscopy measurements confirmed the macroscopic
uniformity of the rippled structure and the uniaxial strain present in this NRG system.
The strain values extracted from both AFM and polarized Raman measurements agree
well with each other thus giving us a good estimate of the inherent strain present in the
NRG system, which averages to be 0.034 %.
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Chapter 6
Summary and conclusions
In a relatively short period of time graphene has made a big name of itself. And as it
shifts more and more away from the research laboratories into technology, new graphene
forms emerge expanding the phase space of graphene applications. One of those new
graphene forms is corrugated or rippled graphene. Structural modulations of graphene
may or may not be periodic and the expected effects arise from either periodic repetition,
interaction with the supporting surface and/or bending strain. The periodicity is expected
to induce electronic band anisotropy and tilting, mini gaps opening, 1D conductivity,
and creation of additional Dirac cones [87, 88, 96, 184]. Due to the surface interaction
one might expect a local variation in doping [40], and the strain which has particularly
interesting range of effects such as an extreme effective magnetic fields, gap openings
in the K point, and 1D or anisotropic conductance [18, 37–39, 96, 103, 185]. The long
list of newly induced effects leads to a wide range of novel applications in a so called
straintronics (strain mediated electronics), optoelectronics, spintronics, sensors, and so
on [39, 81, 84–86, 104, 106–108]. Drawing from this perspectives the goal of this thesis was
to realize a periodically modulated graphene by growing it on vicinal (stepped) surface
Ir(332), to study this system both from a structural and electronic point of view, and
subsequently to transfer such corrugated graphene to a dielectric substrate, essentially
making a nano-rippled graphene sheet for device applications.
Graphene on Ir(332) - a morphology
The development of optimized graphene growth procedure and the structural analysis of
the graphene on Ir(332) system were presented in chapter 3. The starting Ir(332) substrate
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measured to have periodically stepped surface with step width matching the expected
value of 5 13 atoms (cf. Fig. 3.1.3). We found that graphene growth causes a macroscopic
restructuring of ideal vicinal surface where large terraces are formed bounded by grouped
narrower steps called step bunches (cf. Fig. 3.2.1). The analysis of the restructured
surface revealed that the terraces have a (111) orientation (cf. Fig. 3.2.1), while the step
bunches mainly form a (331) plane (cf. Figs. 3.4.3, 3.4.4). Due to the conservation of
the optical surface, the ratio between the (111) and (331) facet was 45.5 % to 54.5 %
respectively. We have shown that graphene traverses step edges covering also the step
bunch facets (cf. Fig. 3.2.2), where graphene keeps the same rotation as on terraces (cf.
Fig. 3.4.4). Thus a single graphene domain coherently covers several terraces and step
bunches.
The average width of the terrace and step bunch produced due to the faceting depends
on the growth temperature, where higher temperatures yielded a wider terraces independently on the used growth procedure CVD or TPG + CVD (cf. Figs. 3.3.4 and 3.3.5).
We found the variation of the terrace widths becomes larger with increasing temperature
resulting in a wider terrace width distribution (cf. Figs. 3.3.4 and 3.3.5). We connected
this observation to previously reported increase of graphene island size with synthesis
temperature for graphene growth on Ir(111) [61], and attributed it to a higher mobility
of both Ir and C atoms which drives the enhancement of the restructuring process (cf.
section 3.3.2).
This study indicates that graphene on Ir(332) tends to form a wide spectrum of rotations with respect to the Ir surface (cf. Fig. 3.3.2) thus also forming a range of moiré
superperiodicities of different size (cf. Fig. 1.4.3). However, regardless the graphene rotah
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tion, the 1̄10 direction of the step edges was always preserved over macroscopic scales.
The moiré superstructure was also observed on step bunches (Fig. 3.4.7) where it showed
signs of uniaxial strain induced by every three graphene unit cells conforming to fit within
one (331) step width. The dominant rotations were shown to depend on the used temperature and growth parameters, where higher temperature yielded more R0 graphene (cf.
Fig. 3.3.1). Additionally, in the CVD process, the dominant graphene rotation was the
R30 while, for the same growth temperature, in the TPG + CVD process the dominant
rotation was the R0. The CVD grown graphene showed more periodical arrangement of
the terrace - step bunch motif, and equally important more regular step edges (cf. Figs.
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3.3.4). The latter observation was directly related to the R30 graphene and general conclusion that graphene domains with larger rotational angle result in straighter step edges
(cf. Fig. 3.4.5). The moiré unit cell, which acts as graphene’s smallest “building block”, is
small for larger rotations, thus forming straighter edges (cf. section 3.4.3). Finally, most
periodic ordering of the CVD graphene grown at temperatures between 980 K and 1100
K, lead us to propose these parameters as optimal ones for the achievement of system
periodically modulated at the nano-scale.
The effect on the electronic band structure
We have conducted ARPES characterization (cf. Fig. 4.1.1) of a CVD grown graphene
with four dominant rotations identified in LEED (R0, R30, R26 and symmetrical R34).
The most intensive graphene Dirac cone band (R34) was further analyzed in the direction
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parallel and perpendicular to the step edge 1̄10 direction. The Dirac cone exhibited
Fermi velocity anisotropy and tilting, with significant reduction of the group velocity in the
direction parallel to the steps. The observed anisotropy was calculated to be 41 % for one
cone branch and 27 % for the other (cf. section 4.1.1). Thus, we consider such anisotropy
to be the effect of periodic modulations, where both periodic bending over the step edge
and periodic potential from step edges could contribute to the anisotropy [87,89,147,149].
We believe that the origin of Dirac cone tilting is likely due to the deformation of graphene
lattice, either due to the buckling [147] or due to the residual thermal stress [150].
Moreover, from ARPES we have also found that graphene on (111) terraces is p doped
with the Dirac point 320 meV above the Fermi level (cf. Fig. 4.1.1), which is higher than
what was estimated for the R30 graphene on Ir(111) [65]. On the other hand, graphene
on the (331) step bunch exhibits strong n type doping with the Dirac point at about 900
meV below the Fermi level. Thus, the graphene which continuously traverses terraces
and step bunches forms an array of alternating p-n junctions, where a difference between
related Dirac point positions is 1.22 eV. The π band corresponding to the graphene on
(331) facets strongly hybridizes with Ir, which is reflected in the avoided crossing gap
openings in the vicinity of the Ir surface states (cf. Fig. 4.1.2 (d)).
We preformed measurements of the local density of states by using STS. The dIt /dVt
point spectra and maps showed nano-scale variation in LDOS, depending on the position
at the sample surface (cf. Figs. 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 4.2.3). The characteristic states belonging
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to terraces, step bunches or step edges, have been identified and observed as typical
contrast inversion in LDOS maps (cf. Fig. 4.2.2). Such behavior we broadly attributed
to the difference in graphene doping between terraces and step bunches. However, the
connection is complex and measured data likely involves the interaction between the
substrate and graphene, as well as influence of several possible microscopic conditions of
the STM tip (cf. section 4.2.1). The LDOS on step bunches shows distinct substructure
in form of parallel stripes (cf. Fig. 4.2.3) associated with step edges and an additional
modulation from the moiré periodicity on (331) Ir facets. Finally, we have observed
a distinct state localized only at the topmost step edge where graphene crosses from
(111) over to (331) facet (cf. Fig. 4.2.3 (d)). This state is not present at the bottom
most step edge where graphene bends from (331) to (111) facet, indicating either the
nonequivalent graphene bending and/or site specific difference in interaction with Ir. The
DFT calculations favor the later explanation.
Majority of STS measurements indicated no signs of confinement. Only in limited
situations, in the close presence of graphene domain boundaries a concentric ellipticallyshaped LDOS intensity oscillation was observed as a fingerprint of possible confinement
(cf. Fig. 4.2.3). Thus, generally graphene which stretches across several terraces and step
bunches exhibits no localization due to the presence of steps.
The DFT calculations provided additional insight into the origin of the observed electronic structure features. Three graphene rotations (R0, R30 and R26) on four Ir substrates ((111), (331), (332) and a simplified combination of (111) and (331)) (cf. Fig.
4.3.2 and Tab. 4.2) were modeled. Also, bare Ir surfaces (111), (331) and (332) have been
calculated (cf. Fig. 4.3.1 and Tab. 4.1). We have calculated that there is practically no
difference in surface energy between the restructured and the starting (332) surface.
The non-local correlation binding energy distribution showed that graphene binding
is the strongest at step edges, for all considered graphene rotations (cf. 4.3.3) and was
particularly strong on the topmost step edge in the model simulating the restructured
surface (cf. 4.3.3 (g)). The charge transfer distribution behavior mimics the NLC binding
energy distribution and was also the most pronounced and localized at step edges, in
particular at the topmost step edge (cf. Fig. 4.3.4). The charge transfer on step edges
was such that it locally achieves chemical binding rather than van der Waals. We argue
that this strong binding of graphene to Ir steps act as a sort of anchor, fixing the graphene
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to that particular sites. This strong graphene binding drives the surface restructuring
process. The characteristic charge transfer likely induced the observed substructure in
LDOS over step bunches, as well as the localized LDOS present at topmost step edge (cf.
Fig. 4.3.4 (g)). Furthermore the DFT calculations showed that both the R0 and R30
graphene on (111) were p doped qualitatively matching the previous measurements [65].
The calculated systems provided us with an insight into origin of the observed electronic effects and furthermore enabled us to understand the mechanism behind the surface
restructuring caused by the growth of graphene (cf. section 4.3.3).
Graphene transfer on Si/SiO2
We have preformed the graphene transfer on dielectric substrate using a method which
exploits electrolysis process (cf. Fig. 5.1.1). We find that the graphene preserved its modulation even after the transfer (cf. Fig. 5.2.2) and demonstrated a periodic, 1D ordering.
This nano-rippled graphene had ripple periodicity close to the periodicity of the terrace step bunch motif of the graphene on Ir(332), however, the ripples were approximately 3
times lower than corrugation prior to the transfer. We have attributed this to the relaxation of the original sawtooth profile into more circular profile with additional adhesion
of the bottom part of the ripple (cf. section 5.2). Our polarized Raman spectroscopy
measurements confirmed the microscopical existence of inherent uniaxial strain of 0.03 %
which agrees with the estimate of 0.034 % obtained from the AFM measurements.
We demonstrated that this transfer procedure ensured a millimeter scale transfer of
periodically rippled graphene with uniform direction of ripples throughout the sample and
an uniaxial inherent strain detectable on a macroscopic scale.
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Sažetak na hrvatskom jeziku
Poglavlje 1 - Uvod
Grafen je heksagonalna mreža ugljikovih atoma debljine jednog atomskog sloja s dva
atoma u bazi. Veze između susjednih ugljikovih atoma su 1.42 Å udaljene tzv. σv veze
formirane sp2 hibridizacijom orbitala. Preostala pz orbitala, okomita na ravninu grafena,
formira π vezu. Snažna σv veza je odgovorna za iznimnu grafensku elastičnost i otpornost
na deformacije, dok je π veza odgovorna za većinu odličnih elektronskih svojstava. Vektori
 √ 

√ 
rešetke mogu se zapisati kao a1 = a2 1, 3 , a2 = a2 1, − 3 , pri čemu je a ≈ 1.42 Å
među atomska udaljenost. Vektori recipročne rešetke se tada mogu zapisati kao b1 =
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bitnim u razmatranju elektronske strukture grafena. Postoje

dva bitna smjera visoke simetrije u grafenu: cik-cak smjer (engl. zig-zag) koji odgovara
D

112̄0

E
C

D

E

smjeru i tzv. smjer fotelje (engl. armchair) koji odgovara 11̄00

C

smjeru (sl.

1.1.2).
Grafenska elektronska struktura se može opisati u aproksimaciji čvrste veze (TBA)
razmatrajući samo pz orbitale i samo prve najbliže susjede (1NN). Tako se dobiva disr
√

√



perzija E± (k) = ±t 3 + 2 cos 3ky a + 4 cos 23 ky a cos 23 kx a pri čemu plus znak
odgovara gornjoj π ∗ vrpci, a minus znak donjoj π vrpci (vidi sl. 1.1.3). U slučaju neutralnog grafena π vrpca je u potpunosti popunjena dok je π ∗ vrpca prazna, a dvije
vrpce se dotiču u jednoj točki na Fermi nivou. Raspisom disperzije oko K i K’ točaka,
k = K + q, |g|  |K|, dobivamo da je disperzija linearna, E± (q) ≈ ±vF |q|, vF ∼
= 1 × 106
m/s [4] i sliči Diracovoj jednadžbi za bezmasene fermione. Stoga se disperzija grafena
oko K i K’ točaka naziva Diracov konus, a točka u kojoj se π i π ∗ vrpca dotiču Diracova
točka. Gustoća stanja (DOS) grafena ima dva van Hoveova singulariteta te iščezava na
Fermijevom nivou (sl. 1.1.4) za neutralni grafen. Grafen ima čitav niz izuzetnih fizikalnih
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svojstava kao što su ambipolarna vodljivost, balistički transport i mobilnost, anomalni
kvantni Hallov efekt, linearnu optičku adsorpciju, velika efektivna magnetska polja pri
izloženosti naprezanju itd.
Načini sinteze grafena ima mnogo (sl. 1.3.1), međutim za industrijsku primjenu, ali
i za fundamentalna istraživanja, sinteza putem kemijske depozicije para (CVD) na metalnim podlogama se pokazala najpogodnijom. U ovoj tezi korištena metalna podloga
bila je monokristal iridija. Ir je izabran za supstrat jer omogućava rast monokristalnog,
jednoslojnog grafena, jedne orijentacije, na milimetarskoj skali. Interakcija grafena i Ir je
slaba van de Waals interakcija, a Ir elektronska stanja nemaju gotovo nikakav utjecaj na
elektronske vrpce grafena [27, 28, 58–60, 62].
Ir je prijelazni metal koji kristalizira u plošno centriranu kubičnu rešetku i obično
se za rast grafena koristi (111) ravnina Ir kristala. Grafen se na Ir obično sintetizira
korištenjem dva procesa rasta u uvjetima ultra visokog vakuuma (UHV). U prvom koraku
zvanom temperaturno programirani rast (TPG) se adsorbira 1 Langmuir ugljikovodičnog
plina (npr. etilen) te se uzorak zagrije na visoku temperaturu. Na visokoj temperaturi
Ir katalitički disocira ugljikovodične molekule na ugljik i vodik, pri čemu vodik desorbira
s Ir površine a ugljik formira otoke grafena. U drugom koraku, kako bi se površina Ir u
potpunosti prekrila grafenom, se koristi CVD proces. U tom procesu se zagrijana površina
Ir izlaže tlaku ugljikovodičnog plina. Bitno je napomenuti da je slobodna površina Ir nužna
za rast grafena, te kad je ona u potpunosti prekrivena monoslojem grafena rast prestaje.
D

E

Kontrolirajući uvijete sinteze može se dobiti grafen čiji je 112̄0
D

E

101̄

Ir

C

smjer poravnat sa

smjerom iridija (sl. 1.4.1 (a)) što se naziva R0 grafenom [27,28,61]. Druge rotacije

se također mogu sintetizirati, posebice grafen rotiran za 30°, i one se obično označavaju
D

E

sa slovom R i kutom između 112̄0

D

C

E

i 101̄

Ir

smjerova [59, 63]. Zbog razlike u veličini

jedinične čelije između Ir i grafena dolazi do pojave dodatne periodičnosti tzv. moiré
efekt. Veličina jedinične čelije moiré superperiodičnosti ovisi o rotaciji grafena naspram
Ir, te tako može služiti kao “povećalo” pri identifikaciji pojedinih grafenskih rotacija (vidi
sl. 1.4.2 i 1.4.3). Unutar moiré jedinične čelije udaljenost grafena od Ir varira te sukladno
s tim i lokalna grafen - Ir interakcija varira, pri čemu je grafen u fcc i hcp mjestima moiré
jedinične čelije slabo kemisorbiran (sl. 1.4.4).
Lokalna varijacija grafen - Ir udaljenosti utječe u konačnici na grafensku elektronsku
strukturu (sl. 1.4.4). Općenitije, efekti geometrijske modulacije na promjenu grafenske
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elektronske strukture se mogu realizirati i proučavati na novoj grafenskoj formi tzv. korugirani ili valoviti grafen. Modulacije grafena mogu ali ne moraju biti periodične, a ovisno
o tome javljati će se efekti uzrokovani periodičnošću, interakcijom sa podlogom i/ili savijanjem. Uvođenjem periodičnih modulacija u grafen možemo očekivati anizotropiju elektronske vrpve, naginjanje Diracovog konusa, otvaranje mini energetskih procjepa, pojavu
1D vodljivosti ili stvaranje dodatnih Diracovih konusa [87, 88, 96, 184]. Zbog interakcije s
podlogom možemo očekivati lokalnu varijaciju u dopiranju grafena [40], dok naprezanje
vodi na posebno zanimljive efekte kao što su jaka efektivna magnetska polja, otvaranje
energetskih procijepa u K točki i 1D ili anizotropna vodljivost [18, 37–39, 96, 103, 185].
Ovakav dugi niz potencijalnih efekata vodi na široki spektar novih potencijalnih primjena
u tzv. straintronici (naprezanjem utjecana elektronika), optoelektronici, spintronici, senzorima, itd. [39,81,84–86,104,106–108]. Inspirirani time cilj ove disertacije bio je ostvariti
periodički moduliran grafen rastom na vicinalnoj (stepeničastoj) površini Ir(332), karakterizirati strukturna i elektronska svojstva, te takav korugirani grafen transferirati na
dielektričnu podlogu čime bi dobili nano-valovitu grafensku plahtu.

Poglavlje 2 - Priprema uzorka i eksperimentalne metode
U sklopu ove disertacije koristio se cijeli niz površinski osjetljivih tehnika, kao što su
pretražna tunelirajuća mikroskopija (STM) i spektroskopija (STS), mikroskop atomskih
sila (AFM), kutno razlučiva fotoemisijska spektroskopija (ARPES) i nisko energetska
elektronska difrakcija (LEED). Također u sklopu ove disertacije prezentirani su rezultati
teorijskih računa pri čemu se koristila teorija funkcionala gustoće (DFT).
Većina eksperimenata se izvodila u UHV uvjetima pri čemu je osnovni pritisak bio
između 1 × 10−10 mbar i 2 × 10−9 mbar. Uzorak Ir(332) čišćen je bombardiranjem ionima
argona, te prženjem u tlaku kisika na temperaturi od 1070 K. Temperatura uzorka se
ovisno o eksperimentalnom postavu mjerila ili termočlankom ili optičkim pirometrom. Za
rast grafena koristio se plin etilen, a procedura rasta je uključivala ili CVD proces ili
kombinaciju TPG i CVD procesa.
Glavna eksperimentalna tehnika korištena u ovoj disertaciji bila je pretražna tunelirajuća mikroskopija (STM). STM radi na kvantno-mehaničkom principu tuneliranja elek103

trona mase me između dva vodiča gdje dubina prodiranja valne funkcije ovisi o izlaznom
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Ako se stavi razlika napona između dva vodiča struja

tuneliranja ovisiti će eksponencijalno o udaljenosti među vodičima It ∝ Vt e−2κd . Tako će
promjena udaljenosti od samo 1 Å uzrokovati promjenu struje tuneliranja za faktor 10.
STM je realiziran tako da se skeniranje izvodi atomski oštrom metalnom špicom kojom se
u x − y − z smjerovima upravlja pomoću piezoelektrika spojenih na povratnu vezu (vidi
sl. 2.3.1). Razlika napona se stavlja između špice i vodljivog uzorka a ovisno o predznaku
napona tuneliranje će ići ili iz popunjenih stanja uzorka u špicu ili iz špice u nepopunjena
stanja uzorka. STM obično ima dva moda rada, pri čemu se ili drži konstanta struja tuneliranja i mjeri udaljenost špice od uzorka (mod konstantne struje ili topografski mod)
ili se udaljenost špica - uzorka drži konstantnom a mjeri se promjena struje tuneliranja
(mod konstantne visine). Bitno je napomenuti da STM ne bilježi položaje atoma već (u
dobroj aproksimaciji) prikazuje distribuciju lokalne gustoće stanja uzorka (LDOS).
Pretražna tunelirajuća spektroskopija koristi efekt tuneliranja kako bi dobili informaciju o LDOS na određenoj energiji, tj. za određenu razliku napona između špice i uzorka,
mjereći dIt /dVt . dIt /dVt dio signala se mjeri tako da se uz određeni napon na uzorku
stavi dodatni modulirani napon Vt = Vt0 + A sin ωt, te se, koristeći lock-in pojačalo, mjeri
dio signala uz sinus korištene frekvencije modulacije ω. STS se može koristiti da se dobije
ovisnost dIt /dVt o naponu tzv. spektar u točki ili da se snimi lokalna varijacija dIt /dVt
signala na fiksnom naponu tzv. STS mapa zajedno sa topografijom uzorka. Korišteni
STM postav je bio Specs Aarhus varijabilno temperaturni STM (sl. 2.3.2), dok smo za
STS mjerenja koristili CreaTec nisko temperaturni STM/STS hlađen tekućim He.
Mikroskop atomskih sila (AFM) koristi privlačni ili odbojni dio sile između atoma vrha
AFM probe i atoma na površini uzorka kako bi dobili informaciju o topografiji uzorka.
Vrh AFM probe se nalazi na savitljivoj poluzi koja se savije kad se vrh dovede u kontakt
sa uzorkom. Savijanje poluge se detektira na foto-diodi preko pomaka reflektirane laserske
zrake (sl. 2.4.1). Otklon poluge direktno daje informaciju o promjeni visine na uzorku,
dok se x − y pretraživanje vrši preko piezoelektrika. AFM obično ima dva moda rada,
kontaktni i dinamični mod, a razlika je u tome da se u dinamičnom modu elastična poluga
zatitra određenom frekvencijom te se mjeri amplituda i promjena frekvencije titranja
zbog prisutnosti površine uzorka. Korišteni AFM postav bio je Nanosurf Flex AFM u
kontaktnom modu rada.
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Nisko energetska elektronska difrakcija je površinski osjetljiva tehnika za određivanje
periodičnosti prisutnih na površini pomoću elastičnog raspršenja monokromatskih elektrona niskih energija (20 - 300 eV). Elastično raspršeni elektroni formirati će difrakcijski
uzorak na fluorescentnom ekranu, te će tako davati informaciju o uređenju i kvaliteti površine uzorka. Korišteni LEED bio je Omicron LEED, dok je difrakcijski uzorak sniman
Logitech C920 HD web kamerom.
Kutno razlučiva fotoemisijska spektroskopija je tehnika za mjerenje popunjenih elektronskih vrpci kristala i njihovih površina, a radi na kvantno mehaničkom principu fotoemisije. Uzorak je obasjan monokromatskim svjetlom fotonske energije hν veće od
izlaznog rada uzorka φ. Zbog efekta fotoemisije fotoni će izbiti elektrone te će se oni
skupljati u analizatoru koji mjeri kinetičku energiju Ekin i izlazni kut elektrona (vidi sl.
2.6.1). Mjereni spektar pokazivat će ovisnost intenziteta fotoemisije o kinetičkoj energiji
elektrona i dvama kutovima emisije, polarni Θ kut i azimut Φ. Na taj način može se
√
√
dobiti energija valni vektori kx = ~1 2me Ekin · sin Θ cos Φ, ky = ~1 2me Ekin · sin Θ sin Φ
i energija vezanja Ekin = hν − φ − |EB | emitiranih foto elektrona. ARPES mjerenja izvršena su na sinkrotronu Soleil, na Antares liniji opremljenoj R4000 Scienta polukružnim
analizatorom.
Teorija funkcionala gustoće je numerička kvantno mehanička metoda modeliranja koja
se koristi kako bi se istražila elektronska struktura sustava više objekata. Unutar ove teorije svojstva više-elektronskog sustava određuju se pomoću funkcionala prostorno ovisne
elektronske gustoće. DFT je izveden koristeći VASP kod [122] sa PAW implementacijom [123]. Distribucija ne loalne energije vezanja (NLC) je analizirana koristeći JuNoLo
kod [127]. Jedinična ćelija različitih Ir površina napravljena je koristeći algoritam koji su
razvili Sun i Ceder [128].

Poglavlje 3 - Grafen na Ir(332) podlozi - rast i geometrija
Stepeničasta površina Ir(332) je analizirana tehnikama LEED i STM. Pokazano je da
površina ima srednju vrijednost širine terasa blisku očekivanoj vrijednosti od 1.25 nm,
uz određenu distribuciju širina (sl. 3.1.2). Rubovi stepenica slijede [110] smjer visoke
simetrije uniformno po cijelom uzorku (sl. 3.1.3), dok atomi na terasama formiraju (111)
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ravnine. Rast grafena na Ir(332) uzrokuje makroskopsko restrukturiranje površine pri
čemu se formiraju šire terase koje graniče s gusto grupiranim, usim stepenicama tako
zvanom grupom stepenica (vidi sl. 3.2.1). Grafenom uzrokovano restrukturiranje površine
je primijećeno prije na raznim metalnim podlogama, kao što su Ru, Rh, Cu, Au i Ni [49,
54,55,132,133,146], ali do sad bez potpunog razumijevanja samog procesa restrukturiranja
i što ga uzrokuje. Analiza restrukturirane površine otkrila je da terase formiraju (111)
ravnine (sl. 3.2.1), dok grupe stepenica većinski formiraju (331) ravnine (vidi sl. 3.4.3 i sl.
3.4.4) uz manja, lokalna odstupanja. Optička površina (332) makroskopski mora ostati
očuvana te omjer (111) i (331) ravnina stoga mora biti 45.5 % naprama 54.5 %.
Pokazali smo da grafen prelazi preko rubova stepenica te pokriva i grupe stepenica (sl.
3.2.2), pri čemu grafen ima jednaku rotaciju naspram Ir i na terasi i na grupi stepenica
(sl. 3.4.4). Stoga jedna grafenska domena koherentno prekriva više terasa i grupa stepenica. Srednja širina motiva terasa - grupa stepenica dobivenog restrukturiranjem ovisi
o korištenoj temperaturi tijekom rasta grafena, pri čemu više temperature rezultiraju širim terasama neovisno o korištenoj proceduri rasta CVD ili TPG + CVD (sl. 3.3.4 i sl.
3.3.5). Distribucija širina terasa također se povećava s porastom temperature (sl. 3.3.4 i
sl. 3.3.5). To smo povezali s prethodno poznatim trendom grafena na Ir(111) gdje grafen
formira veće otoke na višim temperaturama rasta [61], te smo efekt temperaturno ovisnog
obujma restrukturiranja pripisali većoj mobilnosti Ir i C atoma na višim temperaturama
(vidi dio 3.3.2).
Grafen na Ir(332) teži formiranju domena s cijelim nizom rotacija naspram Ir površine
(sl. 3.3.2) pri čemu se također formira moiré periodičnost s različitom veličinom jedinične
ćelije (sl. 1.4.3). Spojevi između dviju domena različitih rotacija mogu biti indirektni,
gdje je granica zapravo rub stepenice, ili direktni pri čemu se formiraju defekti manjeg
ili većeg opsega (rubne dislokacije ili grafenski mjehurići) (sl. 3.3.3). Neovisno o rotaciji
h

i

grafena uređenje rubova stepenica u 1̄10 smjeru je makroskopski očuvano i nakon restrukturiranja površine (sl. 3.2.1). Moiré superstruktura je također opažena i na grupama
stepenica (sl. 3.4.7) pri čemu su uočeni znakovi naprezanja grafena koje smo povezali s
poravnavanjem tri grafenske jedinične ćelije u prostor između dva ruba stepenica na (331)
površini. Pokazali smo da dominantna grafenska rotacija ovisi o korištenoj temperaturi
rasta i samoj proceduri rasta pri čemu veća temperatura rezultira većom koncentracijom
R0 grafena (sl. 3.3.1). Također, CVD procedura rasta će rezultirati većom koncentraci-
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jom R30 grafena, dok će za istu temperaturu TPG + CVD procedura rezultirati većom
koncentracijom R0 grafena (sl. 3.3.1). Grafen dobiven CVD rastom pokazao je periodičnije uređenje motiva terasa - grupa stepenica, kao i ravnije rubove stepenica (sl. 3.3.4).
To smo povezali s većom koncentracijom grafena s visokim kutom rotacije (npr. R26 i
R30) koje produciraju ravnije rubove stepenica (sl. 3.4.5), a ujedno formiraju i manju
moiré jediničnu ćeliju. Zaključili smo da se moiré jedinična ćelija ponaša kao najmanja
građevna jedinica grafena, te kao takva određuje izgled rubova stepenica i domena. Zbog
bolje periodične uređenosti i ravnijih rubova stepenica grafena dobivenog CVD rastom na
temperaturama od 980 K do 1100 K uzeli smo te parametre rasta kao optimalne za ovaj
sustav.

Poglavlje 4 - Elektronska struktura grafena na Ir(332)
Razumijevanje morfologije sustava grafen na Ir(332) omogućilo nam je da napravimo mjerenja i duboku analizu elektronske strukture, te također da izvršimo teorijsko modeliranje
tog sustava. Izvršili smo ARPES mjerenja grafena dobivenog CVD rastom, pri čemu je
grafen imao četiri glavne rotacije vidljive u LEED-u. Doprinosi od tih istih rotacija (R0,
R30, R26 i simetrična R34) su također bili mjerljivi u ARPES-u (sl. 4.1.1). Najintenzivnija vrpca, koja pripada R34 grafenu, je daljnje analizirana u smjerovima paralelno i
h
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okomito na smjer stepenica 1̄10 . Fermi brzina Diracovog konusa u smjeru okomitom na
stepenice odgovarala je vrijednosti izmjerenoj za grafen na Ir(111), dok je Fermi brzina u
paralelnom smjeru bila značajno renormalizirana. Uz značajno smanjenje Fermi brzine,
Diracov konus mapiran u smjeru paralelnom na smjer stepenica pokazivao je nesimetričnost u vidu različitog nagiba dviju grana konusa u iznosu od 13.7 % (sl. 4.1.1 (a) i (b)).
Izmjerena anizotropija Fermijeve brzine, ovisno o grani Diracovog konusa u smjeru paralelnom sa stepenicama, iznosila je 41 % za jednu granu i 27 % za drugu. Ovakav razmjer
renormalizacije Fermijeve brzine ne može se objasniti jednoosnom deformacijom grafenske
rešetke [150] te smo anizotropiju pripisali periodičkoj modulaciji grafena. Pri tome i periodičko savijanje grafena preko rubova stepenica i periodički potencijal od samih stepenica
u teoriji može objasniti uočenu anizotropiju [87,89,147,149]. Nagibanje Diracovog konusa
pak je najvjerojatnije posljedica deformacije grafenske rešetke zbog izvijanja [147] ili zbog
zaostalog termalnog stlačivanja [150].
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Pokazali smo da je grafen na (111) terasama p dopiran pri čemu Diracova točka leži 320
meV iznad Fermi nivoa (vidi sl. 4.1.1) što je jače p dopiranje nego što je izmjereno za R30
grafen na Ir(111) [65]. Grafen na (331) grupama stepenica pokazao je jako n dopiranje.
Na temelju krutog pomaka elektronske π vrpce procijenili smo da Diracova točka grafena
na (331) ravnini leži 900 meV ispod Fermi nivoa. Stoga grafen koji kontinuirano prelazi
preko terasa i grupa stepenica formira jednu vrst alternirajućeg p-n spoja s međusobnom
razlikom u položaju Diracovih točaka od 1.22 eV. π vrpca grafena na (331) ravninama
snažno hibridizira sa Ir, na što upućuje otvaranje procjepa u vrpci grafena u blizini Ir
površinskih stanja (vidi sl. 4.1.2 (d)). STS mjerenja i DFT računi indiciraju da je ova
snažna interakcija između grafena i (331) iridijevih ravnina uzrok opaženog značajnog n
dopiranja grafena.
Pomoću STS tehnike mjerili smo lokalnu gustoću stanja. STS spektri i mape pokazale
su da elektronska stanja imaju lokalnu ovisnost o položaju na uzorku (vidi sl. 4.2.1, 4.2.2
i 4.2.3). Ta položajno osjetljiva stanja su lokalizirana na terasama, grupama stepenica
i rubovima stepenica, te smo također uočili inverziju LDOS intenziteta (sl. 4.2.2) koju
smo povezali s razlikom u dopiranju grafena na terasama i grupama stepenica. Međutim
ta veza nije jednostavna i najvjerojatnije uključuje interakciju grafena i podloge, kao
i stanje STM šiljka. LDOS na grupama stepenica pokazuju dodatnu podstrukturu u
vidu paralelnih traka (sl. 4.2.3) koje smo povezali s prisustvom Ir stepenica. Ta 1D
podstruktura je dodatno slabo modulirana pojavom moiré periodičnosti koju tvori grafen
na (331) Ir ravninama. Također smo opazili lokalizirana stanja koja se javljaju na najvišoj
stepenici gdje grafen prelazi iz (111) na (331) ravninu (sl. 4.2.3 (d)). Ta stanju su
nesimetrična, te se ne javljaju na najdonjoj stepenici gdje se grafen savija i prelazi s (331)
na (111) ravninu. To indicira da su ta stanja posljedica ili ne ekvivalentnog savijanja ili
lokalne razlike u interakciji grafena i Ir. DFT računi sugeriraju da je to efekt razlike u
interakciji.
Većina STS mapa nije pokazivala znakove kvantnog zatočenja stanja. Efekti zatočenja
su jedino mogli biti vidljivi kad su grafenske domene bile male i prostorno ograničene npr.
na jednoj terasi. U tom slučaju LDOS intenzitet je pokazivao karakterističan koncentrično
elipsoidan oblik ovisan o naponu na uzorku (sl. 4.2.3). Grafen koji se protezao preko
nekoliko terasa i grupa stepenica nije pokazivao znakove zatočenja zbog prisutnosti Ir
stepenica. Sličan zaključak nije mogao biti donesen na temelju ARPES mjerenja, budući
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da se Diracova točka grafena na (111) terasama, oko koje bi se mogao očekivati energetski
procjep, nalazila iznad Fermijevog nivoa. No čak i da je Diracova točka bila dostupna
ARPES mjerenjima, upitno je da li bi taj procjep, uzrokovan zatočenjem elektronskih
stanja u grafenske trake, bio veći od rezolucije ARPES-a i da li bi se uopće otvorio
uzimajući u obzir prosječnu širinu iridijevih (111) terasa [151–153].
DFT račun dao je dobar uvid u podrijetlo opaženih efekata u elektronskoj strukturi
grafena. Modelirali smo tri grafenske rotacije (R0, R30 i R26) na četiri Ir ravnine ((111),
(331), (332) i pojednostavljena kombinacija (111) i (331) ravnina) (vidi sl. 4.3.2 i tablicu
4.2). Također smo modelirali čiste Ir površine koje odgovaraju (111), (331) i (332) ravninama (vidi sl. 4.3.1 i tablicu 4.1). Makroskopsko očuvanje optičke površine dalo nam je
omjer pojedinih ravnina u restrukturiranoj Ir površini pa smo tako mogli izračunati da je
razlika površinskih energija između (332) površine i restrukturirane Ir površine jako mala
i iznosi 3 meV/C u korist restrukturiranja. Međutim, budući da se restrukturiranje ne
događa kad nema grafena, i da je proces u potpunosti reverzibilan vodi na zaključak da je
Ir(332) površina stabilna, te da je restrukturiranje posljedica interakcije grafena i iridija.
Nelokalna (NLC) energija vezanja pokazala je da vezanje grafena najveće na rubovima
stepenica, neovisno o grafenskoj rotaciji (sl. 4.3.3). Vezanje je posebno bilo jako na
najvišoj stepenici u modelu koji je simulirao restrukturiranu površinu (sl. 4.3.3 (e)).
Dodatno, NLC energija vezanja je bila jača na (331) površini, nego na (332) (vidi tab. 4.2).
Distribucija prijenosa naboja imitirala je ponašanje NLC energije vezanja te je također
bila lokalizirana i najizraženija na rubovima stepenica, posebno na najvišoj stepenici
u modelu restrukturirane površine (sl. 4.3.4). Prijenos naboja na rubovima stepenica
je takav da se interakcija više ne može smatrati van der Waalsovom nego kemijskim
vezanjem. Ovo jako vezanje grafena na Ir stepenice djeluje poput sidra te fiksira grafen
na određena mjesta. Ovaj karakteristični prijenos naboja, vezan za stepenice, vjerojatno
inducira opaženu podstrukturu u LDOS na grupama stepenica, kao i LDOS intenzitet koji
se javlja samo na najvišoj stepenici, gdje je prijenos naboja posebice izražen (sl. 4.3.4).
DFT račun je nadalje pokazao da je i R0 i R30 grafen na (111) terasama p dopiran (redom
−8.9 × 10−3 e- /C i −13.3 × 10−3 e- /C), što kvalitativno odgovara prethodnim mjerenjima
tih grafenskih rotacija na Ir(111) [65]. Grafen na (331) ravninama je bio n dopiran što
najvjerojatnije dolazi od jake interakcije sa stepenicama i pripadnoga prijenosa naboja.
Modeli sustava korišteni u DFT računima nisu savršeni i energije vezanja jako ovise
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o jediničnoj čeliji modela, ali ipak DFT račun nam je pružio uvid u porijeklo opaženih
elektronskih efekata, te nam omogućio da razumijemo mehanizam površinskog restrukturiranja uzrokovanog rastom grafena (vidi dio 4.3.3).
Razumijevanje procesa restrukturiranja Ir površine zbog rasta grafena
Grafen dobiva većinu vezivne energije kroz kemisorpciju na rubovima stepenica, međutim
da bi grafen “pogodio” rub stepenice mora se više korugirati tj. mora prihvatiti veće
naprezanje. Zbog toga postoji snažna kompeticija između vezanja na rubove stepenica i
naprezanja grafena koja u konačnici odlučuje da li će se površina restrukturirati. Razumijevanja glavnih energetskih kontribucija sustava omogućilo nam je da predložimo slijedeći
model rasta grafena i restrukturiranja površine, pri čemu je potrebna mobilnost Ir i C
atoma osigurana visokom temperaturom rasta grafena.
Grafen najvjerojatnije započinje rast na (111) terasi te se dalje širi duž terase, pri
čemu jetka okolne stepenice i tvori šire terase. U tom procesu formira i određenu vrst
grupa stepenica. Na (111) terasama energija vezanja grafena je niska ali je naprezanje
minimalno. Također je površinska energija (111) površine puno niža od (332) površine,
što u tom trenutku favorizira rast na terasama. Jednom kad grafenska fronta dođe do
postojeće grupe stepenica početi će rasti preko njih i pri tome dobiti puno energije vezanja od najviše stepenice te od svake slijedeće stepenice na (331) ravnini. Međutim,
grafen ujedno mora platiti energiju naprezanja za savijanje preko spoja dviju ravnina te
za prilagodbu na (331) ravninu. Također mora platiti površinsku energiju za stvaranje
(331) ravnine. Budući da se ta površinska energija samo malo razlikuje od površinske
energije (332) površine, dobitak u energiji od vezanja na rubove stepenica prevagnuti će
nad energijom naprezanja te će restrukturiranje biti favorizirano (vidi dio 4.3.3). Ovaj
model procesa restrukturiranja nije ograničen samo na Ir nego se može primijeniti kako
bi se objasnilo opaženo restrukturiranje i drugih slabo interagirajućih supstrata [49, 133].

Poglavlje 5 - Transfer grafena s Ir(332) na Si/SiO2
Grafen je prije postupka transfera bio interkaliran sa Cs u uvjetima ultra visokog vakuuma
kako bi se smanjila interakcija između grafena i supstrata. Transfer grafena s Ir izvršili
smo koristeći metodu elektrolize kako bi interkalirali vodik i vodu između grafena i Ir te
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ih tako odvojili (sl. 5.1.1). Grafen je prvo bio prekriven slojem polikarbonata, te potom
uronjen u 1 N otopinu NaOH. Sam kristal je služio kao katoda dok je anoda bila žica od
Pt (sl. 5.1.1 (b) i (f)). Prvotno je primijenjen napon od 1.2 V koji uzrokuje depoziciju
vodika između grafena i Ir [173] vidljivu u obliku interkalacijske fronte (vidi sl. 5.1.1 (g)).
Potom je napon povišen na 2 - 3 V što uzrokuje stvaranje velikih mjehurića vodika koji
u konačnici odvajaju sloj grafena i polikarbonata s Ir. Grafen i polikarbonat su potom
stavljeni na Si pločicu koja ima 300 nm sloj SiO2 te je polikarbonat ispran.
Grafen, koji je bio moduliran prije transfera, je zadržao svoju korugiranost i nakon
transfera (sl. 5.2.2) te je pokazivao periodično 1D uređenje u smjeru u kojem je bio moduliran prije transfera tj. [110] smjer rubova Ir stepenica. Periodičnost tog nanometarski
moduliranog, valovitog grafena (NRG) nakon transfera bila je bliska periodičnosti motiva
terasa - grupa stepenica prije transfera s Ir, dok je visina modulacije bila tri puta niža.
Smanjivanje visine modulacije grafena nakon transfera smo objasnili relaksacijom grafenskog pilastog profila u više kružni profil s dodatnim zaravnavanjem donjeg dijela zbog
adhezije na SiO2 . Jednoosno naprezanje u ovom NRG sustavu mjereno AFM-om iznosilo
je 0.037 %.
Kako bi potvrdili jednoosno naprezanje na makroskopskom nivou izvršili smo mjerenja
polariziranom Raman spektroskopijom (sl. 5.3.2 (a)). Pomicanje 2D Raman vrha sa
rotacijom polarizacije lasera potvrdilo je prisutnost jednoosnog naprezanja koje je iznosilo
0.03 %, što se dobro slaže s rezultatom dobivenim iz AFM mjerenja.
Ovaj postupak osigurao je brzi transfer grafena na milimetarskoj skali te je ograničen
samo s veličinom Ir kristala. Transferirani grafen je bio uniformno 1D periodički moduliran te je pokazivao jednoosno naprezanje na makroskopskoj skali. Zbog prirode sustava
grafena na Ir(332) moguće je kontrolirati rotaciju grafena naspram smjera jednoosnog
naprezanja te donekle i periodičnost modulacije grafena, što je nužno za potencijalnu
primjenu.
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